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Artist ID: 347
Artist Name: Irina Lloyd-Jones
Website: www.irinalloydjones.com
IG:
Artist Statement: My Figurative Abstracts, mixed media works featuring collage, transformed photography - all my
own creations - and multiple techniques of direct painting, evoke distinct themes and moods largely, though not
exclusively, of urban locations.

They are figurative in material but essentially abstract in composition. Â My approach is inclusive as distinct from
minimalist. Â I relish difficult challenges of co-ordination.Â I aim for integrity of form, complex patterns of
'answering' and interruption between shapes and colours, striving to refer the canons of classical art to those of our
time.Â (Rauschenberg and Crivelli might seem an unlikely combination of influences but they are there in the images
below).Â

On careful searching, you will not find a line or what might look like a free feature of colour that is not the
complement or antithesis of something elsewhere. Â I finish a picture only when I feel it has achieved total unity.
Notes:

Artist ID: 347
Artwork 1 Title: Separations
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H 109cm x W 80 x D 0.2
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media and diverse methods of direct painting
Artwork 1 Commentary: Green, normally the dominant colour for landscape, here serves ironically in co-ordinating
the theme of separation in this city landscape . The hackneyed Leonardo image faces front while the figures at top
centre are retreating silhouettes as if seen through a lens. The seated figure below forms a visual pun with the car.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 347
Artwork 2 Title: Here We Go
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H 100cm x W 66 x D 0.2
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media and diverse methods of direct painting
Artwork 2 Commentary: Here there is something of a celebratory mood, a feeling of life played out on a colourful
games board. Beginning with the enclosure around the doll, our eye travels up through the dancing figure, turning
right to frame the green office block, yet, on the way, directs us left to the isolated figure in deep recess.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 347
Artwork 3 Title: Within the Light
Artwork 3 Dimensions: H 106cm x W 76 x D 0.2
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media and diverse methods of direct painting
Artwork 3 Commentary: At the heart of this is the contrast between the bold assertions of the advertising eye with a
rather lost and uncertain human element. In contrast to 'Here We Go', the colourful aspect of this picture suggests
themes of fragmentation and anonymity.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 349
Artist Name: Joumana Medlej
Website: http://majnouna.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/joumajnouna/
Artist Statement: I use the ancient Kufic script to create art infused with meaning and reverence. Free from
iconography, the work bypasses the mind to engage a deeper recognition. The stylized, repeated words that make
up a piece endow it with the script’s intrinsic qualities: an affinity with geometry, an inner consonance of shapes and
proportions that reflects classical teachings on Beauty. This is enhanced by the aliveness of hand-prepared materials:
I have returned to the ancient practice of making my own colours and foraging for pigments. In this way, the creative
process begins with the alchemical meeting of human consciousness and nature, and the physicality of transforming
matter for the sake of beauty.
Notes:

Artist ID: 349
Artwork 1 Title: Out of the Untamed Land
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76x56
Artwork 1 Medium: Foraged pigments in gum arabic on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: I like to call this piece “single originâ€• because it is made with six earth pigments I
gathered in the same place, on the same day, in the mountains of Lebanon. The piece was inspired by this bountiful
palette, and the repeating Arabic word is "barr", which denotes the land, the earth, the wilderness, its adjective barri
meaning untamed, feral, wild; at the same time, the same word pronounced "birr" means great love, devotion and
reverence.

The style is the Eastern Kufic script, chosen for the striking geometry it allowed to unfold around this simple word.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 349
Artwork 2 Title: The Subject Tonight is Love
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76x54
Artwork 2 Medium: Earth pigments in gum arabic on paper.
Artwork 2 Commentary: In this piece the Arabic word for Love, in Manuscript Kufic script and five different earth
pigments, forms a pattern of primal simplicity.

Behind the seemingly basic repetition lies a complex, changing pattern to create an organic gradation of hues. The
pigments themselves declined to behave predictably, blending or contrasting with their neighbours as they fancied;
the natural colours taking my original plan into their own hands to return a piece of surprising radiance, considering
it is painted with soil.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 349
Artwork 3 Title: Heaven & Earth
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76x54
Artwork 3 Medium: Mineral pigments in gum arabic on paper.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by knitting, where just two stitches can be combined to create infinite textures, this
piece uses simple repeated units to achieve rich, apparently complex compositions from which the eye never tires of
teasing out patterns. Repetition, and the use of a twig as an organic writing tool which changes as the piece
progresses, are able to evoke, on paper, the feel and texture of cloth. This is enhanced by the use of natural mineral
pigments, which have a life and tactility of their own.

The word that is here written 375 times is Allah, which is traditionally repeated like a mantra in the practice of
remembrance (dhikr), but also possesses a unique plasticity as a word. Here it is written in the shape of a triangle,
endowing the pattern with dynamic forward motion.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 354
Artist Name: Roberta Tetzner
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: Roberta Tetzner seeks to capture the powerful feelings inspired by the beauty of the natural world
and translate that experience into a visual record, which is both sensual and intellectual.
Working from her garden studio in Oxfordshire, Roberta is inspired by her surroundings. Striking a balance between
abstraction and realism, her work facilitates an intense description of the truth of a moment recalled.
Colour plays an intrinsic part as does texture, with the inclusion of domestic waste material. Her most recent work
explores the uplifting effect of light, particularly on water - and how to encapsulate the prismatic effect with shape
and colour.
Roberta’s work has been widely exhibited and her paintings are to be found in collections in the UK and Europe.
Notes:

Artist ID: 354
Artwork 1 Title: Blue Spray
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 80 x 4 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media including dust on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by the amazing substance water and the beauty of the natural world. A moment
captured.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 354
Artwork 2 Title: Celebrate
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 70 x 4 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media including dust on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by the amazing substance water and the beauty of the natural world. A moment
captured.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 354
Artwork 3 Title: Hair Blowing Salt smell
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30.5 x 40.5 x 4 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media including dust on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by the amazing substance water and the beauty of the natural world. A moment
captured.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 355
Artist Name: Juliet Goodden
Website: julietgoodden.org
IG: julietgoodden
Artist Statement: I paint on carefully chosen, up-cycled saris, reflecting the diverse cultures of my community in
North London. I explore migration through the recording of objects and investigate how they carry deep meanings,
sacred memories or feelings and reconnect to places and people who were present at particular times.
I am constantly fascinated to learn about and experience the different cultures around me, understanding how
people of diverse backgrounds adapt to new places and how objects can help with this.
Friends, neighbours and other artists have lent me treasured artefacts that they keep safe. I have painted their
significant objects, which include the lid of an old box showing a family crest, a set of the playground game Jacks, a
very thread bare teddy and an old tie. Each one carries a personal story. What memories do you keep alive through
things around you and which would you like to lend for a painting?

Two of these paintings encapsulate this idea, while the other two are more personal, being about my own garden,
which gives me a sense of place and belonging. It connects me through nature to my own family and childhood. I
remember the excitement, aged nine, of watching an iris open fully in real time, and this habit of time consuming,
analytical observation has remained with me.
I see these paintings as a series of still lives and a catalogue of personal souvenirs that allow me to share in other’s
lives and history.
Notes:

Artist ID: 355
Artwork 1 Title: Head above water
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 140 x 213 x 3
Artwork 1 Medium: oil paint on sari
Artwork 1 Commentary: Sitting side by side are artefacts that hold emotional family and personal ties. They include a
coffee pot made at sea, by a grandfather and engineer who did not survive the war; a model caravan representing
Roma family; a retirement gift representing a life's work running a Bluejohn mine in Kenya, amongst many other
treasures.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 355
Artwork 2 Title: Significant Objects
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 122 x 213 x 3
Artwork 2 Medium: oil paint on silk sari
Artwork 2 Commentary: This yellow silk sari presents objects lent by fellow artists and neighbours. These include a
shiny brass plaque of the daily Jain prayer; part of a pine cone mounted in a jam jar like a flower, found by a young
son and given to his mum and two Ethiopian coffee cups which maintain a daily connection with a much loved place.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 355
Artwork 3 Title: Nibthwaite Garden Summer 2019
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 122 x 213 x 3
Artwork 3 Medium: oil paint on silk sari
Artwork 3 Commentary: This, the first of my garden paintings, represents two months when I brought a flower to
paint each day before embarking on other works. It became a small morning ritual to decide which flower to pick
and paint, connecting peaceful memories from my garden with the studio. Different flowers represent different
places such as the small pink (dianthus) which takes me back to my first garden, made with my dad when I was 9.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 370
Artist Name: Ursula Schregel
Website: www.ursula-schregel.com
IG: ursulaschregel
Artist Statement: As a daughter of a painter and galerist l grew up with art. But I didn't turn to painting until the end
of 2014. From 2016-19 I attended classes with a masterclass student of the famous german painter Gerhard Richter.
Since 2017 I had a lot of expositions in different European countries, the United States and in the Middle East. The
worldwide operating french company Ermewa group selected me as ‚Artist of the year 2018’.

After finishing highschool I graduated with a doctorate in theory of drama and history of art and graduated also as
an interior designer. I worked as a theatre dramaturge and for many years as a radio play editor for the german
public brodcast radio. I lived for many years in France and today in Germany near Cologne.
Notes:

Artist ID: 370
Artwork 1 Title: Ursula Schregel, Zimea, 2019
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x100cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: I paint in acrylic and sometimes I experiment with mixing techniques. My works are abstract
and informal compositions and chance and intuition becomes the impulse generator. I work with overpainting,
application and ablation of vivid colors, the concealed lies behind many coats of paint and gives the viewer free rein
to associations. I’m fascinatetd by the miracoulus play of floating color sufaces, in the process of painting. Every
picture is like an exciting journey and I don’t know at the beginning where it ends.
The title is a word play (sort of french verlan/Ã l'envers) with the arabic word eazim (=pointed shape ), because the
pointed shapes are in resolution in a directly and global metaphoric way.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 370
Artwork 2 Title: eamiz
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120x100cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: see above/commentary of artwork 1

The arabic word play with the arabic word eazim (=pointed shape).
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 370
Artwork 3 Title: Schattenpaar
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x100cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: see above/commentary of artwork 2

The title refers to couples or peoples whose relationships are overshadowed. Their hidden faces, their hidden
bodies, their communication everything remain blurred and undefined
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 372
Artist Name: Iryna Antoniuk
Website: https://antoniuk.art/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/antoniuk.art/
Artist Statement: I am passing my way from "observation" to "understanding" I want to do this quickly, I am even in
a hurry, and therefore I use quick-drying and bright acrylic and watercolor. Sometimes I use them at the same time. I
can work both in realism, drawing every single detail, and be close to abstraction, preferring forms to details.

I am writing in a series, believing that this helps to understand the idea deeper. What is maybe could be hidden in
one work will certainly open in five. I love the large formats.

There is much more life than fiction in every single story. Some paintings show the usual things happen every day,
but let's find the sense, and this 'usual' will never seem normal again...
Notes:

Artist ID: 372
Artwork 1 Title: French Coffee
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60 cm x 45 cm x 2 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This serious french bulldog was really sitting on the red chair in our dog-friendly coffee shop
in Haifa, Israel. Do you think he really loves cappuccino or just likes to sit with owners simulating true coffee lovers?
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 372
Artwork 2 Title: FREEstyle
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 cm x 40 cm x 2 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: How common did you see this in real-time? I see this very often. It seems that sweetheart
little bird tries french fries not the first time. Maybe she finds it more delicious than worms or seeds. She definitely
prefers French Fries. As for you?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 372
Artwork 3 Title: Chips are mine
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90 cm x 60 cm x 2 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Meet my black and white cat, Mister Felix. He was adopted from the street when we were
in Israel and from that moment is traveling with us. In Israel, he lived under the olive tree and we guess that is the
reason he loves to eat olives. His second more surprising food preference is spicy chips. We hide both of these two
from him, but sometimes he finds.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 373
Artist Name: Shinyoung Park
Website: www.shinyoungpark.co.uk
IG: @simplicity_faith_apricot
Artist Statement: Most of my recent work is a record of travelling to unfamiliar places as a stranger. During travels,
certain scenes make a spark in my mind. Some are related to the awe of mother nature. And others are about local
people and animals that show the hard reality of the region, differing from the exaggeration of tourism.

I have time to acclimatise myself into these scenes after travelling. I recall them by photos taken at that time. The
photos evoke the mood, heat, smell and color of the place. They remain, but are distorted and partially faded in my
memory. Through the gap, irrelevant information are intervened and imagination bridges it. Like this, a scene as
image is created. It looks real as well as unreal. I call this whole process as experience. It is not stuck in the past;
rather is alive, being changed constantly even in the moments when I am drawing it and the viewers appreciate it.

For me, an image is the result of synaesthetic reaction to the reality. I aim to represent the tangibility of a scene as
though I touch it with my eyes. I scratch the surface of thin paper hard with a nib like in the engraving process. The
scratched surface is filled with ink drops and wine, making unexpected stains. The stains act as a clue for the next
step. I wait and wait, keeping the tension between me and the form until an image itself appears.
Notes:

Artist ID: 373
Artwork 1 Title: From Sunset to Dawn
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 38x28.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Ink and wine on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 373
Artwork 2 Title: Bats on the Rainbow
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38x28.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Bronze powder, ink and wine on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 373
Artwork 3 Title: Weaving a Cloud
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76x57cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Bronze powder, ink and wine on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 376
Artist Name: Ryo Kajitani
Website: https://www.ryokajitani.com/about
IG:
Artist Statement: "drawing for printmaking" and "Oil-based-Woodcut" process of the work created by kajitani which
is overcoming the monochrome dimension and introducing the colors to the prints for the first time, cannot be
imagined without close ties with "being within the city" bridging the creator's and its masterpiece in urban space.
The color of the work is not given by artist itself, but rather acts as a "generative phenomenon" born in the urban
life.
My work itself participates in society life through exhibitions as "amulets, talismans, gifts". In order to make its
historical role (the work is preserved and exhibited even after its creator passed away) sustainable, the work itself
must be a symbolic thing, a “faceâ€• representing its creator and a comprehensive/impersonal symbol of urban
space. This “faceâ€• is entrusted with functions of "watching over and giving".
and,as long as work is stored and displayed appropriately, keep working even after an artist, pass away, work will
continue with future possible possibilities to watch over the era.
After the death of an artist, these work starts to "watch over" the exhibition,Portrait (facial expression)on behalf of
him, It will slept in artwork eternally.
It reaches the social sleep rising above artist's personal sleep, "work of art" puts such time and space into eternity.
In that sense, the space of the my work is equal to the space of a prayer.
Notes:

Artist ID: 376
Artwork 1 Title: Garden-of-Prayer
Artwork 1 Dimensions: H110Ã—160cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Geclee Archival Print Based Woodcut(Oil Based) & Hand tinted
Artwork 1 Commentary: process of the work created by me, cannot be exist without close ties with "being within the
city" bridging the creator's and its work in urban space. The color of the work is not given by artist itself, but rather
acts as a generative phenomenon born in the urban life.
My work itself participates in society life through exhibitions as "amulets, gifts". In order to make its historical role
(the work is preserved and exhibited even after its creator passed away) sustainable, the work itself must be a
symbolic thing, a face representing its creator and a comprehensive/impersonal symbol of urban space. This face is
entrusted with functions of "watching over and giving".
and,as long as work is stored and displayed appropriately, keep working even after an artist, pass away, work will
continue with future possible possibilities to watch over the era.
After the death of an artist, these work starts to "watch over" the exhibition,Portrait on behalf of him, It will slept in
work eternally.
It reaches the social sleep rising above personal sleep,work puts such time and space into eternity. In that sense, the
space of the my work is equal to the space of a prayer.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 376

Artist ID: 376
Artwork 2 Title: While back can come
Artwork 2 Dimensions: H62.5Ã—91.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Based Woodcut print & Hand tinted
Artwork 2 Commentary: process of the work created by me, cannot be exist without close ties with "being within the
city" bridging the creator's and its work in urban space. The color of the work is not given by artist itself, but rather
acts as a generative phenomenon born in the urban life.
My work itself participates in society life through exhibitions as "amulets, gifts". In order to make its historical role
(the work is preserved and exhibited even after its creator passed away) sustainable, the work itself must be a
symbolic thing, a face representing its creator and a comprehensive/impersonal symbol of urban space. This face is
entrusted with functions of "watching over and giving".
and,as long as work is stored and displayed appropriately, keep working even after an artist, pass away, work will
continue with future possible possibilities to watch over the era.
After the death of an artist, these work starts to "watch over" the exhibition,Portrait on behalf of him, It will slept in
work eternally.
It reaches the social sleep rising above personal sleep,work puts such time and space into eternity. In that sense, the
space of the my work is equal to the space of a prayer.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 376

Artist ID: 376
Artwork 3 Title: I don't know Anything
Artwork 3 Dimensions: H36.4Ã—51.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Pencil Drawing, Coffee
Artwork 3 Commentary: My painting symbolizing a "gift" of artwork. from here on out, as long as this is stored and
displayed appropriately, keep working even after an artist, pass away, work will continue with future possible
possibilities to watch over the era.
After the death of an artist, work starts to "watch over" the exhibition,Portrait (facial expression)on behalf of Me, It
will slept in artwork eternally.
It reaches the social sleep rising above artist's personal sleep, "work of art" puts such time and space into eternity.
In that sense, the space of the art work is equal to the space of a prayer.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 377
Artist Name: Lingshu Shen
Website: www.shenlingshu.com
IG: lynne_lingshushen
Artist Statement: Lingshu is a graduate of MA Photography at London College of Communication.Â
She focuses on exploring the close connection between human ideology and psychology, the performance and
influence of this link in a social context. Her art practice includes a variety of forms, give priority to photography, but
also across the video performance, text, textile, installation and so on.
Notes:

Artist ID: 377
Artwork 1 Title: Alienation
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1348‚Ã—‚899
Artwork 1 Medium: Canon EOS 60D
Artwork 1 Commentary: This image is from my work Island about loneliness. I think 'Loneliness is an inevitable part
of life. I explore the state of human existence from the perspective of psychoanalysis. I discuss loneliness’s
consequent feelings of separation and loss, and its accompanying sense of emptiness, sorrow, and fear. These
destructive feelings are rooted in self-alienation; a need to swing between seeking intimacy and loss of self;' the pull
between isolation and socialization.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 377
Artwork 2 Title: Mucus
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 2039‚Ã—‚2855
Artwork 2 Medium: Canon EOS 60D
Artwork 2 Commentary: Mucus shows how one may simultaneously long for and be unable to tolerate being in the
company of the other.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 377
Artwork 3 Title: The Eggs
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Installation - 30cm*30cm glass tank with raw eggs
Artwork 3 Medium: Canon EOS 60D
Artwork 3 Commentary: This installation is an extension of the video Escape from Eggs. Each egg symbolizes each
individual, the date and company details stamped on the egg, just like our identity and social label.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 379
Artist Name: Razvan Burnete
Website: burnete.art
IG: burneterazvan
Artist Statement: While there are many ways to “lookâ€• at an artwork, I rely on a more technical eye, so I see my
work as an examination of the human being’s vanity. Chances are, our values and traces are nothing but a mask,
glowing in the darkness of our thoughts. I am in particularly very strict with the techniques I use, layering the paint
on the mask as if I was to create “lifeâ€• to an empty glare. Usually, my work process starts with an inspiration from
philosophy, the condition of the human as a “thinkerâ€•, an introvert who observes the world around him and
internalize every emotion. I take my time to process my canvas, never leaving it without feeling that I gave myself
the technical satisfaction, combining an overall important knowledge on the “old mastersâ€• way of painting with a
modern twist. Therefore, I am surrounded by the constant need to perform, to improve the “brush movementâ€• as
if I was watched and judged by my own consciousness. To this day, I truly believe that the chosen artwork for this
exhibition, the “maskâ€•, has something more than just paint, various studied techniques and a philosophical
meaning. For me, it represents a tension between myself and my alter ego. Some days I will identify with the
character with the empty glare, some days I see it as it approaches from a small surviving light surrounded by
darkness. As a very cynical person, I want the general public to see my artwork as it is, with a formalist point of view.
I can talk for hours about the material I used, the canvas, the technical innovation in regards to applying the oil paint
in layers, but when it comes to the “more than it meets the eyeâ€• approach, I prefer to be another spectator and
not intervene and let the artwork speaks for itself, whitch to this day was successful. For me, it’s a celebration of the
humanâ€¦ from “humanâ€• artist to every human that takes the time to look at it and internalize the meaning. I am
but one man, but there are many men in the world.
Looking back at my creative process, I see patterns everywhere and my technical-formed eye tends to feel engaged
with a more “earthyâ€• colour scheme, having a constant thought in the back of my mind. Therefore, I let my alter
ego speaks for itself, making sense of the constant visual clutter that we surround ourselves in on a daily basis,
working in a shared environment with other artists.
Notes:

Artist ID: 379
Artwork 1 Title: The legend
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 95x60x2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Legend of headless horse rider
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 379
Artwork 2 Title: Head
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x70x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Composition from Ancient Greek to present
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 379
Artwork 3 Title: Voyeur
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 95x90x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Composition with a voyeur which look at a statue in bathroom
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 380
Artist Name: christopher buncall
Website: http://www.chrisbuncall.co.uk/
IG: chris_buncall
Artist Statement: Currently working with oil on canvas (although this may change). As a painter I am not looking for
the obscure, or deliberately seeking beauty in the unusual, but rather trying to document the things I see in my life
that wink and grin at me. These episodes happen to us all. Nothing is forced, yet my work tells a story by depicting a
moment in time that can be open to various interpretations, mixing hints of symbolism with light and vibrating
colour. There is a fine line between dreaming and being awake. Painting strips away these boundaries for me.
I do not like to heavily labour but prefer to retain a simplicity. Being colour-blind may mean my visual vocabulary is
not the same as many. I chose this painting for the competition because, above all, it makes me laugh. I used to work
in forestry. For me it plays on the masculine stereotypes within the field. I recall walking into old chainsaw shops and
seeing calendars on the walls from the 70's and 80's. Not a million miles away from the old pirelli Calendars. Seminaked women looking rather sweaty and clutching chainsaws in various positions. There's a cerebral, psychedelic
edge to it also.
Notes:

Artist ID: 380
Artwork 1 Title: Look at the size of my chopper
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 143cm x93cm x 3cm
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on wooden panel
Artwork 1 Commentary: A psychedelic and freudian self-portrait.
A role reversal. A comedy. The only thing well-hung is the artwork.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 380
Artwork 2 Title: The White paper dress
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100cm x 63 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on wooden panel
Artwork 2 Commentary: Way down the hill,
In the woods past the holding.
I heard cries of sobbing, of tearing and folding.
For there by the dark pools,
I have to confess,
Stood a sorrowful woman
In a white paper dress.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 380
Artwork 3 Title: The shrine
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100cm x 100cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on wooden panel
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 381
Artist Name: ethan caflisch
Website: https://www.ethancaflisch.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ethancaflisch/
Artist Statement: my works are consequently rooted simply in material, process and form; it started in ceramics and
has since evolved to sculpture, quilted textile paintings, and progressively acrylic and oil painting. my practice has
been a constant movement forward, introducing new materials to make pieces that still find their foundation in
sculpture but exist equally as painting.

new bodies of work start with a curiosity of material. they will be mathematically refined to a hundredth of a
decimal before they are cut out or painted by hand; the imperfect line that naturally forms from my heart beating,
taking a breath - working by hand. the process makes the work grander than the piece i set out to make - perfection
is only achieved when i move away from the conscious pursuit of perfection.
Notes:

Artist ID: 381
Artwork 1 Title: in black and blue
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110 x 90 x 4
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: i have recently started painting figuratively, using the figure as a host for color and using the
act of painting to create depth. i’m not interested in painting portraits, rather the portrait as a means of hiding
identity, subtle but hidden features, seeming to originate in reality.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 381
Artwork 2 Title: in yellow and black II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90 x 110 x 4
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: i have recently started painting figuratively, using the figure as a host for color and using the
act of painting to create depth. i’m not interested in painting portraits, rather the portrait as a means of hiding
identity, subtle but hidden features, seeming to originate in reality.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 381
Artwork 3 Title: in black and green
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 110 x 90 x 4
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary: i have recently started painting figuratively, using the figure as a host for color and using the
act of painting to create depth. i’m not interested in painting portraits, rather the portrait as a means of hiding
identity, subtle but hidden features, seeming to originate in reality.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 383
Artist Name: ruocong ma
Website: https://www.ruocongma.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/m.a.woiling/?hl=en
Artist Statement: Transdisciplinary artist Ruocong Ma examines the contradiction and correlation of spiritual
strength, human body, sexual representation and politics in our society, working on photograph painting, and
sculpture. Born in Guangdong, China in 1997, Ruocong Ma has lived in Beijing, New York, and London.Â Currently,
she is a student of the MA sculpture department at the Royal College of Art. Her work is primarily concerned with
the tension of flesh and instinctive desire. Her erotic portrait painting work often employs domineering poses, bright
vivid colors, creative lighting and tight costume as symbolism for implying audiences about complex class power.
Ruocong Ma has exhibited in group shows internationally since 2016,Â including in LaMa Gallery, New York; Black
Bird Gallery, New York; SVA Chelsea Gallery, New York.Â
Notes:

Artist ID: 383
Artwork 1 Title: Bird in 2019 (1)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40cm/60cm
Artwork 1 Medium: photograph
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bird in 2019 is the materialized expression of the conversation between the artist's selfawareness and imaginary enemy. Ruocong Ma uses a bird's mask and a dummy's body to express human desire and
existence. Bird in 2019 is a shelf for clothes and costumes at first, but after living with Ruocong Ma for a long time.
She started to ask this artificially assembled object, "Do you also have dreams?" "Do you occasionally talk to me
while I cook?" "Do you think your body is sexy?" The consciousness of the object began to communicate with her
spiritual world, and it was recorded by photography.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 383
Artwork 2 Title: Bird in 2019 (2)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40cm/60cm
Artwork 2 Medium: photograph
Artwork 2 Commentary: Bird in 2019 is the materialized expression of the conversation between the artist's selfawareness and imaginary enemy. Ruocong Ma uses a bird's mask and a dummy's body to express human desire and
existence. Bird in 2019 is a shelf for clothes and costumes at first, but after living with Ruocong Ma for a long time.
She started to ask this artificially assembled object, "Do you also have dreams?" "Do you occasionally talk to me
while I cook?" "Do you think your body is sexy?" The consciousness of the object began to communicate with her
spiritual world, and it was recorded by photography.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 383
Artwork 3 Title: Bird in 2019 (3)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40cm/60cm
Artwork 3 Medium: photograph
Artwork 3 Commentary: Bird in 2019 is the materialized expression of the conversation between the artist's selfawareness and imaginary enemy. Ruocong Ma uses a bird's mask and a dummy's body to express human desire and
existence. Bird in 2019 is a shelf for clothes and costumes at first, but after living with Ruocong Ma for a long time.
She started to ask this artificially assembled object, "Do you also have dreams?" "Do you occasionally talk to me
while I cook?" "Do you think your body is sexy?" The consciousness of the object began to communicate with her
spiritual world, and it was recorded by photography.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 384
Artist Name: Michal Raz
Website: https://www.michal-raz.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/michalraz/
Artist Statement: My practice involves painting, screen printing, digital printing, collage and video. My works may be
grasped as a continues research of ethnology, pattern making, ornamentation, abstract art, pop culture and digital
aesthetics, avoiding any final definition or a linear narrative, nor imposing any fixed idea or absolute conclusion. My
interests and sources of inspiration varies from Eastern philosophies, occult beliefs, through art history, pop culture,
to music, rave culture, the digital age, and more.For the last few years, my research is mostly based on the theme of
polarities. The philosophical investigation is manifested in my works, through the creation of images that deal with
contrasts, diversity, and unification, as well as the concept of non-separation and lack of hierarchy both through
traditional techniques and emerging ways of making and the usage of different materials. The play of polarities is the
expression of the belief in both seen and unseen ever existent unity in diversity.
Notes:

Artist ID: 384
Artwork 1 Title: Drip Drop no.2
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x130x4.5
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic, monoprint and glitters on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 384
Artwork 2 Title: Things I Can't say no.1
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 160x130x4.5
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic, monoprint and glitters on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 384
Artwork 3 Title: Things I Can't say no.2
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 160x130x4.5
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic, monoprint and glitters on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 396
Artist Name: Tanaz Assefi
Website: TanazAssefi.com
IG: Tanaz Assefi
Artist Statement: I was born and raised in Iran, a Land of contradictions where deserts and forests are a few miles
apart; a Land of snow covered mountains and green valleys where palm trees and apple trees grow only a few miles
apart from one another. The extraordinary geographical and historical conditions have deeply influenced my culture
and people. Our traditions and ceremonies are intertwined with an exotic blend of symbolism and metaphoric
language; which is visible in our literature, art and handicrafts.

This is my heritage and a part of my being.

As an artist, I have always been in search of a relationship between the mysterious and symbolic world of ideas and
allegories which take place in the world of mythology, poetry and dreams. A visual language that speak to our souls.
I believe in the therapeutic elements of being creative and working with colour. Art for me is a form of therapy.

I work mainly in colour as I consider colour to be the soul of life and root of all existence. Ink and acrylics are my
main mediums yet I use various different ways of mediums to express my inner landscape.
Notes:

Artist ID: 396
Artwork 1 Title: My Brother the Mountain, My sister the sea and I
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic ink and coloured pencil on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: This art work was inspired and created after the peom by Gibran Khalil Gibran:
Here I sit between my brother the mountain and my sister the sea.
We three are one in loneliness, and the love that binds us together
is deep and strong and strange. Nay, it is deeper than my sister’s
depth and stronger than my brother’s strength, and stranger than
the strangeness of my madness.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 396
Artwork 2 Title: The Rainbow Warrior
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70cm x 85cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic ink, coloured pencil on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: This art work was created after yoga and meditation.
The image appeared clearly in my mind's eye. She is a warrior, a very gentle warrior.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 396
Artwork 3 Title: May I feel said he!
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic ink, coloured pencil and collage on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: This art work was inspired by a poem by E E Cummings

may i feel said he
(i'll squeal said she
just once said he)
it's fun said she

(may i touch said he
how much said she
a lot said he)
why not said she

(let's go said he
not too far said she
what's too far said he
where you are said she)

may i stay said he
(which way said she
like this said he
if you kiss said she...
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 396

Artist ID: 402
Artist Name: Frederike von Cranach
Website: www.frederikevoncranach.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/frederike.cranach/
Artist Statement: Everything wants to be something, and everything can be something by receiving the chance of
space. This makes being an artist so special to me. Finding “somethingâ€• that becomes your “itâ€•. It is exciting to
dismantle objects or topics to their essence and then assemble everything back together using tools of endless
materials and mediums accessible. A constant flux and observation.

Egagropili are my “itâ€• since a couple of years. I have explored them from different angles and focused on creating
their own unique space. Egagropili occur from a plant called Posidonia Oceanica which is a hugely important part of
the Ecosystem in the Mediterranean Sea. This sea grass has also been established as “the lungs of the
Mediterraneanâ€•.
It provides a rhizomatic and stable seabed that regulates currents, it is an effective protection against erosion as
well as contributing a habitat for all sorts of sea creatures. Further it is one of the oldest living organisms on this
planet and therefore very precious.

I am inspired by the journey and metamorphosis from a living sea plant to perfect pellets on the beach all formed by
natures forces. My work begins above sea level and captures the Egagropili in another momentum before everything
changes again. My visual practice is driven by simplicity, stillness, form and craftmanship. I constantly explore
different artistic disciplines to broaden my knowledge and to have access to a wider range of tools and therewith
expressions.
Notes:

Artist ID: 402
Artwork 1 Title: UNDERWORLD V
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 36cm x 59cm x 4cm
Artwork 1 Medium: ink drawing & hand screen-print on Somerset paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is inspired by Lucas Cranach's "The Doomed From Hell". It incorporates extracts
of the very small woodcut Cranach created around 1530. I made this artwork for an exhibtion I had in his former
residency in Wittenberg. It was important to me to find a way to merge his work and mine into one without
compromising anything.
The mythical river Acheron (which also was the exhibitions name) was the link connecting our world with hell as
well as water being the source to Egagropili.

This work is framed in a five sided acrylic box frame.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 402
Artwork 2 Title: LIGHT I
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 47cm x 57cm x 4cm
Artwork 2 Medium: ink drawing, embossing & collage on Somerset paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: "LIGHT I" was also part of the "ACHERON" exhibition in Wittenberg Germany. It has
"HEAVY" as its counterpart working out the balance in our world - light & heavy, heaven & hell, old & new. The world
is out of balance and we have to start a process of reconnecting.

This work is framed in a five sided acrylic box frame.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 402
Artwork 3 Title: WATCHA' LOOKIN' AT?
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42cm x 29cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Collage & thread on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: WATCHA' LOOKIN' AT? is a playful reflection on what we see in others and ourselves. Art
can be playful paired with humour. This work is part of a new series I am currently working on with the title "the lost
ART of having fun" which moves Egagropili in the background and therewith creates space for new ideas.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 405
Artist Name: Sally Hollingworth
Website: www.sallyhollingworth.com
IG: www.instagram.com/sally_hollingworth
Artist Statement: My work reflects aspects of childhood memory and a sense of place through objects and what they
represent. A domestic setting presides in the body of work with clues to a small event to happen (tea to drink) or
have taken place already (washing hung), but all inconsequential to anyone except those involved.
Colour and pattern are used to create a visual tension within the composition that verges on imbalance, but
intended to be playful and lyrical. Mixed-media is an important part of the work, with print, collage, paint, pastel
used in a variety of techniques.
Decisions about visual language are made instinctively working with the composition and the elements created, so
that changes can be immediate and hopefully fresh and vibrant. This current body of work is on the smaller side
which has been inspirational in how media and visual language work together.
Notes:

Artist ID: 405
Artwork 1 Title: Mousehole Garden
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42.5cm x 58cm x 0cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed-media on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Pattern, shape and colour are used as story-telling tools to explore childhood memories and
their representation of domesticity and the mundane, those being the frequently help memories most of us will
remember. In this case washing hung, tea poured.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 405
Artwork 2 Title: Bee in a Bottle
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29cm x 41cm x 0cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed-media on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Line, colour and pattern are used within a range of mixed-media to create a lyrical abstract
piece based on fragments of memory and what we remember no matter how inconsequential.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 405
Artwork 3 Title: Tea with Milk
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 22.5cm x 30cm x 0cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed-media on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: This work uses visual language to create an abstract piece that uses elements of memory.
Pattern and colour are again used to produce a playful composition. Techniques used incorporate rubbing away
paint and adding layers that explore space and form.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 418
Artist Name: Moti Bazak
Website: motibazak@gmail.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/moti_bazak/
Artist Statement: My creation comes from early childhood existential experiences, when I realized that things do not
work wellâ€¦. and that they need a fixing.

Years later, I am collecting and connecting to used pieces of wood, metal, paper, etc.

These items have finished their lives and have been thrown away, abandoned, and forgotten.

Each piece holds its own unique morphology; their individual colors, textures, bruises and scratches tell me about
their past life.

When the right moment comes, these different pieces of many origins become displaced and coalesce into an
artwork â€” and , in a sense, getting their “afterlifeâ€• within my work.

This process of fixing and reviving has a comforting effect on me and, in my humble way, I am trying to pass it on, in
my art.
Notes:

Artist ID: 418
Artwork 1 Title: imperfect
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 94x40x59
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media installation, recycled wooden chair, wire
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Old Chair / David Harris
We look at an old chair and wonder
whose bottom once sat there.
Was it someone Royal
or someone posh
with lots and lots of dosh,
or was it someone poor
that treasured a comfortable seat.
No matter whom it was,
just look and wonder
at the history of that old chair,
then just sit on it
and put more history there.
The history of chairs is going back to the 3rd millennium before Christ, in ancient Egypt.
Since then, for hundreds and thousands of years, the chair was a symbol of power and authority.
Chairs came into daily use in the 16th century, and became part of our day to day life, ever since.
So, what about those old chairs?.. in which nobody sits anymoreâ€¦ As Harris wrote in his poem (above), for me
they are a â€•place holderâ€• for the “potential bottomâ€•. And I am trying to give them life back (and give them
back to lifeâ€¦).
In this work, I tried to bring forward beauty of imperfection, as identified in the WABI SABI tradition.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 418

Artist ID: 418
Artwork 2 Title: Equilibrium
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150x50x60
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media installation, recycled wooden chairs
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Old Chair / David Harris
We look at an old chair and wonder
whose bottom once sat there.
Was it someone Royal
or someone posh
with lots and lots of dosh,
or was it someone poor
that treasured a comfortable seat.
No matter whom it was,
just look and wonder
at the history of that old chair,
then just sit on it
and put more history there.
The history of chairs is going back to the 3rd millennium before Christ, in ancient Egypt.
Since then, for hundreds and thousands of years, the chair was a symbol of power and authority.
Chairs came into daily use in the 16th century, and became part of our day to day life, ever since.
So, what about those old chairs?.. in which nobody sits anymoreâ€¦ As Harris wrote in his poem (above), for me
they are a â€•place holderâ€• for the “potential bottomâ€•. And I am trying to give them life back (and give them
back to lifeâ€¦).
In this work, the combination of two identical (in hardware ) chairs is able to preserve the sense of equilibrium in a
unique way, when the morphology and character are just a little differentâ€¦
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 418

Artist ID: 418
Artwork 3 Title: Living tissue
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x70x80
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media installation, recycled wooden chairs
Artwork 3 Commentary: The Old Chair / David Harris
We look at an old chair and wonder
whose bottom once sat there.
Was it someone Royal
or someone posh
with lots and lots of dosh,
or was it someone poor
that treasured a comfortable seat.
No matter whom it was,
just look and wonder
at the history of that old chair,
then just sit on it
and put more history there.
The history of chairs is going back to the 3rd millennium before Christ, in ancient Egypt.
Since then, for hundreds and thousands of years, the chair was a symbol of power and authority.
Chairs came into daily use in the 16th century, and became part of our day to day life, ever since.
So, what about those old chairs?.. in which nobody sits anymoreâ€¦ As Harris wrote in his poem (above), for me
they are a â€•place holderâ€• for the “potential bottomâ€•. And I am trying to give them life back (and give them
back to lifeâ€¦).
This combination of chairs, plotted together in different ways ( the installation can be assembled in many different
ways ) presents the diversity of individuals that convert into one tissue , that is living and changing its form.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 418

Artist ID: 423
Artist Name: Marina Emphietzi
Website: https://marinaemphietzi.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/marina.emphietzi/
Artist Statement: My work explores issues of time, life and memory.

Through painting I channel life experiences to create works of art in a semi abstract, expressionist style.

I grew up in a house by the sea in Famagusta, Cyprus, a home I lost in the trauma of war and although I didn’t set
out to produce art about anything specific, as my portfolio developed over the years I realised that the pleasure and
energy I was getting from painting was when I focused on water, boats, beaches and marinas, subjects emanating
from childhood memories of my early life by the sea.

My personal challenge:
As the call of the sea is strong and I very often feel an urge to spend time within sight or sound of the water my
personal challenge is to create scenes that evoke feelings and emotions; as if I am there on that beach where I grew
up, where I can still feel my toes walking on the warm sand and where sometimes the wind brushes my face as I ran
against it.

For me the sea symbolises life and the boat is the means to this journey of life. It is the symbol of time, happiness,
sadness, dreams and often our guide to the infinite. It is the energy that surrounds us.
Notes:

Artist ID: 423
Artwork 1 Title: The Turning Point'
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 85 x 135 x 2 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: My work explores issues of time, life and memory.

Through painting I channel life experiences to create works of art in a semi abstract, expressionist style.

I grew up in a house by the sea in Famagusta, Cyprus, a home I lost in the trauma of war and although I didn’t set
out to produce art about anything specific, as my portfolio developed over the years I realised that the pleasure and
energy I was getting from painting was when I focused on water, boats, beaches and marinas, subjects emanating
from childhood memories of my early life by the sea.

My personal challenge:

As the call of the sea is strong and I very often feel an urge to spend time within sight or sound of the water my
personal challenge is to create scenes that evoke feelings and emotions; as if I am there on that beach where I grew
up, where I can still feel my toes walking on the warm sand and where sometimes the wind brushes my face as I ran
against it.

For me the sea symbolises life and the boat is the means to this journey of life. It is the symbol of time, happiness,
sadness, dreams and often our guide to the infinite. It is the energy that surrounds us.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 423

Artist ID: 423
Artwork 2 Title: Warm Summer Breeze'
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 50 x 4 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylics and inks on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: My work explores issues of time, life and memory.

Through painting I channel life experiences to create works of art in a semi abstract, expressionist style.

I grew up in a house by the sea in Famagusta, Cyprus, a home I lost in the trauma of war and although I didn’t set
out to produce art about anything specific, as my portfolio developed over the years I realised that the pleasure and
energy I was getting from painting was when I focused on water, boats, beaches and marinas, subjects emanating
from childhood memories of my early life by the sea.

My personal challenge:

As the call of the sea is strong and I very often feel an urge to spend time within sight or sound of the water my
personal challenge is to create scenes that evoke feelings and emotions; as if I am there on that beach where I grew
up, where I can still feel my toes walking on the warm sand and where sometimes the wind brushes my face as I ran
against it.

For me the sea symbolises life and the boat is the means to this journey of life. It is the symbol of time, happiness,
sadness, dreams and often our guide to the infinite. It is the energy that surrounds us.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 423

Artist ID: 423
Artwork 3 Title: Childhood Memories'
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70 x 90 x 2cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: My work explores issues of time, life and memory.

Through painting I channel life experiences to create works of art in a semi abstract, expressionist style.

I grew up in a house by the sea in Famagusta, Cyprus, a home I lost in the trauma of war and although I didn’t set
out to produce art about anything specific, as my portfolio developed over the years I realised that the pleasure and
energy I was getting from painting was when I focused on water, boats, beaches and marinas, subjects emanating
from childhood memories of my early life by the sea.

My personal challenge:

As the call of the sea is strong and I very often feel an urge to spend time within sight or sound of the water my
personal challenge is to create scenes that evoke feelings and emotions; as if I am there on that beach where I grew
up, where I can still feel my toes walking on the warm sand and where sometimes the wind brushes my face as I ran
against it.

For me the sea symbolises life and the boat is the means to this journey of life. It is the symbol of time, happiness,
sadness, dreams and often our guide to the infinite. It is the energy that surrounds us.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 423

Artist ID: 426
Artist Name: Roger McNulty
Website: www.rogermcnulty.com
IG: ROGER.MCNULTY
Artist Statement: I use the ambition and outcomes of work on people communities and the environment.

As a craft fitter I love the material aspect working, the colour, strengths and human ability to create useful objects.
As a practitioner in employee relations and law I relate to the socio-economic interactions of employers employees
and competing global forces. From a background living and working in industrial and post industrial environments,
religiously divided communities and countries with diverse histories I attempt to pull together images that question
just what is happening and where it is taking people and communities.

In recent paintings I have concentrated on the themes of material detritus (e.g. metal slag and CO2 sequestration)
and mental and physical borders. The paintings submitted here relate to the latter.

The borders can be physical within ourselves as in differing cell structures or on the earth we use, either naturally
formed or proscribed often by force. Or mental in terms of our perception and how we view and react to particular
physical obstacles.
Notes:

Artist ID: 426
Artwork 1 Title: New bridge at the Cuckoo Crossing
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x150x3
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: An actual crossing displaying signs of topical religious divide industrial decline and some
rebellion.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 426
Artwork 2 Title: Bourne Estate
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 127x90x3
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint and iron filings on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: A symbol of prolific borders emerging from acquisition, displacement and exclusion.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 426
Artwork 3 Title: Boston (stranded by)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x90x4
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary: Isolation can become a choice even after decades of removing borders.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 427
Artist Name: Collectif Me for You KARLY AND ANNE V
Website: https://www.karlyetannev.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/annevkarly
Artist Statement: Karly, born in 1965, shares her life between Paris and the Champagne. She has a doctorate in
cognitive psychology. She wrote a thesis on the colors. Her research focuses on the salience of color in the
construction of artwork. Karly is colorist artist. Anne V, visual artist, born in 1970, works and lives in Champagne. She
studied history and art history. She is specialized in the creation and construction of frame in volume after training in
woodworking.

Our common taste for the origins of humanity led us to work together. We created new artistic writings. We
developed our own technique to achieve hybrid works. The series "The Garden of the U mutants", sculptures built
with painted canvas and fur, and the production "Empty Buildings", mixing different textiles and objects testify this.
Adepts of diversity and staging, we take pleasure to invite different mediums at the same event. We like to mix
different materials in its strongest antagonists. We are protean artists.

We could also qualify ourselves as theatrical producer insofar as we dissect the themes on which we work. We
extract elements for to create a counter-current that we develop in several sequences, similar to theatrical where
scoff and seriousness come together! We also claim the status of noisemakers because when our senses are
exacerbated, we consider more the phenomenal side of our perceptions by visualizing the possibility of creating
ourselves these phenomena. « The beings of the water » (drawings) come to testify of this last activity.
Actually, we therefore alternate between the state of restitution and the state of noisemakers by staging which the
central goal is to confront the visitors with different anthropomorphic glimpses of the emptiness. We brave the
public with the art installations more engaged like such as the skeletons pushing caddies. Finally, we practice like
archaeologists, with the difference that we are searching the emptiness to highlight its civilizations and the reason
for the Nature with reference of the « nothing », the « nothingness » and the « death ».
Notes:

Artist ID: 427
Artwork 1 Title: SHELL HEART
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 155X120X35 CM
Artwork 1 Medium: CANVAS ON 3D CHASSIS IN WOOD, SPRAY PAINT
Artwork 1 Commentary: The voluptuous Shell Heart, like a salmon shell on which are painted other shells, swells like
a sound box that would be worthy of a symphony orchestra. She is adorned with a strange, smoke-colored, feminine
birth that evolves in pictorial space in a colorful spiral. This spiral stretches to form a disturbing and unsettling
spooky creature. At first glance, this birth appears as an eye looking at the person looking at it.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 427
Artwork 2 Title: RAGING
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 115X90X17 CM
Artwork 2 Medium: CANVAS ON 3D CHASSIS IN WOOD, SPRAY PAINT
Artwork 2 Commentary: Raging is a manifestation of elements wich are starting to go wild. The warm colors swirl
colliding with the blues and mauves. The shapes break and move apart in the center creating a fault. A face far away,
half concealed and wearing blond hair, watches the horizon like a sentinel. He seems to be waiting for something or
someone, or maybe he’s trying to get out of his turmoil.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 427
Artwork 3 Title: SOLAR WHEEL
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100X100X30 CM
Artwork 3 Medium: WOODEN STRUCTURE, RECYCLED TISSU
Artwork 3 Commentary: The Sun is one of the elements of the nature that has always agitated the art world and the
cultures. From Delaunay's solar rays to the cults of the gods for the sun, all variations are possible.

This primitive knot sun wheel is a tribute to the sun as many cultures do. Râ in Egypt, Inti in Peru or Amaterasu in
Japan land which inspired this work since their flag was created according to a legend. Its central opening invites you
to pass gently into another world by offering a slightly woven prism. This work cultivates harmony between the sun,
man and what constitutes the latter, it is fabricated with recycled tissus, therefore carrying DNA.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 428
Artist Name: Daniel Randall
Website:
IG: @dr_visualart
Artist Statement: A passionate curiosity of the relationship between art and audience underpins the concerns of
Randall's practice. He explores the complexity related to these subjects and the influence the two have on one
another in the contemporary art world. Writings on the immersive experience, and silver screen horror form the
basis for his current research, with writers like Jean Baudrillard and Bonnie Mitchell regularly informing these
interests.

Randall primarily works within sculptural and digital practice, often creating in one medium leading into another,
with a constant need to bring the two together in a hybrid medium of producing work. He utilises skills in casting
processes and film editing to produce works that effectively reflect and inspire his ever evolving research interests.
Notes:

Artist ID: 428
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled (hands 1)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A
Artwork 1 Medium: Video, Acrylic, Performance
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/330317937

This piece was the first in a series of video works exploring the relationship between technology and the human
body. It was my first real step in using digital technologies to create art, and I became interested in testing out green
screen effects or 'keying' within performance. The sound piece appropriated over the video is 'Earth Sound', a
recording of our planet from space, which I felt gave this piece an overall ambience and immersion when viewed by
an audience.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 428
Artwork 2 Title: Colour Series (various names)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 8 x 8 x 15
Artwork 2 Medium: Herculite No.2 Plaster, Jesmonite Dye, Metal Powder
Artwork 2 Commentary: This series of casts began as a single maquette for a large scale 'inhabitable sculpture' I'm
currently engaged with. I became attached to the miniature design and was encouraged to experiment with
colouring the casts in various dyes and materials. They have eventually become an extensive collection (30 unique
designs so far), and their ergonomic natural form through intuitive sculpting allows the casts to be displayed
successfully as both individual works, or interlocked to create an impactful larger scale installation.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 428
Artwork 3 Title: revisited.mp4
Artwork 3 Dimensions: N/A
Artwork 3 Medium: Video, Performance
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://vimeo.com/325425238

revisited.mp4 is the culmination of my second year of Undergraduate study in a single film. I was inspired to create
a work that 'revisited' the various research interests and art created over that year, as a kind of cathartic compilation
which included performance, green screen, 80s sci-fi visuals, Dada poetry, and digital sculpture. There was no
concern with the work being perfect or flawless, and I've found that the busyness actually lends itself to this pieces
success.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 433
Artist Name: Markus Thon ett
Website: www.artstudiosthonett.co
IG: markusthonett
Artist Statement: My concerns as an artist are every-day experience and the different ways in which we interpret
what we encounter. Our journey as human beings oscillates between comfort and adventure, stagnation and
expansion. I much prefer it when art presents questions, to when it attempts to answer them.
If encounters with my work spark new thoughts and conversations, I feel it is doing exactly what I want it to do.
Â
I have all but turned my back on conventional art materials. For the most part I explore processes and materials not
usually associated with art. The thing that drives me forward is the a quest for new ways of looking at old stuff, fresh
perspectives on what we think we already know.
Â
I am currently exploring the possibilities of materials like plywood, OSB, Formica and melamine. The exploration
involves carving, painting and sanding, evoking a sense of building up and eroding, emerging and fading, living and
dying.
Â
What we say in conversations sometimes feels profound and important, while at other times we just ramble. Either
way, there always is a sense of time passing, steps of a journey and the taking on, changing and/or letting go of
concepts and ideas.
Some of my work simply resembles chit-chat about the weather or a reminder to smell the flowers on the way. But
be warned: it may not be long before you are deeply embroiled in a conversation involving relationships, sexuality
and the meaning of life.
Notes:

Artist ID: 433
Artwork 1 Title: Persistant Thought
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: painted relief carving in plywood
Artwork 1 Commentary: "Persistent Thought" is the second in a series of works exploring movement within
thoughts, feelings, and the mind. Â Deliberately square in order to provide a meditative focal point the work is
intended to evoke feelings and thoughts when focused upon.
The process of making it is one of alternatively eroding and building up through carving, painting and sanding. The
process of growing and learning is somewhat similar. We constantly add, alter and discard what we learn in order to
maintain and develop who we are. I hope there is a sense of this change and transformation within the work.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 433
Artwork 2 Title: Vortex
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 47x97x3cm
Artwork 2 Medium: framed and painted relief carving in plywood
Artwork 2 Commentary: "Vortex" is a conceptual representation of thought turning into experience, ideas into
reality. Again, the process is one of erosion and building up, carving, painting and sanding.
Originally the composition was round but by cutting it and putting it in a rectangular frame I found it gained focus
and tension.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 433
Artwork 3 Title: One in a Million
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 148x62x8cm
Artwork 3 Medium: engraved Formica with graphite, wood-stain and moulding
Artwork 3 Commentary: One in a Million

A look at the self, the human condition, masculinity, desire, belonging, uniqueness and sexuality. The process stirred
up thoughts about the ideal, abnormality, taboos, social acceptability and indecency.

Searching on line for references I found that the most offensive images of sex and sexuality were not in the realm of
pornography but in publications aiming for a far more educational tone. There most images of the naked human
form and genitalia are of diseased examples and most disturbing. In the end I did find a relatively descriptive set of
images, free from disease, emotional distractions and male bravado.

One in a Million is a figure related, relief sculpture. Elements expected to be positive and in the foreground are in
fact carved into the very surface that visually appears to be the background.
Sexuality is central to the human wellness, our psyche and the survival of our species but socially we have been
putting it into the background as though it was only of minor importance.

This is one of several pieces I made feeling compelled to bring the usually well dressed human form and well the
buried topics of nudity and sexuality a little closer to the surface.

A male human being does not even have to be focused on sex in order to have an erection. It is a normal part of a
healthy man's sleep pattern to have several erections during a nights sleep. On the other hand, in the waking state, it
very much expresses what a man feels. It might even betray his feelings when he thinks differently.

One of the names and fragments of names in the background stands out from the rest, representing a profound
difference; the name Rosemary.
Immediately questions are raised as to the nature of Rosemary's relationship to the male organ. Is she a female in
the company of all these men? Is she really a he? Or perhaps she was a he and now is a she?

Sexual ambiguity is not as uncommon as we may think. Studies of cases with babies born with deviations from the
normal male or female genitalia between 1955 and the present have shown that as many as 2% of live births may be
affected. So approximately two in every hundred people we all know have an experience of this difference.
Whether we are male or female, ambiguous or not, and whatever our sexual orientation may be, sexual organs do
play a fairly important role in our lives. One in a Million is a celebration of this aspect of the human body. What other
part of the human anatomy frequently changes size so drastically on a regular basis?

Artist ID: 433
One in a Million is no attempt on porn or erotica. Nor is it simply stating the physical fact that the penis exists. The
male erection is at once terribly ordinary and common place while at the same time being ridiculously exiting and
very private by definition.
One in a Million is an attempt to look at something with the mind that does not take place in the mind, a look at
something that takes place in the animal in us which we tend to be ashamed of, something that takes place in the
heart which we fear may betray our vulnerability.

The grid is inspired by the photographic essays by Eadweard Muybridge who documented that which moved too
fast for the human eye to observe. This study of movement explores that which the human eye tends to turn away
from. Even the 'frame' (top and bottom rail) depicts one relaxed and one erect penis at each end when seen from
either side.
There isn't a man who has never had an erection, there are few women who will never experience an erect penis in
their entire lives, and yet this is not generally a conversation we are having.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 433

Artist ID: 435
Artist Name: dinah Case
Website: www.dinahcaseart.com
IG: @dinah1613
Artist Statement: Dinah Case is a painter and printmaker based in Essex and London.
Nature has always been the starting point for her work, the Thames Estuary is the focal point for her series of
Monoprints, Dark Estuary. In her work she wishes to convey her love for this place and her need to promote and
protect it. Dinah works mainly in oil paint and fine art printmaking. She enjoys the physicality of painting and
printing, building abstracted forms, textures & marks, the working and reworking of the surface to create her
response to her subject. Printing is her idea maker, the process gives her time to consider and experiment, helps her
to explore her subjects, experiment with shapes, mark making and mood. Dinah finds the changes that occur to the
image through the process incredibly exciting and refreshing
Notes:

Artist ID: 435
Artwork 1 Title: Dark Estuary 15
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30cm by 40cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Monoprint on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: A study of the Thames Estuary. This is one of a large series of monoprints of the Estuary
near where I live. The series is a response to not a representation of the estuary, its an ever changing subject. I find
the process of painting onto a metal plate, choosing marks, shapes and textures and then allowing the printing
process to change the image very liberating and exciting.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 435
Artwork 2 Title: Dark Estuary 41
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 12cm by 50cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Monoprint on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: A study of the Thames Estuary. This is one of a large series of monoprints of the Estuary
near where I live. The series is a response to not a representation of the estuary, its an ever changing subject. I find
the process of painting onto a metal plate, choosing marks, shapes and textures and then allowing the printing
process to change the image very liberating and exciting.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 435
Artwork 3 Title: Dark Estuary 60
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50cm by 40cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Monoprint on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: A study of the Thames Estuary. This is one of a large series of monoprints of the Estuary
near where I live. The series is a response to not a representation of the estuary, its an ever changing subject. I find
the process of painting onto a metal plate, choosing marks, shapes and textures and then allowing the printing
process to change the image very liberating and exciting.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 437
Artist Name: Alex O'Brien
Website: aobaob.co.uk
IG:
Artist Statement: I am a 2nd year photography student (b. 1993, University of Cumbria) based in Carlisle /
Düsseldorf. I'm interested in exploring notions of identity and geography through emerging technologies. This stems
from a multicultural upbringing in dialogue with existing political issues. Emerging technologies can globalise
digestion and creation of media, allowing for uniform facets of visual culture to evolve. To explore their distinctions
is to explore a contemporary image-based society.

I’m currently working on a project examining Veloviewer’s Cluster feature, a territorial game based on GPS activity
trackers. I’m also experimenting with VR imaging and automated image creation.
Notes:

Artist ID: 437
Artwork 1 Title: Us Reviews Us
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Dimensions variable
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: ‘Us Reviews Us’ is a collaborative project that appropriates moments of digital intimacy
shared on social platforms. Flesh, pixelated and uploaded is wholly impersonal and fully saturated. In rephotographing our digital skin, we attempt to reclaim ownership of it. The series forms comment on digital property,
digital desire and hierarchical structures of the nude in fine-art history.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 437
Artwork 2 Title: Content, Aware
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Dimensions variable
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: Funded by the Hadfield Trust Creative Travel Grant, the images stem from a three-week
period of bicycle travel from Morecambe UK, to my extended family in Kozani, GR. The series is an investigation into
the structure, consequence and presence of national borders.

'Content, Aware' is an extension of the project. The source material derives from the original images and is a
reflection on identity and nationality via computer algorithms. Portions of the photographs have been deleted and
replaced by algorithmic content. What follows are fractured images of removal and repetition.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 437
Artwork 3 Title: â†˜ï¸•
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Dimensions variable
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: This series is a response to a project set by Liz Lyons - ‘Perceiving the Familiar’. The images
use sequential video frames of a mobile phone falling down stairwells. These composite images act as a document of
the phone’s journey from summit to foot and distil an event of minor technological trauma into a frame. This is in
parallel to an attitude within these commuter spaces.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 439
Artist Name: Cemalettin Cinkilic
Website: https://cemo-art.tumblr.com/
IG: @cemo_wenekar
Artist Statement: I am British artist of Kurdish origins. I came from Kurdistan to the UK as a political refugee in
December 2006. I am currently studying my 3rd year BA (Hons) in Fine Art course at Middlesex University. My
ambition during my study is to experiment new techniques and styles to develop my artistic ability. I attempt to
discover new brushstrokes, new ways and new forms to create a new visual language to become a unique,
professional and complete artist to create new artworks, organise exhibitions across the world to be able to join the
art world to realise my dream.

In my art, I would like to create a bridge between history, politics and aesthetics to create documentary artworks as
evidence of nowadays situations to transfer to the future generations.

I am creating forms of painting which address the political situation in Kurdistan and the Middle-East. As a secular
artist and a political refugee, because of my artistic, ethic and communal responsibilities, I cannot ignore that
situation because it affects me deeply and it highlights for me general systemic problems in the whole world.

I believe that, interpreting political events through visual art is not propaganda, but a way of using art as a radical
tool for questioning the current unjust system.

My approach is to catch my audiences’ attention to raise awareness about the ongoing political situations
which are highly misrepresented.
Notes:

Artist ID: 439
Artwork 1 Title: Released Nightmares
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 152 x 122 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: It depicts the complications and chaos of current world and human relationship.
The impact of nuclear danger, poverty, threat, scream, death, oppression, annihilation and beauty on an artist and
their aesthetic appearance as unbridled nightmares.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 439
Artwork 2 Title: Harvest Time
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 152 x 122 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: In nowadays situations, the cheapest and worthless thing is human life. We choice war,
instead peace; we choice dictatorship, instead democracy; we choice death, instead life; we choice save, greed,
selfishness and meanness instead share.

Intolerance is our dominant perspective and practice.

Rather than forward looking, unfortunately, there is a hard work by demons of hell to bring back the darkness of
medieval time.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 439
Artwork 3 Title: All Together, Side by Side
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 152 x 122 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: An Inspiration of Remembrance Day. It contains a message against war, imperialism,
occupation, colonialism, inequality and exploitation.

It prefers life: The Sun is the source of life. All the planets are with their own colours and identity turning in endless
journey next each other, in peace.

It is a dream, a hope.

Instead death soldiers, babies are arising in the heart of poppies, all together, side by side.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 439

Artist ID: 440
Artist Name: Ryota Matsumoto
Website: https://www.ryotamatsumoto.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ryt.matsumoto
Artist Statement: Matsumoto’s work reflects the morphological transformations of our
ever-evolving urban and ecological milieus, which could be attributed
to a multitude of spatio-temporal phenomena influenced by social,
economic, and cultural factors. These works are created as visual
commentaries on speculative changes in notions of societies, cultures,
and ecosystems in the transient nature of constantly shifting
topography and geology.

The artworks explore the hybrid technique, combining both traditional
(ink, acrylic, and graphite) and digital medias (algorithmic
processing, data transcoding, and 3D scanning).

The varying scale, juxtaposition of biomorphic forms, intertwined
textures, oblique projections, and visual metamorphoses are employed
as multi-layered drawing methodologies to question and investigate the
ubiquitous nature of urban meta-morphology, emerging realities of
post-human dystopia, and their visual representation in the context of
non-Euclidean configuration. The application of these techniques
allows the work to transcend the boundaries between analog and digital
media as well as between two- and multi-dimensional domains.

Matsumoto’s process-oriented compositional techniques imbue the work
with what we see as the very essence of our socio-cultural
environments, beyond the conventional protocols of architectural and
artistic formalities; they conjure up the synthetic possibilities
within which the spatial and temporal variations of existing spatial

Artist ID: 440
semiotics emerge as the potential products of alchemical procedures.
Notes:

Artist ID: 440
Artwork 1 Title: Recursive Topography of Uncertainty
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 81cmx67cmx0cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media
Artwork 1 Commentary: Matsumoto’s work reflects the morphological transformations of our
ever-evolving urban and ecological milieus, which could be attributed
to a multitude of spatio-temporal phenomena influenced by social,
economic, and cultural factors. These works are created as visual
commentaries on speculative changes in notions of societies, cultures,
and ecosystems in the transient nature of constantly shifting
topography and geology.

The artworks explore the hybrid technique, combining both traditional
(ink, acrylic, and graphite) and digital medias (algorithmic
processing, data transcoding, and 3D scanning).

The varying scale, juxtaposition of biomorphic forms, intertwined
textures, oblique projections, and visual metamorphoses are employed
as multi-layered drawing methodologies to question and investigate the
ubiquitous nature of urban meta-morphology, emerging realities of
post-human dystopia, and their visual representation in the context of
non-Euclidean configuration. The application of these techniques
allows the work to transcend the boundaries between analog and digital
media as well as between two- and multi-dimensional domains.

Matsumoto’s process-oriented compositional techniques imbue the work
with what we see as the very essence of our socio-cultural
environments, beyond the conventional protocols of architectural and
artistic formalities; they conjure up the synthetic possibilities
within which the spatial and temporal variations of existing spatial
semiotics emerge as the potential products of alchemical procedures.

Artist ID: 440
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 440
Artwork 2 Title: Still from Cities of Inextricable Velocities
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 97cmx80cmx0cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media
Artwork 2 Commentary: Matsumoto’s work reflects the morphological transformations of our
ever-evolving urban and ecological milieus, which could be attributed
to a multitude of spatio-temporal phenomena influenced by social,
economic, and cultural factors. These works are created as visual
commentaries on speculative changes in notions of societies, cultures,
and ecosystems in the transient nature of constantly shifting
topography and geology.

The artworks explore the hybrid technique, combining both traditional
(ink, acrylic, and graphite) and digital medias (algorithmic
processing, data transcoding, and 3D scanning).

The varying scale, juxtaposition of biomorphic forms, intertwined
textures, oblique projections, and visual metamorphoses are employed
as multi-layered drawing methodologies to question and investigate the
ubiquitous nature of urban meta-morphology, emerging realities of
post-human dystopia, and their visual representation in the context of
non-Euclidean configuration. The application of these techniques
allows the work to transcend the boundaries between analog and digital
media as well as between two- and multi-dimensional domains.

Matsumoto’s process-oriented compositional techniques imbue the work
with what we see as the very essence of our socio-cultural
environments, beyond the conventional protocols of architectural and
artistic formalities; they conjure up the synthetic possibilities
within which the spatial and temporal variations of existing spatial
semiotics emerge as the potential products of alchemical procedures.

Artist ID: 440
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 440
Artwork 3 Title: The Indistinct Notion of an Object Trajectory
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 75cmx56cmx0cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media
Artwork 3 Commentary: Matsumoto’s work reflects the morphological transformations of our
ever-evolving urban and ecological milieus, which could be attributed
to a multitude of spatio-temporal phenomena influenced by social,
economic, and cultural factors. These works are created as visual
commentaries on speculative changes in notions of societies, cultures,
and ecosystems in the transient nature of constantly shifting
topography and geology.

The artworks explore the hybrid technique, combining both traditional
(ink, acrylic, and graphite) and digital medias (algorithmic
processing, data transcoding, and 3D scanning).

The varying scale, juxtaposition of biomorphic forms, intertwined
textures, oblique projections, and visual metamorphoses are employed
as multi-layered drawing methodologies to question and investigate the
ubiquitous nature of urban meta-morphology, emerging realities of
post-human dystopia, and their visual representation in the context of
non-Euclidean configuration. The application of these techniques
allows the work to transcend the boundaries between analog and digital
media as well as between two- and multi-dimensional domains.

Matsumoto’s process-oriented compositional techniques imbue the work
with what we see as the very essence of our socio-cultural
environments, beyond the conventional protocols of architectural and
artistic formalities; they conjure up the synthetic possibilities
within which the spatial and temporal variations of existing spatial
semiotics emerge as the potential products of alchemical procedures.

Artist ID: 440
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 441
Artist Name: Raheleh Moshiri Rad
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: My name is Raheleh Moshiri Rad, an Iranian national artist, and all my studies have been in art, my
last degree is a bachelor of arts, and in my own country I have been teaching and painting in Iran as a painting
teacher. Overall, I have had more than 10 solo galleries in Iran, and my nickname is Ramana, who most know me.
And my teaching and learning experience is over 18 years. And now I have a package of my own original paintings
that I have chosen the artistic style of Romanticism, because it relates to the collective spirit of the whole human
being and I have a different perspective on my paintings, because in my society we women are not only overlooked
We are but experiencing the first bitter emotional experience and death of our souls in the field of failed love, which
is common to all women around the world, illustrating the emotional power of women in an effort to show the
world that we women The most serious and the most severe emotional pain and emotional failures are beyond the
power of the foot.
Notes:

Artist ID: 441
Artwork 1 Title: SCAR BALM
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x80 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil & Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: In my view, this work is the language of all human beings in relation to each other, at a time
when a person is experiencing material and spiritual hardships in his life. Rather, both find the ghosts of gold, and
that is the mission of humanity. As the plaque characteristic of the statue cracks, another person's hands are
covered with gold and the finger itself is golden.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 441
Artwork 2 Title: THE END RESULT
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x90 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil & Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The statue of a man in this painting refers to men who are not fully awake and have no
reaction to the anomalies that occur to women and do not believe that women are as equal as men, but only one
female hand is seen in the painting The hand on the inside of the flower ready for pain and pain on the inside
indicates that women do not have all the support and hardship they need to prove their loss with great effort and
pain to build public trust. That is why the statue is lost in thought, seeing the flower that is covered with blood.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 441
Artwork 3 Title: BACK TO MYSELF
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x80
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil & Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This work shows that the girl in the center of the painting, whose hands are stained with
chalk and whose eyes are closed, points to her battered soul, made the statue with her own hand, and the sculpture
depicts her unrequited love, which ultimately failed. It is set on fire, and to the left of the stone pot point to her
heartbeat, and the red anthurium flower in the colt refers to the maturity of the girl's character that is housed in the
rock pot, and eventually the pink anturium flower on the table as a youth. And the crispness of the girl indicates that
she's lost.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 442
Artist Name: Jihwa LEE
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: Indeed, a mother’s heart missing her children does not seem to be easily suppressed.
Nevertheless, it seems a mother’s heart cannot help feeling an irresistible yearning of missing them. The yearning
becomes agony to trap the mother’s heart.
I attempt to escape the mind burden through repeated zen meditation. There were times that I thought my mind
reached the no-mind and talked to myself I can live without the agony again and again. But soon after, I realized my
effort was in vain. Maybe I was trying to cheat myself with hypocrisy.
It may be true it is impossible for a human being to reach tranquil, no-mind, in this world in this life. It could only be
possible in the other world afterlife: probably, beyond the death.
In the Buddhist temple, there are four elements that make sounds to wake the dawn. One of them, the wooden fish
is usually shaped with a dragonhead and keeps a cintamani in its mouth to remind the monks to perpetually devote
themselves for continuous religious purification similar to a fish, which never closes its eyes. In my paintings, the
wooden fish represents utopia, ultimate happiness and nirvana that we seek everyday but seem difficult to attain. A
wooden fish that is free from the mortal world, floats out of reach from gravity with eyes without focus represents
the state of nirvana.
I am envious and want to become like the wooden fish. However, it is beyond the death.
Notes:

Artist ID: 442
Artwork 1 Title: Meditation 2019101
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 72.7X90.9X9.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas with Hemp Cloth & String
Artwork 1 Commentary: In the Buddhist temple, there are four elements that make sounds to wake the dawn. One
of them, the wooden fish is usually shaped with a dragonhead and keeps a cintamani in its mouth to remind the
monks to perpetually devote themselves for continuous religious purification similar to a fish, which never closes its
eyes. In my paintings, the wooden fish represents utopia, ultimate happiness and nirvana that we seek everyday but
seem difficult to attain. A wooden fish that is free from the mortal world, floats out of reach from gravity with eyes
without focus represents the state of nirvana.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 442
Artwork 2 Title: Meditation 201902
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 72.7X90.9X9.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas with Hemp Cloth & String
Artwork 2 Commentary: In the Buddhist temple, there are four elements that make sounds to wake the dawn. One
of them, the wooden fish is usually shaped with a dragonhead and keeps a cintamani in its mouth to remind the
monks to perpetually devote themselves for continuous religious purification similar to a fish, which never closes its
eyes. In my paintings, the wooden fish represents utopia, ultimate happiness and nirvana that we seek everyday but
seem difficult to attain. A wooden fish that is free from the mortal world, floats out of reach from gravity with eyes
without focus represents the state of nirvana.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 442
Artwork 3 Title: Meditation 201801
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90.9X130.2X5.0
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: In the Buddhist temple, there are four elements that make sounds to wake the dawn. One
of them, the wooden fish is usually shaped with a dragonhead and keeps a cintamani in its mouth to remind the
monks to perpetually devote themselves for continuous religious purification similar to a fish, which never closes its
eyes. In my paintings, the wooden fish represents utopia, ultimate happiness and nirvana that we seek everyday but
seem difficult to attain. A wooden fish that is free from the mortal world, floats out of reach from gravity with eyes
without focus represents the state of nirvana.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 443
Artist Name: Arlene Sun
Website: https://www.arlenesun.design
IG:
Artist Statement: Arlene Sun is a New York-based illustrator, film animator, digital art designer. In 2018, Sun
graduated from Parsons School of Design with M.F.A. In Design and Technology. Sun started her professional career
as an illustrator since 2005 and published magazine illustrations as many as 400 pieces, in the era of paper media,
Her illustrations occupy most of the mainstream publications with more than one million circulations, Including Car
and Driver, Robb Report, AUDI magazine, SMART- Open Your Mind, China Auto Pictorial, Motor Trend China,
Harper's Bazaar Man, LEON, etc. Her illustrations received some awards and recognitions, such as Kan Tai-keung
design award, MIDI music best album cover design award. She is a member of the the american institute of graphic
arts. In 2015, Sun founded SPDL Sunny Park Design Lab, dedicated to research and development of innovative
projects that combine artificial intelligence, art, and design to explore different levels of artistic experience.
Notes:

Artist ID: 443
Artwork 1 Title: Golden City
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60cm Ã— 60cm Ã— 3cm
Artwork 1 Medium: http://ny.uschinapress.com/community-service/2019/05-07/165696.html
Artwork 1 Commentary: when new technology comes out we purchase the new and discard the old . What is the the
value of those discarded technologies? Is it garbage? And should be buried in the landfill. Or does it still have value ?
What is the environmental cost of landfilling those devices? These question inspired me to create Golden City with
used landfilled computer parts. I want ignite people's environmental consciousness by given a new life to those
discarded parts. The Golden Life.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 443
Artwork 2 Title: Sensory Catcher
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60cm Ã— 60cm Ã— 3cm
Artwork 2 Medium:
Artwork 2 Commentary: When I first came to live in New York I experience different cultures and languages from all
over the world. For me this big change made me anxious and upset because I did not speak much English. After a
period of feeling isolated, by chance, I saw my neighbors walking their dog. I noticed there was no language barrier
between man and dog. It made me realized communication transcend words and its meanings so I was inspired to
created this piece which people could talk to the water.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 443
Artwork 3 Title: Happy Womb
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60cm Ã— 90cm Ã— 3cm
Artwork 3 Medium:
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 444
Artist Name: Rowena McWilliams
Website: www.smallhythestudio.com
IG: rowenamcw
Artist Statement: Words evoke strong images for me and I have long been fascinated in the relationship between the
two. Much of my work is inspired by poetry or things people say, along side memories, landscape, emotion and
coincidences. My initial studies are in mixed media and collage - it feels as if I am painting with paper. Paintings
emerge from these collages and can be on the easel for several months. Oil is my preferred medium and I am
fulfilled when I have a paintbrush in hand. Peter Doig, Gustav Klimt and Nick Archer have all had an effect on my
work. I am currently working on a project called Elephant’s Breath linked with the environment.
Notes:

Artist ID: 444
Artwork 1 Title: Blakeney Point Sunset
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 66 x 56
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on board
Artwork 1 Commentary: Oil painting inspired by collage created in situ at Blakeney in Norfolk at sunset in March
after a hard day's work. About letting go.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 444
Artwork 2 Title: Early Morning Light
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 66 x 56
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on board
Artwork 2 Commentary: Many studies in paint and collage preceded this painting in which I was trying to create the
magic of the early morning light in Wales, where I did not want to be but it turned out to be absolutely stunning.
After several versions, I was finally happy that I had captured my mixed emotions
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 444
Artwork 3 Title: Pink Path
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 38
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on board
Artwork 3 Commentary: A week spent in Hempsted Forest, Kent with my art pupils led up to this painting. Again it
conveys the atmosphere of the whole experience. Many drawings and collages and watercolours were created first.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 445
Artist Name: Katherine Peeke
Website: www.kpeeke.com
IG:
Artist Statement: Katherine Peeke A.A.S (hons), ASGFA, MA

Katherine’s experience in the art arena has been a varied juxtaposing of many disciplines. With positions held in
photography, photomicrography, draughtsmanship and graphic-design, whilst gaining experience of printmaking,
illustration and airbrush painting.
She holds a First degree in Graphic Design and Advertising from Parsons School of Design in New York with a
postgraduate study in airbrush techniques. Recently achieving an MA in Drawing from UAL Wimbledon.
Katherine continues to work within the airbrush speciality using lightfast acrylics and hot press illustration board.
When applied in this manner the method suits equally well hyperrealistic imagery as well as portraiture.

Her leanings are towards realism in painting, a linear drawing style and urban themes in photography, all with an
emphasis on portraying the paradox of illusion.
Notes:

Artist ID: 445
Artwork 1 Title: Unravelling 4 (part of series )
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 35x30x2
Artwork 1 Medium: ink on film attached to back of glass
Artwork 1 Commentary: Using my own unique fingerprint incorporating a scalpel scar, I'm investigating the
unravelling of identity by its manipulation within an image. The series now includes other "markers' of identity.

By attaching the image via film to the back of the glass ensures the ink not to entirely dry out further enhancing this
idea of change.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 445
Artwork 2 Title: Trace Elements-layered by time.
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 64x54x2
Artwork 2 Medium: lightfast museum quality acrylics /masking film
Artwork 2 Commentary: A 'trace image' as in nature, ghost evidence of the original. By utilising the masking film
from "Lodestone", I feel I have achieved a unique transparent image of this original.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 445
Artwork 3 Title: Lodestone - carved in stone
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 64x54x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Lghtfast museum quality acrylics
Artwork 3 Commentary: I work with light-fast museum quality acrylics and an airbrush, building colour from a
masked detailed drawing. The concept of airbrushing is misunderstood thought only to be used in conjunction with
photography, but when utilised within fine art it has all the creativity of traditional techniques. Requiring highly
accurate drawing skills as well as painting abilities. Even with my most conceptional pieces I am asked if they are
photographs.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 446
Artist Name: Hannah Kemp-Welch
Website: https://www.sound-art-hannah.com/
IG:
Artist Statement: Hannah Kemp-Welch's practice is socially engaged and concerned with listening. Working with
diverse constituencies to record conversations, stories and local histories, works emerge through the voices of
participants, layered with environmental and imagined sounds. Hannah is interested in knowledge exchange, and
increasingly makes works for broadcast as well as installation and performance. Projects are documented through
zines, opening out central questions and encouraging collective action as a catalyst for change.

Hannah has worked with communities across the UK, and shown works at galleries internationally including TENT
Rotterdam, Chinretsukan Gallery Tokyo, Barbican, Middlesbrough Institute of Modern Art, Tate Modern and
Nottingham Contemporary.
Notes:

Artist ID: 446
Artwork 1 Title: A Seat at the Table
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A
Artwork 1 Medium: Sound
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://soundcloud.com/soundarthannah/a-seat-at-the-table

A Seat at the Table is an audio work produced through social practice, with female-identifying anti-war activists
from across the globe. The title of the work refers to the trope that positions nuclear weapons as necessary to
secure membership of a global decision-making group.

The work is composed from recordings made in the UK and in Japan during the summer of 2019. Sounds include the
voices of Japanese Hibakusha (survivors of the nuclear bomb), and field recordings collected at locations such as the
A-bomb dome and hospitals caring for first generation Hibakusha.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 446
Artwork 2 Title: Vanguard
Artwork 2 Dimensions: N/A
Artwork 2 Medium: Sound
Artwork 2 Commentary: https://soundcloud.com/soundarthannah/vanguard

This work investigates the ‘vanguard’ of Barrow-in-Furness, looking at the duality of the definition:

1. a group of people leading the way in new developments or ideas
2. the foremost part of an advancing army or naval force.

Vanguard class submarines, which are armed with nuclear missiles, are famously built in Barrow. The work attempts
to listen to submarines through radio communications, and through the sentiment of local people towards it. The
work asks: how does this homonym reveal values past or present?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 446

Artist ID: 446
Artwork 3 Title: Virtual Voices
Artwork 3 Dimensions: N/A
Artwork 3 Medium: Sound
Artwork 3 Commentary: https://soundcloud.com/soundarthannah/virtual-voices-stereo

Virtual Voices is a sound work made in collaboration with sound artist Lisa Hall. The work reviews the current use of
automated voices in our cities - considering how human presence is represented through recorded and digitally
manipulated sound, and how this is used to direct our behaviour. The work questions how automation has been
implemented, re-visioning the positive changes that voice technology could bring to working lives if social good were
considered over profit motive. The artists commit their own voices into a hybrid synthetic persona, creating their
own virtual workforce to speak on their behalf.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 448
Artist Name: Harris-Lee Rose
Website:
IG: @thisnightofmine
Artist Statement: I discovered painting in June of 2019 and without any prior knowledge or foundation in art, I began
to draw, paint and explore. Shortly after I found myself lost in a deep ocean of passion and drive to create (both
drawings and paintings). While sacrificing 3+ hours a night, every night from June to November, I taught myself as
much as I could about the mediums and created over 150+ works of original art. I truly look forward to the process,
the journey and the road that lies ahead.

- Rose
Notes:

Artist ID: 448
Artwork 1 Title: The Protector
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 6FtX4Ft
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic & Charcoal
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 448
Artwork 2 Title: Gaze
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 7Ftx51/2Ft
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic On Raw Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 448
Artwork 3 Title: Let There Be Night
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 7FtX51/2Ft
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic On Raw Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 451
Artist Name: Nicoletta Cerasomma
Website: https://www.nicolettacerasomma.it/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/nicolettacerasomma/
Artist Statement: The main character and subject of this project is a woman from Lucca, feminine figure that shaped
her live based on her will. Doing so, she deprived herself of her own identity in order to become symbolic icon, the
reflection of the society she lived in.

What I want to represent in my pictures is her story and plumb the depth of her legacy that still affect our cultural
heritage. For this reason, through a sharp selection of objects, I recall the cultural contest she lived in and, at the
same time, and emphasize her contribution to the creation of Lucca’ social and cultural context and local community
identity.

Although this character is based on a real person who really did exist, the mystery and the unknown which surround
her let public link her to an imaginary world, made up of ancestral fears and archetypes.

Starting from the idea of community, intended as the set of stories, symbols, rituals that identify it, this project aims
to dig the stereotypes and their emblematic function, seeking especially the deepest fears men have to face during
their lives and the necessity of belonging to the Community. This is an introspective project focused on men’s
worries such as solitude, suffering, incomprehension, detachment. This feelings floor the human being, unarmed and
defenseless facing loss and confusion.
Notes:

Artist ID: 451
Artwork 1 Title: In memory of Lucida Mansi
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x90x0,3
Artwork 1 Medium: plexiglass for photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: She was adored by men but people say she killed her partners after their encounters, by
throwing them into trap-doors with innumerable sharp blades. One day Lucida woke up and found a small wrinkle
on her face and became desperate at losing her beauty. At that moment the devil appeared and promised her that
she could remain young and beautiful for 20 years in exchange of her soul. She accepted. 20 years later one dark
stormy night, the devil reappeared claiming Lucida’s soul.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 451
Artwork 2 Title: The hounted lady
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x90x0,3
Artwork 2 Medium: plexiglass for photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Mansi family was well-known in the 16th century due to the trade of silk. Lucida loved
luxurious things and sumptuous parties, as much as she loved being surrounded by lovers. Someone says she sat for
hours admiring herself in the mirror.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 451
Artwork 3 Title: The death of a Diva
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x90x0,3
Artwork 3 Medium: plexiglass for photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: The ghost of the beautiful Lucida appears in the Mansi Villa in Lucca, Italy, where she used
to entertain herself and kill her many lovers.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 452
Artist Name: Donna Gough
Website: www.donnagough.com
IG:
Artist Statement: Donna Gough (b. Australia)
Lives and works, Los Angeles

Exploring the real and the referential, parallels of light and consciousness underpin my conceptual framework embodying Vedic philosophy, quantum thinking and various multidimensional subjects with metaphysical and
imaginative implications.

Linking elements from drawing, sculpture, installation and light-based media, my practice is an ongoing enquiry into
concepts of the ‘unknown’ and the illusion of time (ourselves) flowing from the past towards the future as a
subjective experience of consciousness.
Notes:

Artist ID: 452
Artwork 1 Title: OM (portal series)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 120 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital drawing, Archival print on Hahnemühle cotton rag
Artwork 1 Commentary: 2/2 + 1AP

The 'Portal’ series explore the real and the referential and the concept of reality through various multidimensional
objects with metaphysical and imaginative implications.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 452
Artwork 2 Title: Reflect (portal series)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120 x 120 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital drawing, Archival print on Hahnemühle cotton rag
Artwork 2 Commentary: 2/2 + 1AP

The 'Portal’ series explore the real and the referential and the concept of reality through various multidimensional
objects with metaphysical and imaginative implications.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 452
Artwork 3 Title: you are (here) now
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 14 x 46 x 36 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: vintage x-ray lightbox, LED light, backlit film
Artwork 3 Commentary: Not knowing what your future will be, doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist. Each of our ‘nows’
influence a future just beyond our grasp. Reflecting on our ‘nows’ in sequence, time starts to flow. But the present
self is timeless and always now. This work considers the present moment through the direct, non-intellectual
experience which may represent one’s fundamental view of themselves and existence.

(work can be installed on the wall or floor and the power cord will be wired to comply with UK electrical safety
standards)
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 453
Artist Name: Rebecca Ainscough
Website: www.rasculpture.com
IG: @rasculpture
Artist Statement: The physical human form tells the story of the emotional landscape that lies within; a landscape
that cannot always be seen by the eye alone. Rebecca's work aims to capture the moments that lie between untold
stories. In this place, where one story ends and another begins to unfold, she invites the viewer to experience the
inner world of another person. Rebecca works in bronze, steel, wood, and marble and has exhibited around the UK.
Notes:

Artist ID: 453
Artwork 1 Title: Emergence
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 43 x 26 x 42
Artwork 1 Medium: Bronze, Mirror Polished Stainless Steel, Kirkstone Slate
Artwork 1 Commentary: Emergence, reflects the internal struggle that is part of human nature. Here the left hand of
the figure pulls the veil tight; insecurities and inner demons preventing her from fully emerging. While, at the same
time, the right hand seeks to pull the veil away; her desire to emerge as a better version of herself, refusing to be
repressed. Which hand will prevail?
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 453
Artwork 2 Title: Still Dancing II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 46 x 40 x 34
Artwork 2 Medium: Bronze, Hand Forged Steel Frame
Artwork 2 Commentary: What brought the dancer to this moment and what feelings prevail? Is it the pain and
physical strain that comes with disciplined training or is it a deep satisfaction and feeling of liberation, brought about
by dedication and passion?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 453
Artwork 3 Title: Missing
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 46 x 20 x 20
Artwork 3 Medium: Bronze
Artwork 3 Commentary: A quick, loose sketch, made heavy by the use of material, evokes the mixed feeling of
missing a loved one. The rapidly changing, ephemeral butterflies of hope that they will return; the weight of despair
at their departure. 'Missing' captures a moment of contemplation, where the figure leans heavily into the void left
by a loved one. Where did the loved one go? Is the departure permanent or is it transitory?
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 454
Artist Name: ronnie rennoldson
Website: www.ronnierennoldson.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/ronnie_rennoldson_artist/
Artist Statement: Topography is an essential definer of natural and manmade places-the genius loci and although the
three physical dimensions lock us into a place, the addition of time and information enable us to develop meaning
which create new associations and enable a new understanding.

Man has always made marks, in caves recording an event, in glass to the glory of a god while abstract marks help us
explore the roots of our being enabling new layers of understanding and self-awareness.
Memory works this way; through retelling it becomes what you choose it to be.
It is a truth wrapped up layers of emotion and self-deception.

This is where my art lies.

Using squeegees, stiffened paint brushes and palette knifes for detail, paintings start with a defined narrative
created by line covered by a broad field of paint into which signifying marks are made and over which specific details
are layered to explore the disparity between what was and what was remembered. Non-figurative landscape
elements that create a notion of place merge with fixed points and specific memories to create a single abstract
expression.

Canvas is left unpainted either as vestigial space to allow the subject to breathe or from a belief that what isn't said
also has value; the canvas merely records a fleeting moment.

Susan Sontag has stated that “The art of our times is noisy, with appeals for silence, one recognises the imperative
for silence but goes one anywayâ€• A comment that still resonates today and within my work.
Notes:

Artist ID: 454
Artwork 1 Title: Loss, part5
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x100x4
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is part of a focussing on loss and silence.

Broad fields of paint emanating from a single yellow entity while non-figurative landscape lines that help create a
notion of place merge with fixed points and fleeting memories to create a single abstract expression of selfawareness.

Multiple layers are used to achieve depth and additional depth is achieved by a pool of high gloss clear finishing
medium poured over and left to find its own place by raised paint marks.

Canvas is also left unpainted as vestigial space to allow the subject to breathe from a belief that what isn't said also
has value; the canvas merely records a fleeting moment.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 454

Artist ID: 454
Artwork 2 Title: Neu!
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x100x4
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrlic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is part of a series exploring loss, exclusion and silence.

Broad fields of paint surrounding a central area create the sense of varying levels of anxiety before the calmness
that is discovered by becoming self awareness. This central area is made by a pool of high gloss clear finishing
medium poured over and left to find its own place by raised paint marks.

Each sector has multiple layers including the black area to create depth while canvas is also left unpainted as
vestigial space to allow the subject to breathe from a belief that what isn't said also has value; the canvas merely
records a fleeting moment.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 454
Artwork 3 Title: No entry
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x150x4
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting is part of a series that explores my memories of Berlin during the late 60’s
when, as a child, I would spend summers visiting my German grandparents and have to pass through a series of
checkpoints run by the occupying troops, the first to enter East German, the second to enter Berlin.

Entry checkpoints needed to be negotiated, setting up the backdrop to weeks of contrasts: blissfulness in an
environment of enforced isolation and division, with days spent negotiating the impact of both a divided Germany
and the omnipresent effect of the Berlin Wall.

Although the embrace of family and community was strong, these visits were permeated by much that was left
unsaid, stories told in a foreign language with much that I didn't want to know, places where access was recently
denied.
While listening to radio free berlin, I preferred an imagined reality, a reality based on incomplete memories, and
partial truth.

The colours of the West German and DDR flags are used along with the Russian words seen at checkpoints : No
entry!
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 454

Artist ID: 456
Artist Name: Elizabeth Abel
Website: elizabethabel.co.uk
IG: elizabethmaryabel
Artist Statement: I began painting during my art GCSE. It was like therapy for me and I soon fell in love with colour. I
took Fine Art for A level, during which making art became an everyday part of my life. I work with themes of the
human body, nature, memory, and imagined events. After A levels I began studying the BFA at the Slade School of
Fine art. Painting is an important way to process emotions and using lots of colour is empowering. The aim of my
work is to create something beautiful.
Notes:

Artist ID: 456
Artwork 1 Title: The Three Graces
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Height: 145 cm Width: 159 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint, watercolour and soft pastel on cartridge paper.
Artwork 1 Commentary: My take on Raphael's Three Graces. This image was often used as a brothel sign in Pompeii.
I loved the sexuality of the woman and I wanted to do a modern take which is more fluid.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 456
Artwork 2 Title: Birds of Paradise
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Height: 220 cm Width: 160 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic paint and soft pastel on canvas.
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image is a fantasy of colors and shapes about birds. The aim is to remove yourself from
normal life.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 456
Artwork 3 Title: The Swimming Pool Library
Artwork 3 Dimensions: Height: 210 cm Width 160 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic paint and oil bar on canvas.
Artwork 3 Commentary: This was painted in October 2019. it is based off of a memory i have from when i was 9
before i had a serious accident of my face by the side of the swimming pool. I decided to call it after a book called
The Swimming -Pool Library as I love the absurdity of the language and the book is about personal history and the
term represents a sinister place.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 458
Artist Name: Shu Yu
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: 2017,
Won the 1st place in the 2017 American Art Awards,
(category 47, digital art - representational).

2018,
1. Won the 1st place in the 28th latest Artavita Online
Contest in the category of Digital Art.
2. Won the 1st place in both “orientalism or Asianâ€•
subject and “digital art - representationalâ€• subject
in the 2018 American Art Awards.

2019,
1.Became the Finalist Artist of the awarded by Circle
Foundation of the Arts.
2. Won the contest Finalist Award exhibited in San
Diego.
3. Was invited to participate in the 12 th Florence
Biennale of Italian in 2019.
4. Was selected in the ArtGemini Prize, London&
Singapore (London Global Art Prize).
5. In 2019 American Art Awards, won 8 prize and 1
masterpieces prize by the committee.
Notes:

Artist ID: 458
Artwork 1 Title: Face mask
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 125cmX150cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 458
Artwork 2 Title: Behind the red
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150cmX83cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 458
Artwork 3 Title: look at here
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 150cmX138cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital Painting
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 459
Artist Name: seungwan park
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: The two sides of the same coin can not be seen at the same time.
Black and white, in the line defined by the two colors neutrality can not exist.
Past and present, Joseph Stalin said that in the struggle between old and new, the old
man disappears and the new wins.
There is no struggle between what is old and what is new but only their coexistence.
The artists who work with the robots, use the latter and then conceal their traces at
the end of the work.
My artwork consists of expressing the inner face of man the Yin and Yang, attacking
slabs between the lines left by the robots
In depth, there are lines between the slabs and these slabs become a sort of game, a
puzzle. Thanks to the new techniques (cutting through robots) all the lines are unified
becoming a single piece but maintaining its lines in detail.
Joseph Stalin said: the struggle is between the old and the new.
But he was a communist and i Am an artist
I do not want to struggle between old and new but their coexistence
Notes:

Artist ID: 459
Artwork 1 Title: Consistency 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: cm 80(h)x25x22
Artwork 1 Medium: White and grey marble
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 459
Artwork 2 Title: Consistency III
Artwork 2 Dimensions: cm 65(h)x50x35
Artwork 2 Medium: White and beige marble
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 459
Artwork 3 Title: The Line
Artwork 3 Dimensions: cm 51(h)x36x34
Artwork 3 Medium: White and black marble
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 461
Artist Name: Renée Perreira
Website:
IG: art_of_reneeanna
Artist Statement: For the last two years I have been exploring concepts around black femininity and Womanhood.
Being of mixed Guyanese and Armenian heritage, I am often asking questions to do with my own identity, and what
it means to be a woman of colour within society.
I am interested in the way the black female body is viewed and represented within contemporary culture, through
music, magazines, T.V and social media.
My work seeks to pare back and strip away a narrative or stereotype of the black female body, a sense of undoing
that merges into transformation. Working predominantly with watercolour and ink, I am able to translate these
ideas onto the surface of the paper, by not having full control over the water and pigment, the silhouettes or figures
take on a life of their own.
I have always been influenced by topics surrounding gender and race, and my own personal experience. The work of
author Bell Hooks ‘Ain’t I a woman?’ takes a critical look at the position black women play when regarding race,
gender and feminism, which became a catalyst in my research around this subject. As well as being inspired by the
work of Tracey Emin, who uses her own personal experiences as an integral part of her practice.
My work draws influence from artists Ellen Gallagher and Lorna Simpson, who both use found imagery as a way of
holding a mirror up to how women of colour are represented, and their response to these narratives.
Notes:

Artist ID: 461
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled'
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 75cm - 56cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour on Paper
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 461
Artwork 2 Title: Fragment'
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42cm - 29cm each
Artwork 2 Medium: Watercolour on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 461
Artwork 3 Title: Untitled'
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42cm - 29cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Watercolour on Paper
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 462
Artist Name: Shipei Wang
Website: www.shipeiwang.co.uk
IG: Schnitty93
Artist Statement: Shipei Wang is a UK-based artist, currently working and living between Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Shipei's multicultural upbringing informs her work and research, having grown up in China, Canada, Germany,
Sweden, South Korea and the UK. Shipei's perspective is particular to experiences of anxiety, fear and loneliness that
unclothe the fragility of organic bodies in physical and cultural displacement. Her eerie and humorous paintings
convey an uneasiness through childish and surreal light-heartedness.

Shipei paints on stretched Habotai silk, using acrylic pigments to give the painting surface an illustrated and printed
quality. The method is derived from traditional Tibetan Buddhist Thangka paintings where pure colour pigments are
applied onto heavy-body silk or close-woven linen with fine horsehair brushes to achieve flat application of pigments
and brilliantly contrasting colouring and details.

Shipei's paintings are intrinsically rooted in issues of cultural amnesia and lost identities. Bold colours, fine lines, and
a distinctive inclination for storytelling set her works apart.

She is a recipient of the Royal Scottish Academy Barns-Graham Travel Award, the 2019 RSA New Contemporaries,
the RSA Stevenston's Award for a Painter of Merit, Glasgow Print Studio Award 2019 and the RSA Beno Schoz Award
for the Most promising work by a scottish artist under 35.
Notes:

Artist ID: 462
Artwork 1 Title: I Hear Of Nothing But A High-pitched Silence
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70cm x 200cm
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic and pigment on stretched Habotai silk
Artwork 1 Commentary: I Hear of Nothing But A High-pitched Silence explores a direct translation from literary storytelling to visual narrative, with strong emphasis on Magical Realism as a literary genre. The particular motives of this
work emulates a snapshot of a fraction in time where the alienation one feels in a place where, far removed from
the familiar, an uncanny sense of belonging emerges from beyond fear.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 462
Artwork 2 Title: I Dream the Dreams of Apples
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 20cm x 20cm
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on stretched Habotai silk
Artwork 2 Commentary: I Dream the Dreams of Apples explores a peculiar sense of amnesia when one temporarily
disengages from their identity in isolated or estranged territory.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 462
Artwork 3 Title: Just In Time
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40cm x 40cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on stretched Habotai silk
Artwork 3 Commentary: "Just In Time' belongs to a series of works that explore the construction of identities and
realities using depictions of imaginary Bonsai plants as symbolic subjects. This painting explores experiences of fear
and loneliness within human relationships that particularly unclothe the fragility of organic bodies in psychological
displacement.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 463
Artist Name: Suzanne Gibbs
Website: www.artbysuzannebgibbs.com
IG: suzannebaxtergibbs
Artist Statement: Although born and educated in the UK, recently, I have become very fortunate to live and work in
both England and Northern California. Following the tragic wildfires of Northern California last year, I put together a
solo 3 month art exhibition to raise money for its victims and to commemorate the Carr fire. Although my Californian
home survived the fire, its surrounding landscape was burnt to ashes. The texture and tonal range of the ash behind
my home was a perfect medium to convey the beauty and hope in the loss and despair. Although extinguished, the
fire left a surface of temporary darkness. I used this as my inspiration to capture the eerie transformation of my
surroundings. I decided to use this burnt ash and collected it from around my property, working with it like chalk or
mixed it with the oil paint and applied it to the canvas. It was a new, exciting and emotive process, which I went on
to develop further.
This unique idea of using raw, personal, and tactile resources enables me to connect with and process loss and
devastation. I used this technique in my latest piece, ‘Facing It’. The painting is a portrait of my sister, Sally,
undergoing treatment for cancer, when she lost her crowning glory 2 months ago. I collected, combed and applied
Sally’s hair to the powerful and emotive piece. It shows Sally reflected in the mirror, staring at the viewer. Her gaze is
piercing, powerful and direct.
Notes:

Artist ID: 463
Artwork 1 Title: From the Ash Comes Light, Reflection and Perspective
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 76 x 102
Artwork 1 Medium: Ash on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is the very first piece I created in ash on black canvas. Once I had been able to return to
my home, I was immediately inspired to capture the transformation of my environment. The texture and tonal range
of the ash behind my home was a perfect medium to convey the beauty and hope in the loss and despair. Although
extinguished, the fire left us with a surface of darkness. The canvas of temporary darkness, however, is transformed
with the ash to create light, reflection and perspective.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 463
Artwork 2 Title: Whiskeytown Alight At Night (California Wildfires).
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 92 x 122
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and ash on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The wildfire burns at night, creating its own sun set of vivid luminous yellow, illuminating
the horizon at Whiskey Town Lake. Hot air carrying ash blasts into sight over the hill and the textured ash of
undulating hills in the foreground, fill the frame.

(Ash and debris from the wildfire mixed with the oil paint creates depth and texture).
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 463
Artwork 3 Title: Facing It
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 62 x 92
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas (with human hair)
Artwork 3 Commentary: Here, in this portrait of my sister, I was able to use personal and tactile resources to connect
with and process feelings of fear, attachment, loss and of the unknown. When a few months ago, my sister, Sally,
being treated for cancer, lost her crowning glory, I collected, combed and applied Sally’s hair to this powerful and
emotive piece. Her wig literally is made up of the hair she has lost and sits to the side of her, framed by a canvas of
vibrancy, positivity and abstraction. The wig is there to hide her baldness, to hide the cancer, to save public
discomfort. Baldness on a woman is like writing the word cancer on your forehead. The clock’s Arms are out of view,
symbolic of the abstraction of time. As we face life’s challenges, some greater than others, it’s how we respond to
and deal with them that matters.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 465
Artist Name: Richard Paton
Website: richardpaton.com
IG: Chudpaton
Artist Statement: My practise strives to represent scientific ideas in a poetically visual form as a means to examine
wider cultural narratives. I’ve recently focused my attention on the invisible force of magnetic fields which has
generated a body of work using magnets as a key sculptural element to infuse subject matter with a specific tension.
It’s important for me to make work that is both visually engaging and well crafted, but also rigorously researched. I
enjoy the process of playfully conjuring visual metaphor by blending scientific facts with cultural histories as a
process of seeing the familiar in a new light.
Notes:

Artist ID: 465
Artwork 1 Title: Dead Reckoning
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Flexible, balloons are anchored to floor, magnets fixed to ceiling
Artwork 1 Medium: Steel wire, magnets, steel balloons
Artwork 1 Commentary: A reference to an historical navigation method. Starting from a place of certainty by
calculating a previously determined position and then advancing that position with the use of instruments and
analysis. The process of dead reckoning allows the navigator to know where they are in a featureless ocean.
However, sometimes ships are knocked off course by un-foreseen natural events and are lost.

You can see more of this piece on my home page: http://richardpaton.com/
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 465
Artwork 2 Title: Lark Descending
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 x 20 x 20
Artwork 2 Medium: Electronics, steel, magnet
Artwork 2 Commentary: Human presence triggers a motion sensor which starts the song of the Skylark and the
physical decent of the iron replica suspended, mid air, by a magnet until the song fades giving way to the rev of a
tractor.

The graph on the rusty back board shows the decline in Skylark numbers in the UK since 1967.

Wild life is in drastic decline and heading toward extinction. In the case of the Skylark it is down to habitat loss due
to more intensive farming practises in the UK.

You can see a video clip here: http://richardpaton.com/lark-descending/
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 465

Artist ID: 465
Artwork 3 Title: Fields of influence
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 x 70 x 70 cm, plus plinth
Artwork 3 Medium: Steel, wood, brass, copper, compasses, magnet
Artwork 3 Commentary: This automaton is a visual metaphor for man’s destabilising influence on nature. The figure
representing humanity (a bit like Magneto the marvel comic book supervillain) is holding a magnet that interferes
with compasses needles. They represent the magneto- reception of animals (their ability to sense the earth’s
magnetic field), humans do not have this sense.

The Animals represented are examples on the IUCN* red list for Europe = species in decline or in danger of
becoming extinct

The Interactive mechanical force sets the cycle in motion and we become linked to the villain by having a hand in
the motion thus inextricably implicated. For exhibition purposes this now works with a hidden electric motor.

You can see it in motion here: http://richardpaton.com/fields-of-influence-2019/
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 465

Artist ID: 467
Artist Name: Joseph O'Neill
Website: http://www.Jotog.nyc
IG: https://www.instagram.com/joeiamone/
Artist Statement: In this portfolio I draw inspiration from the art of minimalism. By using modern technology I have
created photographs that are both true to the artist and the definition of minimalism but convey a modernist
approach. These photographs bring about a heightened sense of drama, intense images communicated by the use of
high contrast black and white and crisp clean lines of the geometric form, but with a certain amount of realism.
Notes:

Artist ID: 467
Artwork 1 Title: Santorini 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 28 x 43 x 0 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 467
Artwork 2 Title: Santorini 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 43 x 28 x 0 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 467
Artwork 3 Title: Santorini 3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 43 x 28 x 0 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 468
Artist Name: Natalia Nosova
Website:
IG: @nosssnosss
Artist Statement: As someone who moved to live in another country and every day speaks a language, which is not
my mother tongue, ideas of identity, whether social, sexual, religious or of gender, are extremely important to me.
In my work I always explore the characteristics that determine our personal and social identity questioning
stereotypes and conventions. I am always looking for new ways of presenting feminism and femininity using my
experience, encouraging a more volatile view of gender than of traditional ideology. In my paintings I want to turn
depiction of women and female forms from being a surveyed object into something that is more powerful and to
create a place where feelings and emotions can take form. Posture or physical gesture are essential conditions for
the generation of meanings and feelings in painting. I always try to paint a posture, which is both sensual and
conceptual in order to communicate something that is beyond the power of speech. I want my paintings to convey a
meaning that is hard to put into words but is instantly readable by the viewer.
Notes:

Artist ID: 468
Artwork 1 Title: Anything that Flies
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 468
Artwork 2 Title: Death by Thousand Cuts
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70x100
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 468
Artwork 3 Title: The Empty Space
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 470
Artist Name: Rachael Weitzman
Website: rachaelweitzman.com
IG: rachaelweitzman
Artist Statement: I am intrigued by the challenge of painting trees, their solidity and their fragility. I am fascinated by
the way their branches form an enormous bowl or a cage that is three dimensional but appears a silhouette against
the brightness of the sky. In the summer and autumn the leaves absorb and reflect, glow or flash with light. They
form the illusion of a mass which looks solid but distorts, parts and moves with the wind.

I am trying to achieve a sense of this mixture of solidity and fragility, the solid and immovable with the brittle and
swaying.

My paintings are less landscape as vista and more a set of portraits of trees.

I am interested in the way the natural world obviously informs the language of painting. The balance of colour and
light, the contrast of fine detail, of patterning with planes of bright clear colour in painting clearly has some
relationship to our experience of a natural environment .I am trying to develop a repertoire of marks that construct
paintings that underscore this visual connection. I tend to compose my paintings as an arrangement of lines, spaces,
layers, areas of colour in a way that references abstract art as much as it does traditional landscape painting but
which still retains a sense of presence and scale.
Notes:

Artist ID: 470
Artwork 1 Title: 25th February
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.5 x 76 x 2
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a copse of winter trees. I am just using the date as a title because I find titles for
paintings can often be distracting. I am trying for a relatively simple composition of verticals and horizontals
disrupted by a diagonal branch that cuts across the front. I am aiming for a very clear depiction of the space between
the viewer and the trees in the foreground contrasting with the strong sky and a sense of great distance. It is
difficult, from the image, to see the contrast between the thickness of the marks on the trees and the smoothness of
the sky.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 470
Artwork 2 Title: 10th November
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91.5 x 76 x 2
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: I am focusing in on a detail of a tree in Autumn looking at two main elements: the trunk and
branches of the tree and the leaves. I am trying to find a way of using the paint to give a sense of the different
elements and the way the light affects them. Like the previous painting there is a sense of relatively shallow space
between the main subject and the viewer.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 470
Artwork 3 Title: 1st March
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 91.5 x 76 x 2
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting uses the shadows on the snow to reinforce the patterning of the trees. It's
unusual in my paintings so far because there is no blank area of sky to offset the density of the detail on the trees.
Instead the white snow gives the painting breathing space.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 471
Artist Name: Galit Sher
Website: https://www.galitsher.com/
IG:
Artist Statement: My creative work is eclectic in its influences and encompassing paintings, photographs and video
art.
It is of autobiographical nature, in many ways it is like a diary that developed, as I have, over the years.
I was born in Jerusalem where I received my early education. In my early 20s, when moving to Miami beach I
became immerged in a world of shapes, lines , colors and meaning. Introspection and design.
My first exhibition of oil painting and postcard was called Chinese from Jerusalem took place in Nov 2010 in a
Gallery in Jaffa, is about young womanhood. I painted erotic oriental women, blending their features with my own
features. Day to day realities in a fantasy world.
Confabulations, 2012, a series of photographs of a Japanese woman dancer. The work is a direct dialogue with
painting. The photographs were taken as preparation for painting. The blurred distinction that was created by the
light and the thin, transparent fabric that the image is covered, when printed on canvas created an effect of a
painting. The contrast with my early work painted on plywood and as a continuation to them. The mystery of the
subject and its monochromatic coloring emphasize the spiritual depths of the woman. This work wasn’t presented
yet.
With motherhood I continued painting with acrylic paint, researching children’s drawing and painting development.
I started mixing my daughters paintings with my own work. The freshness of the child abstract paintings and the
freedom of expression fascinated, inspired and influenced me. Photographing a Collage of different textures
together in variety of colors and strange compositions.
Photography and video serve my decorative and personal creations. Photography and its availability and swiftness
of capture and the opportunity to add movement to it. I combine pieces of fabrics, parts of clothing, my daughter
paintings, my paintings both on paper and plywood. These photographs can be printed on canvas.
I explored my interest in performance and contemporary dance in two video works. Focusing on myself and about
emotional situations. From there it developed into short films, object theatre, painted industrial objects, segments of
paintings. I created movement in my body shooting the films that created movement the still objects.
Influenced by Chinese and Japanese art and African sculpture, inspired by the freedom of children’s painting and
swiftness of photography, I created few series of works. An old set of oil paint gets a life of its own in a series called
Prima Materia. The male figure presents itself in a series portraits of a Ghanaian African immigrant and a series of
work that came out from deep compassion with the life of many street cats in Israel.
I need the prize in order to complete my work, print it and edit.
Notes:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUXgTF-ljOA&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0K6IgISSSLet2TbqUW6ZulASEpS1nhbyzy5rMwCeV4vxdvVzA2wtFQNc ,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNVzQrbRJgw&feature=youtu.be

Artist ID: 471
Artwork 1 Title: Australia
Artwork 1 Dimensions: Video
Artwork 1 Medium: Video
Artwork 1 Commentary: Heartbroken about Australia 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XUXgTF-ljOA&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0K6IgISSSLet2TbqUW6ZulASEpS1nhbyzy5rMwCeV4vxdvVzA2wtFQNc
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 471
Artwork 2 Title: Street Cat
Artwork 2 Dimensions: video and prints
Artwork 2 Medium: video
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by compassion to the lives of street cats

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNVzQrbRJgw&feature=youtu.be
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 471
Artwork 3 Title: Untiteled
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70/100cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Photograph of sculpture and soil printed on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 473
Artist Name: Lilli Muller
Website: lillimuller.us
IG: https://www.instagram.com/thereallillimuller/
Artist Statement: “Getting people engaged in the artmaking process offers them a different awareness while
mirroring their own life experiences. As I have witnessed over the years, it is no longer simply about the artwork
itself, but the personal impact it has on each individual, and any further change it may cause. This inspires me to
continue making art for the people, with the people, and about the people.â€•
My inspirations are drawn from the colors of life, human experiences, and the puzzle pieces of emotional states of
mind, weaving like a red thread through layering visuals, hidden messages and symbols, assuming obvious
perceptions and surprise reveals.Â
After years of exploring the dynamics of the human condition, illustrating and deconstructing the human body,
examining motives and emotions, through the ever-present idiomatic filter of the human body, my art continues to
evolve. My casting sessions are mostly done in public settings, exploring my own involvement as a public act of
intimacy, acceptance, communion, ritual, and sensuality. It is a continuous attempt to reformulate our human
condition, mirroring our current situations and the essence of particular moments in time.
With my latest work, “The Mandala Project Series,â€• I am continuing to follow my own personal goal to create an
ever-morphing body of work that changes over time and yet stays valid with time.
This work focuses on new labor-intensive, interactive performance projects, locally and internationally that address
global issues and the state of humanity worldwide.
Notes:

Artist ID: 473
Artwork 1 Title: We Are Humanity 01
Artwork 1 Dimensions: approx. 20"x32"
Artwork 1 Medium: charcoal, lead on industrial packing paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: “Hands and eyes are the mirror of your soulâ€•. Holding hands, saving hands, praying
hands, welcoming hands, eyes staring right into your soul revealing their own suffering and struggle, all stand for
their own personal story: past, present and future, powerful in engaging the viewer in a dialog and awareness of the
continuously mounting global refugee crisis, the ongoing diaspora around the world, the violence towards man and
environment, as a main root of cause and survival against all odds. They leave behind a trace of their identity, as if
suspended in space, a last sign:â€• I was here.â€•
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 473
Artwork 2 Title: The Mandala Project Venice: We Are Humanity
Artwork 2 Dimensions: approx. 20'x40'30
Artwork 2 Medium: multimedia (video, installation, netting, clothes, drawings, soundscape)
Artwork 2 Commentary: A Collective Meditation on Humanity - in response to the global diaspora and displacement
of millions of people every day. The installation is meant to draw attention to the global refugee crisis - caused by
war, famine, natural disasters, socio-economic shifts, radical climate change and political discordance, as it continues
to accelerate extreme power struggles, political trends, inequality and destruction.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 473
Artwork 3 Title: The Mandala Project Venice: The Boat
Artwork 3 Dimensions: approx 50'x45'x120'
Artwork 3 Medium: multi media (pastercasts, wooden boat, swimnodles, metal, soundscape)
Artwork 3 Commentary: A Meditation on Humanity - in a response to the global refugee crisis. Live plaster cast arms
from all visitors and by-standers are mounted vertically onto a beached boat inside the church. These outstretched
arms are both a metaphor for hope, and a symbol for freedom and safety for those fleeing regimes of terror,
injustice and wars. This interactive performance piece addresses the current paradigm shifts and consequential
eruptions of drastic changes worldwide.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 474
Artist Name: Yang-En Hume
Website: www.yang-enhume.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/yangenhume/
Artist Statement: Found objects contain unknowable histories. Relics of anonymous lives, they become vessels for
memories which can no longer be accessed. I collect items from flea markets to explore how personal histories are
remembered and constructed. Flea markets are fascinating places, displaying overwhelming amounts of intimate
ephemera: family photographs, letters, fabric, needlework and domestic detritus. Laden with household miscellany,
they personify the unseen domestic craft and labour that women have undertaken for centuries. Objects are passed
from family homes to the market, to be found by chance by a stranger. Intimate details of lives are revealed, yet the
people who once owned these objects remain anonymous.

My works draw on this presence and absence of information. I have been creating solar photograms from pieces of
fabric and lace sourced from flea markets. The result is delicate, partially obscured prints which reflect the way that
a found object is merely the residue of a once tangible existence. Creating duplicates of objects begins a process of
degeneration, whereby information is lost, and the function of the objects changes.

Digitally printed fabric builds upon the photograms. Translucent layers of tulle, organza and silk
construct palimpsests that distort and erase the original image. These overlapping forms reference the
history, that is embedded within the surfaces of found objects. The concealed imagery, along with the
use of fabric and embroidery takes on gendered connotations, hinting at the lives of ordinary women
whose identities have been lost to history.
Notes:

Artist ID: 474
Artwork 1 Title: Palimpsest
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59 x 42
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital prints on voile, embroidery thread
Artwork 1 Commentary: Palimpsest was exhibited as part of my solo exhibition 'Duplicate State' at SET Space,
Lewisham in 2019. It is made up of 4 pieces of digitally printed voile stitched together and hung from a timber dowel.

The digital prints are the documentation of solar photograms. The original photograms were created from found
fabric and lace that were collected from flea markets and second hand stores.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 474
Artwork 2 Title: Remnant
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 190 x 140
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital prints on voile, embroidery thread
Artwork 2 Commentary: Remnant is made up of two digitally printed, embroidered pieces of voile hung
approximately 60cm apart. It was exhibited as part of my solo exhibition, 'Duplicate State' at SET Space, Lewisham in
2019.

Viewers can move between the hanging fabric. I will continue adding to the embroidered lines (veins?), so that each
time this work is exhibited, it changes.

The digital prints are the documentation of solar photograms. The original photograms were created from found
fabric and lace that were collected from flea markets and second hand stores.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 474
Artwork 3 Title: Fossils
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 190 x 128
Artwork 3 Medium: Solar sensitive ink on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Fossils consists of 12 solar photograms: 59cm x 42cm each. These were created using pieces
of found fabric and lace collected at flea markets. The photograms were made by exposing the lace and ink to
sunlight.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 476
Artist Name: Olivia Turner
Website: www.olivia-turner.com
IG: @livvyturner_
Artist Statement: Olivia Turner’s concern with spatial awareness is evident in her work, which continually plays with
conventional ideas about spaces. Turner’s paintings look at perspective, composition and structure and are inspired
by Brutalist architecture. Her interest in architecture is something which she has continuously been captivated by,
the powerful structures and materials of these building have always fascinated her.

Turner constantly refines her compositions to create spaces that highlight the hidden beauty of buildings that would
often be overlooked. By isolating them from their original surroundings, she wants to give the viewer no option but
to interact with them. Turner wants the viewer to see the true beauty of these buildings, starting a conversation
around the loss of them in society. She also wants them to question what they are seeing, is a piece of architecture,
a painting or a print.

Each painting is developed from a series of drawings, which have all been made from multiple viewpoints. In this
way, Turner constantly explores the different ways in which she can portray a site that she has investigated,
primarily selecting interesting architectural elements which were prominent on her original visit. To date her work
has taken many different forms as she continues to play with 2 and 3 dimensional outcomes.
Notes:

Artist ID: 476
Artwork 1 Title: S86 5EY
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 63 x 93 x 4cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on board with concrete frame
Artwork 1 Commentary: A painting from a new body of work which is mainly based on my studies of St Peter’s
Seminary in Cardross, Scotland - a site which has been neglected and fallen into disrepair, with now an
undetermined future.

After briefly visiting it five years ago, I recently had another opportunity to revisit the site and study it more
extensively. What became apparent was how important it would be for me to delve deeper inside and discover the
inner structure of the building, opposed to merely the facades alone.

I really enjoy the playful nature of my work and how some compositions could potentially be physically built.
However, I recently found myself producing drawings which were almost too representative of its original structure.
With this new body of work, I wanted to change how I processed my research, hoping to lead to slightly different
outcomes. The new compositions I started to create became more inviting with areas of breathing space, given the
viewer slightly more freedom to move in and around them. I have also continued to abstract elements further,
removing pieces of information, to continuously make the viewer question what they are seeing.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 476

Artist ID: 476
Artwork 2 Title: WC1N 8XX
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 63 x 93 x 4cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on board
Artwork 2 Commentary: A painting from a new body of work which is mainly based on my studies of St Peter’s
Seminary in Cardross, Scotland - a site which has been neglected and fallen into disrepair, with now an
undetermined future.

After briefly visiting it five years ago, I recently had another opportunity to revisit the site and study it more
extensively. What became apparent was how important it would be for me to delve deeper inside and discover the
inner structure of the building, opposed to merely the facades alone.

I really enjoy the playful nature of my work and how some compositions could potentially be physically built.
However, I recently found myself producing drawings which were almost too representative of its original structure.
With this new body of work, I wanted to change how I processed my research, hoping to lead to slightly different
outcomes. The new compositions I started to create became more inviting with areas of breathing space, given the
viewer slightly more freedom to move in and around them. I have also continued to abstract elements further,
removing pieces of information, to continuously make the viewer question what they are seeing.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 476

Artist ID: 476
Artwork 3 Title: EC3Y 9PX
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 45 x 60 x 4cm
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic on board
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting was produced after a research trip to London, selecting a range of striking
architecture elements to create an unconventional space. A space which when first viewed might seem
unrecognisable, but the longer it is looked the more obvious elements become. It sits on a surface which almost
replicates the buildings texture and contrasts the clean crisps lines of the space.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 477
Artist Name: Kia Matanky-Becker
Website: kiamatankybecker.com
IG:
Artist Statement: kia Matanky-Becker is a sculpture and installation artists who is a recent graduate of Goldsmiths
University of London where she studied fine art. Kia uses sculpture to critique and investigate power dynamics and
interpersonal relationships. Her visual language is one of transformation, she often takes familiar structures such as
houses and factories and rebuilds them with the vulnerable human body at their foundation. she is interested in
world building and believes in the power of installation art to provide new environments that initiate new kinds of
communication and conversation to take place.
Notes:

Artist ID: 477
Artwork 1 Title: Dance floor
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2mx1.5m
Artwork 1 Medium: Copper, steel, MDF
Artwork 1 Commentary: this dance floor is made of plasma cut copper and steel treated with copper oxide to give
the appearance of copper. this piece looks at the authenticity of material and explores feelings of impostor
syndrome do we feel like the real thing when we are in the spot light?
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 477
Artwork 2 Title: Make a house a bone
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 200cmx150cm
Artwork 2 Medium: copper, steel
Artwork 2 Commentary: journalists interviewing Jews escaping the Holocaust reported that many Jews were having
the same nightmares about their houses becoming skeletons. being part of the Jewish community and having
relatives affected by the Holocaust this image really stuck with me. this is a powerful image to revisit given the
current refuge crisis and rise in homelessness. physiologists suggest that our brains respond to homeless people as if
they are objects, how much of our humanity is quantified by having four walls to call our own?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 477
Artwork 3 Title: I don't bite
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60cmx30cm
Artwork 3 Medium: copper
Artwork 3 Commentary: I am interested in the conductive and healing properties of copper it is an interesting
material to use the explore interpersonal relationships. how do we know when an energetic connection is productive
and when is it toxic? when is a kiss caring and when is it devastating?
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 478
Artist Name: Francesca Giuliano
Website: www.francesca-giuliano.com
IG: @francesca.giuliano.here
Artist Statement: I am a self-taught artist working mainly in mixed media: painting, collage, digital image
manipulation and textiles. I am also exploring multi media, especially sound.

My practice is based on a fascination with images in series - footage from films or historical events - and I have been
finding ways of working them together into a project I have called ‘Stabilised’ where I overlay the images using one
element, like an eye, to stabilise the whole series.

I am enjoying manipulating the style pages of glossy magazines into layered subversions of themselves. In one
incarnation of this work I cut the guts out and leave only the very extremities of the figure, like a silhouette. This
heightens the preposterousness of the contortions the models have to undergo in the name of fashion.

The materials and technology I use have one buzz word: simplicity. In my digital work, for example, I use the
Brushed Redux app which has very limited functionality. For the sound work, I am using a small hand-held digital
dictaphone.

I am still working on process, still experimenting, but finding myself drawn time and again to series, repetition and
layering. Scale is also a focus as I want to make big work that is deceptively small.

I was born in Italy and am settled in the UK via Africa and the Middle East.
Notes:

Artist ID: 478
Artwork 1 Title: Spectre I
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x22x0
Artwork 1 Medium: Paper assemblage
Artwork 1 Commentary: I have become captivated not only by the vacuousness of exuberant, unwearable,
inaccessible fashion but also I am incensed by the gratuitous nudity, and the absurdity of some of the contortions
the models have to adopt in the name of a fashion shoot. So I’ve been cutting it all out. I have left only the very
edges and extremities, and everything that is not fashion: the backgrounds, the trees, gardens, walls, desert, the sea,
the sky, the studio.
Welcome to my Spectres.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 478
Artwork 2 Title: Mad Hatter II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x37x0
Artwork 2 Medium: Paper collage assemblage
Artwork 2 Commentary: Out of a desire to challenge my perfectionism I started making assemblages that crashed
together images with no connections. I tried to create a series of 'Uglies' concentrating purely on process and chance
rather than aesthetics. Making, photographing, making, photographing... I nevertheless found myself unable to resist
some level of conscious decision even if it was based on what might look uncomfortable together. Experiment failed.
Results succeeded.
I present my Mad Hatter series.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 478
Artwork 3 Title: Cary Grant III
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x150x1
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital printed on perspex
Artwork 3 Commentary: I have been playing with series of images that I have screengrabbed from film footage. I
‘stabilise’ them around one feature - an eye or a road sign - and let the rest fracture. Additionally, playing with
saturation and colour reversal has given me some interesting effects.
I expect to be able to print this onto perspex and possibly light it from behind.
Here is Cary Grant, running.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 479
Artist Name: Jamie Shaw
Website: www.jamieshaw.studio
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jamieshaw_studio/
Artist Statement: Jamie (b. - 1986) is an abstract artist currently living and working in Bristol, having spent his early
career first in Brighton, then the vibrant artist community of Hackney Wick, East London.

His work explores the interplay between inner and outer worlds. Spatial structure, emptiness, patterns and forms
are drawn out of initially chaotic processes, and go through multiple cycles of reconfiguration, often with the surface
being reoriented during the process. These overlapping, nearly stable elements settle at a moment between
obscurity and form
Notes:

Artist ID: 479
Artwork 1 Title: Biomass4
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150x120x5
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, Emulsion, Spray Paint
Artwork 1 Commentary: From a group of paintings playing with patterns across organic and mineral forms
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 479
Artwork 2 Title: Sequoias
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90x90x5
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, Emulsion, Spray Paint
Artwork 2 Commentary: From a group of paintings based on forests
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 479
Artwork 3 Title: Strange Attractors 01
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120x9x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic, Emulsion, Spray Paint
Artwork 3 Commentary: From a group of paintings playing with patterns across organic and mineral forms
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 480
Artist Name: Hannah Thomas
Website: www.hannahthomas.net
IG: @hannahthomasstudio
Artist Statement: I am an abstract artist, working with paint and mixed media.
Painting, I discovered, is a way to create utterly instinctively, a space to be wild, natural and without self-censorship
and a platform from which to experiment.
I always work on several paintings at once, often quite different from each other, and each may go on to be a series
of it’s own if I feel it warrants further exploration. I am not an artist restricted by a signature style; each painting is a
result of experimentation and grows organically out of the previous painting.
I don’t profess to speak for anyone but myself, and work only to try and express my own experience of being in the
world.
I am an emotionally led personality and it is always an emotional conversation I am having with the painted surface,
and that dictates how the paint is applied. My palette is always monochrome at heart, but warm flashes are often in
there somewhere, especially oranges.
I look to celebrate the beautiful and terrible chaos of living and the reality that most people, despite what social
media would have us believe, are not so absolutely certain about life and themselves, but feeling their way through
the world and subject to it’s whims and their own changes of heart.

‘Culture itself a fragile membrane, stretched over darkness’. (Quote - Literature of Guilt, Patrick Reilly)
Notes:

Artist ID: 480
Artwork 1 Title: DELIRIOUS LIGHT
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120X100X3.8
Artwork 1 Medium: ACRYLIC ON CANVAS
Artwork 1 Commentary: ONE OF A PAIR OF PAINTINGS BUILT OF MANY LAYERS, VERY RAW AND DRIVEN PURELY BY
AN EMOTIONAL RESPONSE TO THE MOMENT.

THIS LIGHTNING BOLT SYMBOL APPEARS IN A LOT OF MY WORK AND SEEMS TO EMBODY THE SENSE RANDOM AND
CHAOTIC IN THE WORK AS WELL AS AN INJECTION OF ENERGY.

THIS PIECE SEEMED TO GIVE OFF ITS OWN LIGHT WHEN FINISHED, IT REPRESENTS THE MANY TRACES AND MARKS
LIFE LEAVES ON YOU BUT THAT THERE IS ALWAYS NEW ENERGY TO BE FOUND.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 480
Artwork 2 Title: AMNESIA
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120X100X3.8
Artwork 2 Medium: ACRYLIC ON CANVAS
Artwork 2 Commentary: PIECE FROM AN ONGOING PROJECT EXPLORING INK ON CANVAS IN LARGELY
MONOCHROME WORKS BUT ALSO USING STAINS AND VARNISH.

THIS PIECE IN PARTICULAR I THINK HIGHLIGHTS THE EMOTIONAL PUNCH AND BEAUTY OF THE ERODED AREAS AND
THE SENSE OF WHAT IS NOW MISSING FROM THE CANVAS.

IT DEMONSTRATES THE IMPACT OF SIMPLE MARK MAKING AND SHAPES BUT WITH THE ADDED TEXTURAL AND
TONAL VARIATIONS PRODUCED BY SPRAYING OFF THE INK LEAVING JUST THE OUTLINES IN SOME AREAS OF THE
WORK.

THE WORKS CAN BE SURPRISINGLY CONFRONTATIONAL IN THEIR SIMPLICITY.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 480

Artist ID: 480
Artwork 3 Title: ENIGMA #1
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 122X122X1.8
Artwork 3 Medium: ACRYLIC AND EMULSION ON MDF BOARD
Artwork 3 Commentary: PART OF A SERIES OF WORKS IN THIS PALETTE USING CERTAIN RECURRING SYMBOLS WITH
PERSONAL SIGNIFICANCE.

THE WORK IS EXPLORING MY ONGOING INTEREST IN THE RANDOM AND THE CONSTANTLY SHIFTING STATES OF
LIFE, HOW THE ALL INTERPLAY AND MERGE TO BECOME OUR TIMELINE IN THIS LIFE.

MANY DIFFERENT ELEMENTS ARE AT WORK IN THIS PIECE AND MY HOPE IS THAT THEY INTERACT AND ENERGISE
AND ACHIEVE A KIND OF SYMBIOSIS.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 481
Artist Name: Suze Schneider
Website: suzeschneider.wixsite.com
IG: @ivy_lux_omni
Artist Statement: Quiet influences run through my work.
I have always walked and relished the time and space between leaving somewhere and reaching the destination:
time to reflect, time to be mindful and always to observe. Whether my journey is part of an adventure further afield,
or what has become the extremely frequent journey to see and look after my Mother - something always catches my
eye as I pass by.
Questions of ugly or beautiful arise.
Is it life or is it art?
I strive for new ways of seeing. I am excited by the newness of things but still intrigued by what was once new and is
now abandoned/unwanted/unloved.
The everyday. The cracks in the pavement, the peeling layers of paint, the everyday grime slowly dulling and
eroding. The traces and tracks left by the passing of people and time.
I take photographs daily. I photograph the everydayness of my life.

I draw from the photographs and images etched in my mind; capturing images, making observations, noting and
referencing to trigger my memory. I paint and print from the drawings I photograph and then photograph, draw and
paint from the walls and floor of my studio. I photograph my work from different viewpoints - what lies randomly on
the floor, the shadows on the wall. These processes of making, repeating, recording constantly feed my work. The
repeating of processes builds up a vocabulary, begins to tell it’s own story.
Notes:

Artist ID: 481
Artwork 1 Title: To Trap Or Set Free
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 c.m x 100c.m
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media On Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting forms a collection. It is not a cause for discussion on world events but it tells
part of my story: my life as a female artists in her mid 50's: daily experiences, responses and emotional struggles of
my life, in this world.
It triggers a conversation between myself, my artwork and the public.
My works are very much excavations of my life.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 481
Artwork 2 Title: A Lane of Memory
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100 c.m x 100 c.m
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed Media On Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Another from the series: exploring materials and matter whilst pondering on life.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 481
Artwork 3 Title: Where Am I Going?
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 91.44c.m x 91.44c.m
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media On Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: A long, slow building up of materials and taking away
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 483
Artist Name: Catherine Sweet
Website: www.catsweet.co.uk
IG: www.instagram.com/insta_cat13
Artist Statement: Catherine is an artist living and working in London, specialising in mixed media. She favours bold
colours with plenty of texture throughout her work, and most of her inspiration is drawn from the natural world and
from music. Her passion is to create bright and affordable works that create happiness or moments of calm
contemplation, which people can easily find space for in their homes.
Notes:

Artist ID: 483
Artwork 1 Title: Mariposa
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25 x 20 x 2.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and ceramic tile on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Butterflies and moths are a sensitive indicator of the health of our environment. This piece
puts the butterfly front and centre.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 483
Artwork 2 Title: Rainy Day in London
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 27 x 19 x 2cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil and cotton thread on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This work is influenced by the colours and textures of a rain-soaked day in the city. The
stitched squares are symbolic snapshots - what most people see from inside.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 483
Artwork 3 Title: Beauty/Decay
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 15 x 15 x 2cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic and air drying clay on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: I am fascinated by the ephemeral beauty of decaying leaves. I believe they can help to
remind us that everything is impermanent, therefore we should enjoy fleeting, golden moments of joy where they
present themselves.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 486
Artist Name: Dimitri Likissas
Website:
IG: www.instagram.com/dimitrilikissas
Artist Statement: In the very beginning I somehow always wanted to incorporate 2 to 3 circles in my works. I felt
they had a certain energy. My reasoning was that there is ‘circulation’ in a circle compared to a square that has
corners (no one likes to be pushed in a corner) in a circle you are free. Freedom is important to me. I also likened the
combinations of circles or dots as a molecule which is a group of atoms which have patterned geometries and
vibrate. I used to call them powerdots. Lateron I discovered Roy Lichtenstein’s and his use of ‘Ben Day Dots’ which
almost came as a revelation to me where for example a mass - methaporically, just like the molecules, atoms of one
color spread out in a pattern can make up an other color, like a pattern of magenta dots, spread out far enough
creates pink. The only thing I didn’t like is the pattern, a pattern is again where we lose freedom, it’s a set of rules.
But in life we need to follow a set of rules to reach certain goals. In my case I use a combination of that pattern
which creates not only illusions of colors of its own but also each neighbouring different color dots like with Albers’
color theory create yet again another color illusion. All this fascinates me.
Notes:

Artist ID: 486
Artwork 1 Title: Flirting with dreams
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102X102X2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Look from a distance and see dreams appear!
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 486
Artwork 2 Title: Square within a square
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 102x102x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: When you can experience the interaction of color you will see colours in a whole different
light. If you could be a color, which color would you be? If you would be a box, which one would you be, the inner
box, or the other box and why?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 486
Artwork 3 Title: Bound for glory
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 102x129x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: We are all bound for glory. When you are in front of the work and gradually take steps back,
it should evoke some sensory response in most of you.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 487
Artist Name: Philip Williams
Website: www.philipwilliamsart.com
IG: @philipmwilliams
Artist Statement: Philip Williams is a London based artist working as a painter, printmaker and sculptor. He
graduated from Central Saint Martins art school in 2016. Philip is a winner of the Hollyport Prize and the Clyde&Co.
Awards. His work has been exhibited widely in solo and group exhibitions in London, elsewhere in the UK and
overseas, his work is held in collections in the UK, China and USA.
Philip’s recent series of paintings start with a representational underpainting which is overlaid with a variety of
marks made with spray paint, marker pen, oil crayon and various other materials. The underpainting typically depicts
a luxurious interior space or symbols of status and authority. The over-layer is formed of gestural marks which are
freely scribbled, calligraphic and graffiti-like; this layer has a spontaneity that challenges the coherence of the
underlying imagery; it disrupts the picture plane. The resulting works sit somewhere between a painting used as a
blackboard and a screensaver backdrop to a computer screen.
Philip is influenced by a range of classical/baroque and contemporary sources; including Richard Hamilton’s painted
photographs, Cy Twombly’s child-like calligraphy and Jeff Elrod’s digital mark-making. He combines these elements
in a unique and thought-provoking approach to contemporary painting.
Philip’s sculptural objects play with recognisable characteristics of architectural elements and details from domestic
interiors. He combines digital design and hand-made processes to create objects that, whilst lacking any tangible
functionality, channel a sense of place. Collectively the works create stage sets and installations of colour in
exhibition spaces.
Notes:

Artist ID: 487
Artwork 1 Title: Utopia
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 83 x 122
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: “Utopiaâ€• is from a recent series of paintings that start with a representational
underpainting which is overlaid with a variety of marks made with spray paint, marker pen, oil crayon and various
other materials. The underpainting typically depicts a luxurious interior space or symbols of status and authority. The
over-layer is formed of gestural marks which are freely scribbled, calligraphic and graffiti-like; this layer has a
spontaneity that challenges the coherence of the underlying imagery; it disrupts the picture plane. The resulting
works sit somewhere between a painting used as a blackboard and a screensaver backdrop to a computer screen.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 487
Artwork 2 Title: Revolving Door
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70 x 80
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: “Revolving Doorâ€• is from a recent series of paintings that start with a representational
underpainting which is overlaid with a variety of marks made with spray paint, marker pen, oil crayon and various
other materials. The underpainting typically depicts a luxurious interior space or symbols of status and authority. The
over-layer is formed of gestural marks which are freely scribbled, calligraphic and graffiti-like; this layer has a
spontaneity that challenges the coherence of the underlying imagery; it disrupts the picture plane. The resulting
works sit somewhere between a painting used as a blackboard and a screensaver backdrop to a computer screen.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 487
Artwork 3 Title: Scrollman
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 120 x 40 x 60
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on Birch Plywood
Artwork 3 Commentary: “Scrollmanâ€• plays with recognisable characteristics of architectural details but lacks any
tangible functionality. It combines digital design and handmade construction. In an exhibition space it creates a stage
set or tableau and a colourful intervention in the space.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 489
Artist Name: Emanuel Sammartano (Mr.E)
Website: www.theartofmr.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/the_art_of_mr.e/
Artist Statement: Mr.E is the pseudonym for Emanuel Sammartano, Artist, Architect and Designer born in Italy in
1983 and based in Sydney since 2015.
His passion for Art has been nourished very early in his childhood, where he learnt the art of joinery and
restauration of antique furniture at his father’s workshop. His passion for classicism and its contrast with the
contemporary is remarkable in many of his works.
He started his art career with public art installations in 2010. His provocative installation like CHAIR, HELP, ARK
ROAD have created considerable interest and reaction from the public.
He had two solo exhibitions in Sydney in the last years and he also participated to art group exhibitions and art fairs.
Mr.E is a conceptual artist and his art has a distinctive style: the humour and satire are at the core of his provocative
pieces that criticise the modern society.
Mr.E wants to deliver a message, he wants to create an occasion to reflect on our life, whether or not you are a fan
of art. He is not interested in selling a piece of art but instead in the freedom to criticise the society and its
weaknesses.
His creativity approaches different techniques like painting, digital working, sculpture, scale model, video and
installation.
It is not his identity that doesn’t want to be revealed but his secretive messages behind each artwork that creates
the Myster.Y of Mr.E.
Notes:

Artist ID: 489
Artwork 1 Title: CENSORED
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 68cm x 41cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media
Artwork 1 Commentary: The canvas covers a mirror to express a strong and provocative cry: the reflection of the
mankind in the mirror needs to be censored to cover its sins.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 489
Artwork 2 Title: GOT IT!
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 67cm x 77cm x 40cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media
Artwork 2 Commentary: The artwork ironically represents the idea of: “Train yourself, work hard, focus on results
and never give up, all that with a bit of luckâ€•.
Don’t give up and have fun with glamour!
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 489
Artwork 3 Title: SOUP
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25cm x 25cm x 25cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Terracotta and pigment
Artwork 3 Commentary: The power of advertising should be used for much more noble scopes. Everything is in our
hands like a precious pot of organic tomato soup
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 490
Artist Name: Fraser Renton
Website: https://www.fraserrenton.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/fraserrenton/
Artist Statement: “As far back as I can remember I have always had a love for linear geometrics and colour field
paintings. I see the world we live in a place full of linear-geometric constructions with enhanced colour vibrancies.
My fascination for both these art forms has inspired me for many years, from great artists such as Piet Mondrian,
Wassily Kandinsky, Ilya Bolotowsky, Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko. I feel that many of the works from these fine
artists represent some of the most intellectually fascinating and visually stimulating geometric and colour field art
ever conceived.â€•

Fraser loves abstract in all forms but Digital, Geometric, Hard Edge, 3D and Minimalist are what fascinates Fraser the
most. Colour field plays a huge part in his experimentation and creation. Focusing on sharp lines, three dimensional
shapes and multi layered optical illusions, Fraser prepares his visions digitally, before transferring these creations to
‘one-off’ original pieces.

Fraser prefers acrylic paints on canvas, birch-ply or aluminium surfaces when creating linear-geometric abstracts.
There needs to be an edge to this work, whether that be using gradients, texture or subtleties in the colour. For
geometric works that are resin coated, this extra element protects the finished pieces from moisture, heat and
physical stress.

When creating sculptured tactile Geomesh Art, inspired by his late friend with whom Fraser collaborated with,
Fraser hand moulds aluminium mesh that has been precision sprayed with acrylics and varnishes, creating a colour
changing landscape of possibilities. The synergy when merging with geometrics, can create some stunning results!

Fraser’s goals are to conceptualise, capture and design new and enticing art that delivers a capacity to create
fascination, evoke deep thought through beauty as well as engage great emotion and distill mood for the viewers.
Notes:

Artist ID: 490
Artwork 1 Title: Amethyst Hills
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120 x 90 x 7
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed Media - Colour changing, hand moulded Alu-mesh
Artwork 1 Commentary: Amethyst Hills is my latest hand moulded aluminium mesh creation that has been precision
sprayed with acrylics and varnishes, creating a colour changing 3D landscape of possibilities on movement.

To see the colour changing properties visit the links (below which showcase previous works now sold):

https://www.fraserrenton.com/video/alumesh1.mp4
https://www.fraserrenton.com/video/alumesh2.mp4
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 490
Artwork 2 Title: Fourscape 4
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 90 x 90 x 5
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on Birch
Artwork 2 Commentary: Fourscape 4 is one of my latest acrylic linear geometric abstractions with multiple
overlaying 4 sided shapes within a circular frame to create translucent areas, depth and dimension.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 490
Artwork 3 Title: Fourscape 2
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90 x 120 x 5
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed Media - Colour changing, hand moulded Alu-mesh over acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The synergy when merging linear geometrics with hand moulded colour changing Alu-mesh
can create some stunning results. This is the last of a series of 3 currently available.

https://www.fraserrenton.com/portfolio-item/fourscape-2/
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 494
Artist Name: Harry Rüdham
Website: https://harryrudham.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/harryrudham/?hl=en
Artist Statement: Rüdham’s work is informed by a multitude of self-made & found sources. These sources show
themselves most clearly through the process his paintings undergo in order to achieve their finished states. Most
evidently is an admiration of paper and oil pastels; each presenting their own unique immediacy as a medium. It is
through ripping and re-assemblage of paper which pushes initial photographs of daily life into overlaying planes of
colour. Creating new formal layers which ‘bleed’ over their original source.

Thematically Rüdham’s paintings form a stylised observation of contemporary life, beginning not as a rejection of
city life but a interpretation of city ‘rest’, whether this be in a park, biergarten or lake, drives its own interpreted
language. Acting as modes of perspective, figuration and colour, to create forced harmonies, in the subject matter
and process of painting.

Works often have their beginnings within an oil pastel drawing of a scene, exaggerated by pure gestures of colour,
hastily applied at their conception. However it is the latter experimentation which proves to reimagine and re
contextualise the initial moment into an unknown epoch of history.

The viewer is not given a simple snapshot of current idiocrasies from city life, instead his paintings present devices
of ambiguous abstraction for others to unpack from the work.
Notes:

Artist ID: 494
Artwork 1 Title: Nudists Orange
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 130x190x4.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Harry Rüdham plays with performance through a more theoretical vein. Two years ago,
Rüdham spent a year studying Universität der Künste in Berlin, an experience which transformed his practice from
dark figuration to large-scale abstractions, employing a musical palette which sings of his happy place of being. The
small figures seen scattered across his canvas are the nude bathers who he so often saw by the lakes and swimming
pools of Berlin. Rüdham depicts a dialogue, a performance of seeing and being seen. - Eleanor Stephenson

https://we.tl/t-rH7IJEbE56
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 494
Artwork 2 Title: Nudists White
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130x190x4.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Harry Rüdham plays with performance through a more theoretical vein. Two years ago,
Rüdham spent a year studying Universität der Künste in Berlin, an experience which transformed his practice from
dark figuration to large-scale abstractions, employing a musical palette which sings of his happy place of being. The
small figures seen scattered across his canvas are the nude bathers who he so often saw by the lakes and swimming
pools of Berlin. Rüdham depicts a dialogue, a performance of seeing and being seen. - Eleanor Stephenson
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 494
Artwork 3 Title: Hampstead's Male Pond
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x60x4.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Harry Rüdham plays with performance through a more theoretical vein. Two years ago,
Rüdham spent a year studying Universität der Künste in Berlin, an experience which transformed his practice from
dark figuration to large-scale abstractions, employing a musical palette which sings of his happy place of being. The
small figures seen scattered across his canvas are the nude bathers who he so often saw by the lakes and swimming
pools of Berlin. Rüdham depicts a dialogue, a performance of seeing and being seen. - Eleanor Stephenson
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 495
Artist Name: Qi Fang Colbert
Website: https://qifang.wixsite.com/qifangcolbert
IG: https://www.instagram.com/qfang856/?hl=en
Artist Statement: Qi Fang Colbert is an international award-winning digital artist, illustrator and pattern designer
who lives with her husband and dog in County Durham. In early 2019, Qi completed her PhD research in Fine Art at
Newcastle University on drawing-based video installation. Before moving to the UK, Qi completed a BA Degree in
Public Art and an MA Degree in Visual Communication Design from Jiangnan University, China.

Qi’s work utilises automatic drawing and collages to trace the transforming mind inspired by Virginia Woolf’s Stream
of Consciousness narrative approach. Over the past five-years Qi has been exploring the challenge of expanding her
drawing-based work into contemporary video installations, whilst not losing their original qualities. Much of her
work revolves around the anxious, depressed transforming social identities that have been affected by dramatic
social changes, social barriers, and post-industrial residential dislocations taking place in modern-day China and
communities in the North East of England. In the ambiguous, crowded, impossible pictorial spaces of her drawings,
watercolours and collages, Qi invites her audience to be aware of their mental activities that trigger alternative
interpretations, adventures and re-construction of memories.
Notes:

Artist ID: 495
Artwork 1 Title: Ripening (Frog Feast VII)
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 21 cm tall, 29.7 cm wide
Artwork 1 Medium: Pen and ink on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Ripening is from a series of eight (Frog Feast) pen and ink drawings that utilise free-hand
drawing in a stream of consciousness to explore changing attitudes towards women in a rapidly changing and
modernising Chinese community/culture.
‘Ripening’ imagines the daily interactions and tensions between relatives who are in a rapidly transforming
contemporary family in which women’s identities are blurred, enriched and challenged. A visualisation of the anxiety
of disorientation, losing traditional feminine connections and identities and the joy of redefining and taking on new
roles.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 495
Artwork 2 Title: You Are Watching Our Wars (Frog Feast V)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 21 cm tall, 32 cm wide
Artwork 2 Medium: Pen and ink on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: You Are Watching Our Wars is from a series of eight (Frog Feast) pen and ink drawings. It
invites the audience to discover and interpret a misunderstanding across genders. A group of scuba divers discover a
woman who is under attack by a lion, while the gender of the divers is unknown. What reaction will they have to this
nude female? Will they act differently towards the victim? This is a visual inquiry that invites the audience to project
themselves into the pictorial narrative and question what their gender would do.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 495
Artwork 3 Title: Niangniang Temple (Frog Feast IV)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 21 cm tall, 32 cm wide
Artwork 3 Medium: Pen-and-ink on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Niangniang Temple is from a series of eight (Frog Feast) pen and ink drawings. Niangniang
Temple is a special temple where people pray to the goddess of fertility for children, especially for boys in rural
Chinese communities. It is a metaphorical starting point when the bias towards boys begins. The drawing invites the
viewer to explore this unethical bias and think about how the inequality between genders begins to construct and
balloon to affect future lives and generations of women. The drawing is a surreal imagination that mingles traditional
references and social conventions that place women in an inferior situation and modernising attitudes that begin to
bridge the complex myriad of gaps between genders.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 496
Artist Name: Heather Philp
Website: www.artdefronsac.com
IG: ArtDeFronsac
Artist Statement: As an artist, my goal is to interpret the coexistence of old and new in our environment. Over the
years my work has evolved, not so much in subject matter but in its treatment. The focus of my work has always
been an interpretation of the effect of light and dark on a subject in a manner that leaves room for questions and
imagination.
Inspired by the early Impressionists, I love the challenge of using colour to create images, depth and light rather
than creating mirror images of what we see. I choose a variety of subjects, landscapes and cityscapes, but I prefer
the built world and how life and time affect it. I aim to breathe life into ancient doors, windows and alleyways
seductively inviting the viewer to wonder what lies beyond.
Aging buildings fascinate me, the beauty of youth lost with a look that has weathered time yet a wisdom within,
accessible to whoever dares peek within, tread the path or explore the alley.
Notes:

Artist ID: 496
Artwork 1 Title: That Time of Day
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 50 x 3.5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Visiting Venice in winter is a marvellous experience. Remove the heat and summer crowds
and one is left with the essence of this resplendent magical city: a gentle pulse of life evident in rippling water the
city bathes in. I found myself compelled to capture on canvas the way life and light is absorbed, reflected or simply
danced upon surfaces old, new and mellifluous. Using the palette knife, I can focus on the play of light and colour
rather than the detail of these magnificent vistas. I aim to rekindle a sense of life within ancient walls and draw the
viewer in to feel the vibrance of the city, to experience the connection between the powder soft light enveloping it
and the rhythmical motion of the liquid bed it lies in.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 496
Artwork 2 Title: Night Lights Millesimo
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 x 60 x 3.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Millesimo, quintessentially quaint. Whilst no more than many Italian villages, it has a certain
undisturbed charm by day, but by night it's almost as if the walls can dance. Lights flicker and prance from doors,
windows and places one wouldn't notice in daylight, frolicking on steps and peeping around corners. Weathered,
aged walls come alive by night with a warm glow like a comforting Nonna. This building shows its life isn't over,
emitting glows from within and blossoming flowers adorning the outside. Like an insect I was drawn to it, intrigued
by what what lay within. This is the power of light and why I love to capture the effects it has, particularly on
senescent walls, doors and alleyways.
People are drawn to comforts, the smell of food or the appearance of furnishings. This scene had none of those. Just
light. How powerful it is.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 496
Artwork 3 Title: Not Just Any Pole
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40 x 50 x 3.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is Venice. This is what makes Venice unique. The winter colours of the waterways,
milky teal like liquid gems, are so alluring and deceptively peaceful. These are Venice's "main roads" yet the colours
and movement of the water imply a different setting. They imply a tranquility such that one cant help feel the gentle
ebb and flow of the tides. Most walls around the old city are so worn with time and weather one wonders how
secure they are, yet as a backdrop to the canals they have a life and beauty in their shabbiness and mottled colours.
This single pole stands alone to provide a place of peace, an end of a journey despite the never ending turbulence in
which it stands.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 501
Artist Name: Kate Ellis
Website: www.katelellis.com
IG: @katelellisart
Artist Statement: Born from concerns of the reduction of form in my practice, my work continues to explore
methods of creating space and depth through shape and gesture. The made aspect of painting is a key element
within my practice. Studying marks specific to paint, producing colour stains and considering different methods of
application to develop my understanding of the characteristics of the medium and how I can incorporate this within
the work.

Duality is explored by producing Diptychs considering the transition from one space to another. These paintings
emphasize their similarities and differences by juxtaposing oil and acrylic and contrasting texture and viscosity,
creating a tension between them.

Continuity can be seen within my practice, allowing my work to become interconnected by translating visual
information from one medium to another. This displacement of information allows me to explore the parameters of
each medium. Considering how context effects the shaping of meaning within the work. Exploring this within my
practice by presenting one medium alongside another, contemplating the characteristics of each medium when
making the work. Producing one as a response to the other.

This displacement of information results in objects that are between both painting and sculpture, making three
dimensionality a key focus within the work. These pieces explore duality by demonstrating their shared aesthetic
properties, providing a relationship between them. Blurring the definition of each medium, prompting the viewer to
question one in relation to the other despite their difference in materials.
Notes:

Artist ID: 501
Artwork 1 Title: Untitled
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x69.5x3.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Stitched Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was created by stitching raw canvas. The stitched sections create pockets,
disrupting the surface and creating physical depth within the work. This work explores the use of canvas as a
sculptural medium, considering the relationship between painting and sculpture.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 501
Artwork 2 Title: Conflate
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 180x240x3.3
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic, Oil, Charcoal and Chalk
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece was inspired by the film Pans Labyrinth by Guillermo del Toro. I considered his
use of colour and the contrasting use of curved and sharp edges to juxtapose her reality and her fantasy world. At
the end of the film these worlds collide which I captured through the moment of different gestures between the two
canvases.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 501
Artwork 3 Title: Painted Canvas Sculptures
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 29.7x42
Artwork 3 Medium: Photographic study of Painted Sculptures
Artwork 3 Commentary: These canvas sculptures were created by stitching sections of previous work together to
produce pieces that can be presented within multiple compositions. This work documents part of my exploration of
the parameters of painting and the relationship between Painting and Sculpture. I wanted to present the image
rather than the physical objects as this documentation provides a stronger consideration of the spacial relationships
within the work.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 507
Artist Name: Nicole Kelly
Website: https://www.nicolerenaekelly.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/nk_nk_/
Artist Statement: My recent paintings limn land as a silent witness to multiple and overlapping human narratives. I
reï¬‚ect on how the landscape is a repository of history and memory, etched with the experiences of people past,
present and future. Avoiding grand Romantic narratives surrounding the sublimity and vastness of the land, I instead
engage with the intimate subjectivities that contour our world.

The paintings in my new series were inspired by a deeply moving encounter with Australian Aboriginal Poet, Ali
Cobby Eckermann’s verse novel Ruby Moonlight , which triggered an interest in knowledge of historical
consciousness, layered upon our own felt understanding of landscapes, and how this collision affects our vision. In
and through the works, I question, ‘What histories are held in the landscape of which I overlay my own? What lies
present but unseen? What remains?’ There is sorrow, darkness and heaviness enshrouding the land and its shadowy
histories, yet at the same time there radiates something sacred and precious. This duality is given form by fractured
marks, which collide, overlap and shatter in response to these questions. The act of scrubbing, scraping and loading
over with paint becomes a process of excavation, as I search for meaning from the raw frenzy of mark making.

The paintings are cartographic constellations of emotional and psychological perception; personal vignettes that
materialise moments in time and space. Analogous to unï¬•nished maps, they trace my own spatial experiences of
landscape, as well the internal environments conjured within these spaces.
Notes:

Artist ID: 507
Artwork 1 Title: Lone Cloud
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 123.5 x 169.5
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on polyester
Artwork 1 Commentary: The layered strata of water, land and sky in the painting 'Lone cloud' visualise the different
valencies of the landscape. Swift horizontal sweeps of paint capture ephemeral reï¬‚ections dancing across the
crystalline surface of water; transient realities that can shatter with the drop of a stone. There is the sense that
observed landscape has been pulled apart and pieced back together on the canvas, with shards of colour held in
place by fragile marks and truncated brushstrokes. Light radiates from within the painting - within the land itself and
not outside of it - permeating the crevices between forms as negative and positive space collapses into each other.
Above, the sky slashed by rain presses down onto the land as if solid matter, threatening to inï¬•ltrate the
foreground.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 507
Artwork 2 Title: By night, of night (Ribbon of River)
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 109.5 x 86.5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on polyester
Artwork 2 Commentary: The work ï¬‚ickers in and out of memory and imagination, with ï¬•gurative imagery focusing
on moments of tenderness, empathy and compassion - with another, or with the land itself. Night here is a trope for
time, speaking of moments that are non-linear; narratives with no beginnings or ends.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 507
Artwork 3 Title: In light (Ribbon of river)
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 109.5 x 86.5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on polyester
Artwork 3 Commentary: The work ï¬‚ickers in and out of memory and imagination, with ï¬•gurative imagery focusing
on moments of tenderness, empathy and compassion with the land itself. A bird, slightly too large for its
surroundings circles overhead but does not sit seamlessly or entirely harmoniously. The bird here, is a signifier for
our fractured and distorted relationship with land.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 511
Artist Name: Sarah Davey
Website: Www.sarahdaveyart.co.uk
IG: Https://www.instagram.com/sarah_davey_art/
Artist Statement: My journey as an artist began a year ago when I fell in love with the power of coloured pencils to
recreate the beauty and inner spirit of an animal
With my latest series of drawings ‘Out of the Shadows’ I wanted to focus on the use of negative space as a powerful
and evocative way of making art emotive, engaging and interactive, encouraging the viewer to combine what they
see and what they imagine as equally important.
I’ve created a series of portraits using a minimal coloured pencil palette on black surfaces, utilising refined mark
making for maximum impact.
Shadow and shape, black and white, light and dark- juxtaposed but beautifully and inextricably linked. I love to the
vibrancy and realism of colour pencils for bringing drama to my pieces
Notes:

Artist ID: 511
Artwork 1 Title: Luna
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x30
Artwork 1 Medium: Coloured pencil on board
Artwork 1 Commentary: Luna’s air of mystery and aloofness was what inspired me to draw her
She sits in the shadows but you can’t help notice her
A mixture of coloured pencil, wax crayon and pastel on black mountboard
Reference material courtesy of Lilianna Blackmore
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 511
Artwork 2 Title: Shadowed
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29 x 21
Artwork 2 Medium: Coloured pencil
Artwork 2 Commentary: Drawn to the beauty of the zebra’s markings, ‘Shadowed’ captures the simplicity yet
uniqueness of their coat. Coloured pencil on black watercolour paper
Reference courtesy of Gina Rosner
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 511
Artwork 3 Title: Dolly Daydream
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 x19
Artwork 3 Medium: Coloured pencil on mountboard
Artwork 3 Commentary: My love for horses has spanned my entire life and little Dolly captures the essence of the
first pony I ever loved, and embodies the ponies we all dreamed of owning when we fell asleep at night.
I wanted to create a sense of her being there in the quietest moments of reflection,capture the drama of the
lighting and contrast it with the softness of her eye
Dolly is a much loved pony photographed by Daydream Equine Art and part of a tutorial by Bonny Snowdon Fine
Art.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 513
Artist Name: Gokcen Yuksek
Website: www.gokcenyuksek.com
IG: www.instagram.com/gokoyokoart/
Artist Statement: I am a sculpture/painter, working professionally as a digital/traditional sculpture in many fields for
the last 10 years including production (movies, series), 3D printing, AR, VR, games and fashion.

I like to paint in my free time and mainly focus on Pop Surreal style as I think it is the best way to express abstract
concepts and ideas through visual metaphors.

I think art is important to connect to people, evoke feelings and inspire through art. For me it is a need to express,
that's why I think it is important to make art through genuine emotions and feelings.

I currently work part time to fund my personal art and studio, and aim to have more time to do this in future.

Thank you for this opportunity to share!
Notes:

Artist ID: 513
Artwork 1 Title: My Little World
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30.48 x 30.48 x 0.8 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint (water based), Graphite, on laminated MDF
Artwork 1 Commentary: I think it's important for people to have their own personal interpretation of the paintings
and so I don't want to go into much detail for what this meant for me.

In this case the visual of the painting came before the idea and developed as I worked on it.

It has a few different meanings for me, some of which contradict each other.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 513
Artwork 2 Title: The Big Picture
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35 x 35.5 x 0.5 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Paint (water based), Graphite, on plywood
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is briefly based on the red pill blue pill concept. How we perceive the world
and how it presents itself to us.

What is real and gives us sustenance against what is temptation, temporary pleasure and addiction and the balance
between both worlds.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 513
Artwork 3 Title: Beauty Inside
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70 x 19 x 0.8 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil Paint (water based), Graphite, on plywood
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting has many different interpretations for me. It changes according to the mood
and situation you are in.

it can be; danger, temptation, hidden pleasure, reward, obstacles, balance.

I think it is to say that perspective is everything.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 515
Artist Name: teruhisa tahara
Website: https://www.celesteprize.com/member/idu:42233/
IG:
Artist Statement: For the sake of the peace and serenity of the human-being in all over the world.
Notes:

Artist ID: 515
Artwork 1 Title: The grafical notation -Olympic Symphony No1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2nd -demension
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed medias
Artwork 1 Commentary: For the sake of the peace and serenity of the human-being in all over the world.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 515
Artwork 2 Title: The grafical notation -Olympic Symphony No2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 2nd -demension
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed medias
Artwork 2 Commentary: For the sake of the peace and serenity of the human-being in all over the world.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 515
Artwork 3 Title: The grafical notation -Olympic Symphony No3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 2nd -demension
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed medias
Artwork 3 Commentary: For the sake of the peace and serenity of the human-being in all over the world.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 517
Artist Name: Amy Cowell
Website: amycowellart.com
IG: instagram.com/amy_universe/?hl=en
Artist Statement: My portraits aims to capture a moment in time and the expression of various emotions. To try to
make the emotions ambiguous and complex, challenging the viewer to find their own personal meaning.
The impasto application of the paint and the use of visible brush strokes are intended to create depth and add
power to the emotions.
I try to challenge the viewer to find their own personal meaning with strong bold colours which sometimes blend
and on other occasions clash creating visual and emotional complexity. The strong visible brush strokes are intended
to create depth to both the painting and the emotions.
Notes:

Artist ID: 517
Artwork 1 Title: Scarlet
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30x22x0.1
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 517
Artwork 2 Title: Darcie
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x22x0.1
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 517
Artwork 3 Title: Ruby
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x22x0.1
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 518
Artist Name: Suzanne Southerton
Website:
IG: artofsuzesoutherton
Artist Statement: Suzanne Southerton has made a return to painting full time since settling in Bedfordshire 2019. I
have always been smitten with the properties of oil paint in particular, making marks and pushing boundaries.
Inspiration is everywhere.
Notes:

Artist ID: 518
Artwork 1 Title: Stonehenge hare 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 17.5 X 12.5 X 3.5cm.
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on stretched canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: We lived in Bulford/Wiltshire for a while very close to Stonehenge, and I took photos of
hares that were in abundance there. I am fascinated by our native animals, especially these shy creatures.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 518
Artwork 2 Title: Stonehenge hare 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 17.5 X 12.5 X 3.5cm.
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on stretched canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: A close-up of a hare, reference photo taken near Stonehenge where they are plentiful.
These beautiful animals are a joy to observe.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 518
Artwork 3 Title: Up Kiwi hill
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 17.5 X 12.5 X 3.5cm.
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on stretched canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: I used to walk up Kiwi hill when we lived in Bulford/Wiltshire just after dawn. It was
exhilarating to get a glimpse of these very shy hares in their natural habitat.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 521
Artist Name: Zoe Beaudry
Website: https://www.zoebeaudry.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/zoebeaudry_art/
Artist Statement: My painting practice examines the dissolution of personal identity through contemporary
disturbances to the boundaries of the self. Taking inspiration from bodily transformation, spiritual experience, and
the increasingly ubiquitous use of online avatars, my work interrogates what human beings are made of in the
twenty-first century. We are at a historical moment when the future frequently appears as a precipice verging on
dystopia, as technology and interaction with corporations become an increasingly essential extension of our
biological existence and the "self" becomes an increasingly fluid concept.

Magnifying the often politicized boundaries between life and non-life, I work with materials that are embedded in
history and encoded with a wide range of cultural resonances: sacred and profane, east and west, ancient and
contemporary.
Notes:

Artist ID: 521
Artwork 1 Title: Third iPhone
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 61 x 91 x 3
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil and acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Based on traditional depictions of the Buddhist deity White Tara,Third iPhone situates itself
in an imagined present day by employing the compositional logic of religious iconography, visual references to
classical figurative oil painting and contemporary acrylic painting, and a tongue-in-cheek commentary on "sight" in
the 21st century.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 521
Artwork 2 Title: Charging
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 38 x 38 x 3
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 521
Artwork 3 Title: A Picture of the Future
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 x 30 x 3
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: In 2020, to be informed about the world is to be inundated with frightening information. In
our learning, it often feels like we must choose between pain or cognitive dissonance. Inspired by George Orwell's
haunting vision of the future in 1984, A Picture of the Future was created with the intention to serve as a balm for
future fear, to present an alternate vision of what is to come, wherein the "boot" of authority and the march of
cultural domination is dissolved by the other qualities that make us human; empathy, kindness, and coming
together.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 522
Artist Name: Colette LaVette
Website: www.colettelavette.com
IG: @colette.lavette
Artist Statement: I am a sustainable artist that harnesses natural and non-toxic materials to create my work, such as
iron oxide, walnut oil and clay. I am predominantly a figurative artist that enjoys painting, sculpting and merging the
two disciplines.Â
I would say becoming a mother has been my biggest turning point as an artist. It firstly woke me up to the need to
preserve out planet and the ecosystems on it and secondly, in seeing my daughters own vulnerability triggered an
introspective journey that forced me to confront unresolved traumas from my own childhood.
This has given way to my sustainable practices and the Brutta Figura Project.
‘Brutta figura’ in Italian culture is when someone makes a poor showing, appears in a bad light, or makes a fool of
herself. The antithesis is bella figura, something which everyone hopes to attain and is essentially just keeping up
appearances. One could argue that sweeping things under the rug, denial and allowing no room for mistakes is the
uglier reality. It's sometimes better to embrace your little mistakes and celebrate them as part of your creation, give
colour to your regrets, traumas and struggles and then sit proudly under the arch of the colours that made you.
Acceptance is the first step in moving forward.
Hence in this project, all figures are painted with the palette being a focus of the final piece, not hiding the process
of creation and allowing any chaos to be part of the beauty.
As an artist I hope to progress this project in the future to also help people who are suffering with loss and grief,
while maintaining an earth friendly approach in order to add to the earth's beauty, not take from it.

Perhaps one day I will be ready to paint a self portrait.
Notes:

Artist ID: 522
Artwork 1 Title: Brutta Figura I
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 91.4 x 61x5 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Sustainable oil & clay on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: All figures are painted with the colours in their near environment.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 522
Artwork 2 Title: Ana
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x29.7
Artwork 2 Medium: Sustainable oil on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Ana is painted using the archway she sits under as her paint palette.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 522
Artwork 3 Title: Dolores
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 59.4x42
Artwork 3 Medium: Sustainable oil on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Dolores is painted using her clothing as her paint palette.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 524
Artist Name: Samantha Cheevers
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/samantha_cheevers/
Artist Statement: I find places are very important within my paintings as I explore multiple locations and many are
derelict architectures, vestiges of lost futures that did not turn out as intended. I collect photography and
documentation in the buildings, which become key elements in creating a narrative for my work. The interior and
exterior tends to be over exaggerated whether it be nature taking over the structures or filled with objects,
furnishings and even animals related to previous locations, suspending the viewer in ambiguity, not quite knowing
which images are related or exist in a realm of their own. I use various materials and techniques in my work ranging
from watercolour pigments to engraving, creating depth and layers that mirror the aesthetic of the interiors.
Notes:

Artist ID: 524
Artwork 1 Title: The Lodge
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 45 x 61 x 2
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media on panel
Artwork 1 Commentary: The Cabrach is one of the most remote areas of mainland Scotland. It was once known for
its vast farming community and illicit whisky distilling. Nowadays there is only remnants of the community with
derelict buildings scattered across the land. I was able to explore these buildings during my residency at Glenfiddich
Distillery. My recent work is influenced by the many places in the Cabrach such as the Auchmair farm house and
Glenfiddich Hunting Estate.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 524
Artwork 2 Title: Pantry
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 29 x 35 x 1
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media on board
Artwork 2 Commentary: The Cabrach is one of the most remote areas of mainland Scotland. It was once known for
its vast farming community and illicit whisky distilling. Nowadays there is only remnants of the community with
derelict buildings scattered across the land. I was able to explore these buildings during my residency at Glenfiddich
Distillery. My recent work is influenced by the many places in the Cabrach such as the Auchmair farm house and
Glenfiddich Hunting Estate.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 524
Artwork 3 Title: Bunkroom
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30 x 35 x 1
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media on board
Artwork 3 Commentary: The Cabrach is one of the most remote areas of mainland Scotland. It was once known for
its vast farming community and illicit whisky distilling. Nowadays there is only remnants of the community with
derelict buildings scattered across the land. I was able to explore these buildings during my residency at Glenfiddich
Distillery. My recent work is influenced by the many places in the Cabrach such as the Auchmair farm house and
Glenfiddich Hunting Estate.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 541
Artist Name: florian boehm
Website: https://bildtonlautmaler.net
IG: https://www.instagram.com/bildtonlaut_mal/
Artist Statement: approach & themes

the art of florian boehm is above all concerned with the inner life of man and thus with fundamental questions of
humanity. boehm's work anticipates the formation of a relationship with his audience.
the wide variety of media with which boehm expresses meaning is characterised, first by the multi-faceted
inter.action of different dimensions & second by the subtle, multi-layered meanings typically suggested by spoken &
written language on the one hand and visual impressions on the other. depending on theme, boehm transposes his
ideas, as if in a variety of languages, to the medium of expression most suited to the task.

he perceives his work in these different media as complete only at the instant of the audience apprehending it. he
seeks reflectivity. thus his works achieve their own temporality and changeability.

preferred graphic & paint media
charcoal. chalk . graphite . type.writer . dry watercolour . a wide variety of papers are used

site-specific spatial. & sound.installations
the installations boehm makes are devoted to each site and use linguistic and visual means to address and respond
to the themes of the space in question.

performance
performance designed by florian boehm is often concerned with very personal and intimate questions about, or
facets of, people. at the same time each enact.ment may be interpreted as a template for the functioning of society
as an agglomeration of people.
Notes:

Artist ID: 541
Artwork 1 Title: without title, 2018
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 206x166x5
Artwork 1 Medium: charcoal on hahnemuehle paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: this polyptych is part of my sound & spatial installation < 71lifes > (or "71lives") in which i
address life in that field of tension between the optimism of departure & abrupt endings, with parallels between
human tragedy and apparent banality. the external trigger for this installation was the accidental death of 71 people
who died in a refrigerated lorry in 2015.

the installation investigates the voicelessness of the individual and such diverse aspects as the courage to face life,
cheerfulness & departure on the one hand and the defeat of hopes and desires on the other. it encompasses texts
worked into multi-component light and sound sculptures, large-format charcoal & chalk drawings and ink paintings.
for the sound sculpture actor werner friedl voices the people locked inside the refrigerated lorry.

the polyptych shows trivial clothes hangers, being transformed & twisted. they are symbols for an ephemeral transit
situation, maybe being used during a night's rest and without any use after the clothes are taken off and the journey
is continued.

the photo was taken on the occasion of my exhibition in the "berchtoldvilla" in salzburg in march/april 2019.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 541

Artist ID: 541
Artwork 2 Title: without title, 2018
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 206x83x5
Artwork 2 Medium: charcoal, chalk & graphite on hahnemuehle paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: this diptych shows the post behind which the lorry mentioned in my commentary on work 1
was parked. it is also part of my sound & spatial installation < 71lifes > (or "71lives"). please read the commentary on
artwork 1 for further information.

the photo was taken on the occasion of my exhibition in the "berchtoldvilla" in salzburg in march/april 2019.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 541
Artwork 3 Title: without title, 2019
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 108x234x2
Artwork 3 Medium: charcoal & chalk on hahnemuehle paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: being part of a new series, this work deals with questions of our environment and wasting
our resources, e.g. water.

consumption and wastefulness is shown on the example of the crushed cans, being raised and put on a pedestal as
if they were precious elements of our culture.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 543
Artist Name: Kexin Hao
Website: https://kexinhao.portfoliobox.net/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kexin_hao/
Artist Statement: Kexin, a social-miner, internet-hoarder, a city-walker. She likes to be sarcastic, poetic and
performative in her visual works. She was born in Beijing, lives and studies in the Hague.
Notes:

Artist ID: 543
Artwork 1 Title: 749 Chinese Roman Columns
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 2.20m * 0.40m * 0.20m
Artwork 1 Medium: video on screen, video on tablet, website on tablet. printed matter, fabric
Artwork 1 Commentary: Here is a dropbox link to view the videos and video documentation
https://www.dropbox.com/s/01sqtqlooen9d97/documentaton.mp4?dl=0
--------------------------------------------------------------------749 Roman Columns is a sarcastic, poetic multimedia archive of “Chinese roman columnsâ€•.

The Greeks developed the classical orders of architecture, which are most easily distinguished by the form of theÂ
column. Columns are largely use in modern architectures. Apart from its practical functions, this architectural
element promotes a rich, ideal and noble style. Because of this connotation that it carries, people in China like to use
roman columns in a lot of situations: from a permanent construction in a fancy real estate, to a temporary
decoration in a wedding, and to a newly built house in countrysideâ€¦
Because of a large amount of needs, Chinese producers have always been busy with roman columns. There are
numerous different kinds of roman columns being sold on taobao.com â€” columns made of plasters, plastic,
concrete, rubber and column’s mouldsâ€¦

This work is an interactive archive of Chinese roman columns. The artist collected 124 roman columns in Beijing, by
capturing them with my camera, and 625 roman columns’ images from taobao.com, by scraping the data from the
web shops and integrating them into a self-growing system.

The installation consists the the film “124 Roman Columnsâ€•, the interactive website of 625 roman columns and
the printed version of the 625 columns. The film has 3 chapters: ORDER, IDEALISM and VICTORY, which respectively
show the columns, sculptures and triumphal scenes in the architectures in Beijing.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 543

Artist ID: 543
Artwork 2 Title: A Cooking Show | How to Make Twice Baked Loaded Potatoes
Artwork 2 Dimensions: video 1920 x 1080px
Artwork 2 Medium: video (screen or projection)
Artwork 2 Commentary: The artist combines a provocative politician’s language to the act of giving a cooking show.
She borrows and brings the expression from Mao and Stalin while she cooks potatoes, to examine the possibility to
extract and isolate rhetorics from action.
Performer and video production: Kexin Hao
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 543
Artwork 3 Title: Hi Google
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 1366*768 px. prints size needs to be decided
Artwork 3 Medium: prints
Artwork 3 Commentary: I spent months browsing at Google Map street view and looking for people reacting to the
Google street view camera. I was addicted to the simple action of clicking and moving through the website. And my
senses have become alert when it comes to hunting the image of the tiny waving hand.

"I am silent behind the screen, an anonymous user, an internet hoarder and a client-less detective."

We live in an overload of ‘self image’ and its celebration. What fascinates me in the collection of the “google
greetingsâ€• is the anonymity and the visibility. People who wave/pose to the google street view camera and the
user who sees the image on a browser both remain anonymous. And the google devices between these two ends are
anonymous machinery. Only the message, which is given through the gestures, is left there, with a testimony of its
own “hereâ€• and “nowâ€•. It is a powerful testimony because of its total visibility, proved by an accessibility of a
global user base.

The Hi_Google collection is only based on found image but proposes a post-photography approach by showing the
selectivity in found image.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 543

Artist ID: 553
Artist Name: Jean-Luc Almond
Website: https://www.jeanlucalmond.co.uk/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jeanluc.almond
Artist Statement: Jean-Luc’s paintings are constructed using layering techniques of impasto oil to create thick and at
times, almost sculptural surfaces. Textures are allowed to drip, obscure and mask the features of the face,
abstracting and distorting it to various degrees. He is interested in how polarities such as light and darkness, beauty
and decay and creation and destruction can coexist. Jean-Luc’s main influences include Victorian photography and
black and white film stills. Despite beginning his paintings representationally, Jean-Luc’s obsession with the
materiality and texture of the paint creates tension within the thick surfaces of his paintings. Paint takes precedence
over the visible features of his subjects as he excavates and unearths something he finds deeper, more psychological
and ambiguous. He finds this truer to human experience, uncontrolled, imperfect and constantly changing, not static
but shifting and in flux. Emotions hidden within are enabled to be brought to the surface. More interested in
creating a presence than depicting a likeness, he embraces the transformations that take place when he is no longer
a slave to the image and the painting becomes more about the paint and the surface.
Notes:

Artist ID: 553
Artwork 1 Title: Neon Face
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50 x 40 x 3 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Gesso, oil and spray paint on Wood panel
Artwork 1 Commentary: Working from a Victorian photograph, the gestural impasto brush and palette knife marks,
bold colour and wispy spray paint give the face a playful new lease of life. It takes it beyond being purely
representational and is at odds with the flat pixelated black and white image.

The ambiguity and textures of the painting became more appealing to me than the initial subject. Allowing the
surface to 'exist' without constraints of a physical likeness to a subject capture something more psychological.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 553
Artwork 2 Title: Refection
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 30 x 3cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Wood panel
Artwork 2 Commentary: I used black and white celebrity images as references. However, I was intrigued by how the
physicality of paint can transform a subject to reveal an emotive presence and ambiguity.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 553
Artwork 3 Title: Pose
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 61 x 51 x 3cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Wood panel
Artwork 3 Commentary: Inspired by a black and white film still. I was interested in how the paint reacts to the
surface and how distortions can create drama and ambiguity, Working with multiple layers and damaging the
features of the face with a squeegee revealed to me a deeper emotional presence and human essence. I felt like I
was excavating and unearthing something previously hidden and bringing it to the surface.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 555
Artist Name: Lucy Oates
Website: www.lucyoates.com
IG: @lucyoatesart
Artist Statement: I am a multi-disciplinary artist. My practice contains different strands, addressing both social and
personal subject matters, creating work that responds to specific contexts, environments, and situations. Drawing in
on my own anxieties and the relationship I’ve had with my body image, I explore scenarios around the perceptions
and preconceptions related to the body, testing the boundaries of comfort and discomfort. Using my own body as a
drawing tool I focus on 'problem areas’ which I have gone on to translate through various mediums; print, sculpture
and video.
The strand of my practice involving waste is a focus on the external issues I believe to be important. Through
utilising waste, I hope to address complexities of the context in which we live in, raising further awareness of the
waste problems we face today as a world. My curiosity of the potentials waste materials holds and their ability to
have new identities, drives me to manipulate them within traditional processes; printing and embroidery. This
fascination is how I came to develop my own unique printing and joining method involving aluminium cans and
plastic packaging.
The subject imagery I print and embroider on to the can structures are motivated by an accumulation of hypothetic
scenarios and photographs. These scenarios are loosely based on my research in to how we may evolve if we
continue to live the way we do. We are a rare configuration of atoms. Focussing heavily on the human body and its
physical appearance both inside and out.
Notes:

Artist ID: 555
Artwork 1 Title: Circle
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100 x 140 x 5
Artwork 1 Medium: recycled aluminium cans, print
Artwork 1 Commentary: Circle has been made using my unique printing and joining technique. A method I developed
when experimenting with how to utilise waste materials with traditional techniques. Symbolic to the vast scale of
waste we face today as a society, I wanted to celebrate the waste’s potentials, demonstrating how we can use this
unwanted material in a positive way. Enhancing the colours from photographs taken of vegetables rotting under the
microscope was my attempt to celebrate the beauty of both the subject and the material used.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 555
Artwork 2 Title: Blue
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60 x 100 x 6
Artwork 2 Medium: plastic packaging, embroidery, wood, cans, print
Artwork 2 Commentary: Blue is one of many mixed media wall sculpture that were driven by my curiosity in to how
one can utilise waste material and fuse it with traditional processes. In this instance I have manipulated plastic
packaging, within textile processes such as embroidery. And combined elements of can printing- a unique hybrid
printing and joining method I developed whilst investigating waste materials. Symbolic to the vast scale of waste we
face today as a society. I wanted to celebrate the waste’s potentials, demonstrating how we can use the now taboo
material; plastic packaging in a positive way.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 555
Artwork 3 Title: Situp
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100 x 60 x 15
Artwork 3 Medium: found materials, screen-print.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Drawing in on my own anxieties and the relationship I’ve had with my body image, I explore
scenarios around the perceptions and preconceptions related to the body, testing the boundaries of comfort and
discomfort. Using my own body as a drawing tool I focus on 'problem areas’, fusing these with concerns I have
around the future of humanity if we continue to consume at the pace we do. Situp is my own interpretation of the
hypothetical outcome of the constant digestion of waste and chemicals we endeavour daily.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 556
Artist Name: Noa Reichenberg
Website: https://www.noa-art.co.il/
IG:
Artist Statement: By taking mirrors out of their original context - I'm creating art that is abstract and geometrical in
nature, using a technique of glass paints on mirrors.

I use reflections as an integral part of my work, thus creating art that is responsive to its surrounding reality, rather
than being indifferent to it: turning the observer into a significant part of this reality. The artwork is not detached
from its surroundings, but rather changes according to the context of its location: it transforms that which is
reflected in it, and is transformed by it simultaneously.

The painted abstract and geometrical shapes are universal. The movement of the shapes gives rise to ideas about
interconnectedness and non-linear movement: They correspond with each other, creating complex elements of
symmetry or asymmetry in compositions that express movement. The observer's field of vision is deconstructed,
being either obstructed or reflects back to the changing reality viewed through the shapes. Through my art, I study
notions of identity and visibility through the art prism.

I was inspired by works of vitrail found mainly in churches, but my art differs from them in technique, meaning, and
message. Vitrail is done by connecting colored glass, while in my art the mirror remains intact. In addition, vitrails are
traditionally religious by nature and require an external source of light in order to be seen (Divine light), while my
works are secular as they use the light in the room, and place the person observing the art in their center.
Notes:

Artist ID: 556
Artwork 1 Title: A Dream Within A Dream
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 67 cm X 61 cm X 4cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Painting with glass paints on mirror
Artwork 1 Commentary: additional images with details of this work can be viewed here:
https://www.noa-art.co.il/a-dream-within-a-dream
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 556
Artwork 2 Title: Reach for the stars
Artwork 2 Dimensions: Diameter: 63 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Painting with glass paints on mirror
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 556
Artwork 3 Title: Nighttime Reflections
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 69 cm X 30 cm X 2.5 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Painting with glass paints on mirror
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 557
Artist Name: Anna Casey
Website: www.alicentfineart.com
IG: @alicent_art
Artist Statement: Since arriving on the art scene in 2013, Italian born, London based Alicent, has gradually
successfully integrated within the art community.

As a professional self-taught artist, Alicent is constantly seeking more innovative ways to develop new techniques.
She expresses her emotions translating them into vibrant and contrasting colours with consistent texture and
striking effects.

Alicent has steadily progressed with her artistic journey throughout the past few years, after being selected for the
Artexpo in Rome and the New Artist Fair in London in 2018, she was also invited to the NY Art Gallery Grand Opening
in New York and the Passaggio in Laguna exhibition in Venice in 2019.

Just recently, Alicent’s latest creations have been selected for ‘La Geometria nell’Arte’ exhibition in Milan and for
‘L’Esposition D’Art Contemporain’ at Le Carrousel Du Louvre in Paris. The Rome Art Gallery mini solo exhibition was
the last event in December 2019.
Notes:

Artist ID: 557
Artwork 1 Title: Perspective
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x60x4 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on box canvas - Palette knife technique
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece was inspired by an amazing view I photographed whilst on holiday in a small town
on the beautiful coastline of Sardinia. The long road with the row of houses converging towards the mountains on
the horizon are represented on this painting.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 557
Artwork 2 Title: Rhythm of colours
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x60x4 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on box canvas - Palette knife technique
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is an example of drip painting and palette knife technique. On this piece I created an
underlying texture of bold multi-coloured lines culminating with a contrasting splatter of vibrant colours. With this
painting I want to transmit a message of happiness and spiritual wellbeing to the onlooker.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 557
Artwork 3 Title: Magic Lagoon
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20x30x4cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas - Palette knife technique
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is an imaginary scenery of a green lagoon deep into the forest. The combination of
vertical lines, the reflections, the different shades of green and the yellow dots throughout, emanate a sense of
illusion that takes the viewer's imagination away from reality into a magic fantasy world.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 558
Artist Name: Hannah Pratt
Website: https://www.hannahprattartist.com/
IG: @hannhshpratt
Artist Statement: My Practice is based upon combining astronomical research with both the visual and performance
arts by finding new ways to link the two through collaborations and partnerships with artists and scientists. I work
with creative practitioners such as singers, musicians, and visual artists to create a library of creative responses to
contemporary astrophysical research. The nature of discovery often occurs my work, specifically when looking
behind the data and researching those responsible for life-changing discoveries. For instance, what the universe is
made of, the sounds of stars and the women responsible for the success of the Apollo missions.
During my time in the MA Art and Science programme at Central Saint Martins I developed a new framework for
working with scientific data in particular using the sonification of data from deep space pulsars to create a graphic
score entitled “The Neutron Star Song Cycleâ€•.
I developed a sound reactive emulator which creates shapes and lines depending on the notes contained within the
data. From this I was able to create a graphic score using a combination of digital and analogue techniques including
digital printing, photography and painting.
Once the score was created, I worked with two classical musicians and they utilized various extended performance
techniques to bring the piece to realization such as vocal overtones and bowed harmonics. This performance
premiered at the Central Saint Martins Degree show 2019 and then had multiple performances in exhibitions across
London.
Notes:

Artist ID: 558
Artwork 1 Title: Neutron Star Song Cycle no.1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 110 x 160 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed media - Acrylic and Gloss on digitally printed archival canvas wall hanging
Artwork 1 Commentary: Please follow the link below for a full performance including the vocal harmonics.
https://www.hannahprattartist.com/graphic-scores
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 558
Artwork 2 Title: Neutron Star Song Cycle no.2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 110 x 160 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed media - Acrylic and Gloss on digitally printed archival canvas wall hanging
Artwork 2 Commentary: Please follow the link below for a full performance including the vocal harmonics.
https://www.hannahprattartist.com/graphic-scores
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 558
Artwork 3 Title: Neutron Star Song Cycle no.3
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 110 x 160 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed media - Acrylic and Gloss on digitally printed archival canvas wall hanging
Artwork 3 Commentary: Please follow the link below for a full performance including the vocal harmonics.
https://www.hannahprattartist.com/graphic-scores
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 559
Artist Name: Michael Bradshaw
Website: www.michael-bradshaw.com
IG: @michaelbradshaw1415
Artist Statement: I mainly work in response to collected ready-made items, mostly defunct and/or discarded parts of
larger items and appliances that I have taken or collected from the home or local area. I study these and their
intrinsic functional and material properties, firstly through drawings and then through replicating aspects of these
items, altering the scale and materials, and combining with features of related items. I have recently worked with
plywood, MDF, acrylic and PTEG, steel, ready-made fittings, fabrics and papier-mache. Through this I seek to create
new hybrid items that strive to justify their own existence whilst still referencing the original form and functionality. I
seek to combine elements of the domestic with the industrial; the handmade with the machined; the functional with
the decorative; as well as bringing different materials together. This reflects my interest in how we understand the
things we surround ourselves with, and the roles we play in an effort to find purpose, and the uncertainty and
instability inherent in this.
Notes:

Artist ID: 559
Artwork 1 Title: Not now thanks
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50x55x25
Artwork 1 Medium: Ply, faux fur, PTEG
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inspired by a small hidden part from a broken down domestic appliance, the form combines
the domestic with the industrial and seeks to transcends its origins. Its stability and final form are simultaneously
disrupted and created by the wrap.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 559
Artwork 2 Title: Uh-oh
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 35x70x40
Artwork 2 Medium: Ply, acrylic sheet, fabric, toothpaste
Artwork 2 Commentary: Inspired by a found item, the form evokes something of the domestic and the architectural
and still strives for functionality. It finds its stability at an angle, which in turn creates the form of the seeping
toothpaste spill.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 559
Artwork 3 Title: You do something to me
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 53x56x30
Artwork 3 Medium: Plasterboard, ply, styrene, artex
Artwork 3 Commentary: The form references a found item from an electoral system but scaled up and altered it has
shifted away from its origins. The materials and form combine the domestic and the industrial, the old and the new;
and this new hybrid form is at once familiar and unknown.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 561
Artist Name: beatriz minguez de molina
Website: minguezdemolina.com
IG: @beatriz_minguezdemolina
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 561
Artwork 1 Title: Tipping Lines #08
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 60x50cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: TIPPING LINES is a project about revealing a multiple view of the sea focusing on the direct
relationship between the dimension above water and the dimension underwater around two horizon lines
connecting sky, surface and underwater, one close-up and the other one at the distance.

It comes from the observation of the dichotomy between the apparent stillness above water in contrast with the
endless and always present movement below.

This stillness and quietness are solely shown by light reflected upon matter, showing the plastic and abstract
qualities of water both over the surface and below.

The movement of the water is revealed by the reflection of the light upon it.

There is no land, just water, air and light.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 561

Artist ID: 561
Artwork 2 Title: Tipping Lines #09
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 60x50
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: TIPPING LINES is a project about revealing a multiple view of the sea focusing on the direct
relationship between the dimension above water and the dimension underwater around two horizon lines
connecting sky, surface and underwater, one close-up and the other one at the distance.

It comes from the observation of the dichotomy between the apparent stillness above water in contrast with the
endless and always present movement below.

This stillness and quietness are solely shown by light reflected upon matter, showing the plastic and abstract
qualities of water both over the surface and below.

The movement of the water is revealed by the reflection of the light upon it.

The land, at the distance is dematerialized, floating like a ghost.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 561

Artist ID: 561
Artwork 3 Title: Islands #01
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100x70
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: ISLANDS is a project that focuses on the relationship between body movement and water.
I try to represent a moment of utopian symbiosis between mankind and nature, where humanity is not in a
dominant position versus the natural world.
The woman is alone, we can't see her face, her individuality, only her body moving with intention within the
medium.

The title refers to our human condition, somewhat isolated in our minds and thoughts, and yet surrounded by
water.

Aren't we all islands?
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 561

Artist ID: 562
Artist Name: Beverley Bailey
Website:
IG: bailey_studio_art_
Artist Statement: Fascinated by the contradictions of place and time, Bailey’s work is drawn from a wide range of
visual sources and encounters often found by surprise.

Through drawing and painting, she records these fleeting moments which are then further developed until they
become heightened with her idiosyncratic view, a distillation from the original source.

Although influenced by the pioneers of modernism, curiosity plays an important role in her work as she questions
and uncovers the unexpected. The result is work that has a sense of otherness and allusion with immediate
sensation and energy.
Notes:

Artist ID: 562
Artwork 1 Title: Habitat
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 1524 x 1219 mm
Artwork 1 Medium: Charcoal on paper (400gram)
Artwork 1 Commentary: The first of three drawings created as a triptych.
Please see instagram account to view all three images as displayed at the PZ Gallery, Penzance.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 562
Artwork 2 Title: Primal instinct
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 1524 x 1219 mm
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal on paper (400gram)
Artwork 2 Commentary: Second drawing of the triptych.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 562
Artwork 3 Title: Or just child's play
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 1524 x 1219 mm
Artwork 3 Medium: Charcoal on paper (400gram)
Artwork 3 Commentary: The third drawing of the triptych.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 563
Artist Name: Rose Magee
Website: rosemagee.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/rosa.magee
Artist Statement: My eyes are drawn to contrasts, dramatic lighting and bold colours, oils with their richness and
depth are the ultimate medium for this. Colours create atmosphere and the shapes breathe that in, resonating
together on a canvas waiting patiently to be experienced. My creative process is sparked by a glimpse, the stolen
intimate moment between a couple, the way a street light illuminates the leaves on a tree. The core of my work
looks to the essence of the first of the 20th century, the freedom of the unconscious that surrealism and cubism
gave birth to. The aim is not to produce a direct translation of reality on the canvas but rather an impression of it,
pure and ready for interpretation.
Notes:

Artist ID: 563
Artwork 1 Title: Sylvia
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80 x 60 x 5
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 563
Artwork 2 Title: Ship in a Bottle
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 100 x 10
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 563
Artwork 3 Title: Studio Still Life
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80 x 60 x 5
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 564
Artist Name: Hwa Seon Yang
Website: https://yanghwaseon.com
IG: yanghwaaa@instagram
Artist Statement: Since leaving my small island hometown at the age of twenty and moving to Seoul and then
London, I have been interested in the notions of memory, space and the subjective meaning we ascribe to different
places.
I have attached three representative images of three different series of my recent project.
Notes:

Artist ID: 564
Artwork 1 Title: Temporary Paradise 202002
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80.3x116.8 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on linen
Artwork 1 Commentary: My interests in climate change and Anthropocene have been growing since I became
vegetarian. I watched a documentary about factory farming in England and it struck me as a huge turning point in my
life. I started to research about global factory farming and there were horrifying facts behind it. Animals are the
victims of humans’ desire although I’m not just talking about poor animals. We, humans are destroying the nature to
live better. I’ve started to paint a series called ‘Temporary paradise’ which presents an abandoned places in the city.
In this painting, I addressed another view of gentrification, sustainability and bright side of city life. As I concern
about where I live, I have to be critical and learn to see the cruel facts objectively.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 564
Artwork 2 Title: A Safe Zone-nowhere
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130.3 x 162.2 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic and gouache on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Swimming pools are the main subject of my Safe Zone series, the majority of which I
produced over the last three years. Swimming pools are interesting and fascinating spaces for me as they give me
huge comfort and solitude at the same time. I feel separated from a busy and chaotic world when I swim, and can
fully concentrate on myself, physically and psychologically. Initially, I considered the idea of a swimming pool as a
utopia; to me, it is a dream- or paradise-like place where I would like to be all the time. However, a swimming pool
could be more appropriately considered a heterotopia than a utopia, as it exists in reality.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 564
Artwork 3 Title: Pink Future
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 130 x 80cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: At the same time, having to move my studio three times within a year due to
redevelopment, and walking past a construction site every day, I was inspired to consider gentrification as a utopia
of modern society. I developed images of construction sites and combined them with images of paradise-like places
where people are making their dream homes. Construction sites are simultaneously real and unreal; despite their
ubiquity and familiarity, their constant state of transition can evoke feelings of unease and chaos.

Gentrification and the construction of new homes can allow people to realise their dream houses and try to make
their locality nicer, improving old towns, reducing crime, and constructing a brand new urban space with taller
buildings and smoother roads. As promising as this sounds, the construction process has negative as well as positive
effects, such as disturbance, pollution, displacement through rent or price increases, and anxiety about
unsustainable property prices and loss of homes. These could even be life threatening for people who have lived in
an area for years or for their whole lives.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 564

Artist ID: 566
Artist Name: Erica Rawald
Website: www.raer.work
IG: @raer.work
Artist Statement: Erica Keiko Rawald is a multidisciplinary artist working primarily in Ceramics. Having been raised in
the USA, Asia and Europe, Erica’s practice derives from an attention to art’s cross-cultural commonalities regarding
aesthetics, balance and depiction of nature. Erica seeks to elicit these values, drawing inspiration from the
organicâ€”its motion, pallet and capacity to resonate within the human experience. Much of their work finds itself at
the intersection between organicism and sensuality, and the metaphor of the ceramic vessel for that of the body
does not go without recognition. In fact, it is largely due to this that Erica treats the pieces with the utmost of care,
going to great lengths and effort to tend to their surfaces and finish.
Notes:

Artist ID: 566
Artwork 1 Title: Spend a Moment With Me
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x63x45 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: High fire stoneware, Erica carnea (flower)
Artwork 1 Commentary: Coil piece. Requires insertion of Erica carnea flowers
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 566
Artwork 2 Title: touch me, don’t touch me
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x45x20 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Ceramic
Artwork 2 Commentary: Coil piece
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 566
Artwork 3 Title: Takotsubo
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25x13x8cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Ceramic, Red India ink, battery powered light
Artwork 3 Commentary: Hand sculpted, has capacity for light component in back to illuminate
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 567
Artist Name: Lucy Pickford
Website: https://lpickfordart.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/lupicky/
Artist Statement: Lucy mixes her love of Japan and her time hitchhiking there, with her training as a landscape
architect to influence her artwork. Her latest series was of the thresholds and streetscapes of Japan. Focusing on
structured empty landscapes, the works draw you in as you explore the different faces and environments of this
amazing country.
Notes:

Artist ID: 567
Artwork 1 Title: Neon Odaiba
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x90x2
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 567
Artwork 2 Title: Osaka Streets
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 92x92x2
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 567
Artwork 3 Title: Takachiho Gorge
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90x90x2
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 568
Artist Name: Tony Berkman
Website: n/a (under construction)
IG: TonyBerkman
Artist Statement: Tony entered the world of creating serious artwork following a successful 30 year long career in
social work taking early retirement and then enjoying time to concentrate on a long-standing desire to become a
full-time artist. After taking a foundation course he was offered a place on a Fine Art degree course which he
completed after exploring a variety of creative options, settling finally on expressing himself through Abstract
Painting, working from a rented studio space in North London. He describes his work as explorations in Colour, Light
and Movement. He enjoys the process that each painting affords as a kind of story or perhaps an adventure, never
certain where each will end and how it may end, finally arriving at the destination after an exciting and often lengthy
journey. "When I finally arrive, although there are no signposts or formal indications of where I might be, I know I
have reached my destination and also what and where it is!" he states.
Tony has exhibited and sold work at a range of group and solo exhibitions and through a well established London
Gallery at the Affordable Art Fair as well as through membership of a local Artists’ Group who exhibit at major and
local galleries and an annual Open House event.
Notes:

Artist ID: 568
Artwork 1 Title: Westminster from theThames
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x120x4
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint plus texture and various mediums on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This was a painting that very gradually emerged through some former existences and titles
primarily based on one or two particular seascapes. However once out of the studio and when eventually hung on a
brightly lit wall it became clear that it was no seascape but had to have a new and better suited title, that which it
now is known by. My joy in seeing this painting hung in good natural light and the way that different features
emerged over the course of the day with changes in the light can best be expressed as sublime! I now cannot see
quite how the obvious subject could have been missed but realise how important lighting really is on my art!
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 568
Artwork 2 Title: Only the Blue Sea
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x40x4cms.
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic paint plus texture and various mediums on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is another of my paintings that emerged quite gradually and initially had a quite
different title but as observed outside the studio in different light and a very different environment took on an
alternative meaning and needed some reworking to emerge in its final form. In fact its meaning is more generic than
specific now and represents the artist's fascination with the colours of the sea wherever observed. For me water and
especially the sea has almost everything that represents my art, through colour, light and movement and how each
impacts on the other and how each changes over the course of time, both shorter and lengthier. In this painting
there is no specific place but a very broad sense of one of the sea's great qualities, colour!
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 568
Artwork 3 Title: Voices from Long Ago
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20x30x4 cms
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic paint plus texture and various mediums on canvas.
Artwork 3 Commentary: This small painting was created in my studio a short while after meeting up with a friend
who I'd not seen or heard from for many years and who I'd not really expected to see again! I had not set out to
create anything that was linked to the re-uniting of old friends but as I was applying layers of different colours and
moving the paint about I suddenly realised what I was looking at and how to me at least it called out the experience
of our meeting and some of what we spoke about, including talk about many of our old mutual friends and their lives
over many years. Once I stopped painting the title simply called out to me and the image evoked the spirit of so
many past experiences shared with old friends, some still around but some no longer alive!
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 569
Artist Name: Linda Wallis
Website: lindawallis.com
IG: lj_wallis
Artist Statement: I take inspiration from my present environment whether this be from the countryside or from the
objects around my home. Most recently I have been working on a series of coloured pencil drawings. In these the
pencil is built up in fine layers to help create a richness of depth and colour. Shapes are exaggerated to create semi
abstracted mini environments that are suggestive of landscapes or still life. By removing environmental context,
forms are isolated, appearing as working models for sculptural pieces. These drawings reflect my interest in using
abstraction as a means of representing real life.
Notes:

Artist ID: 569
Artwork 1 Title: Hillside with Scree
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 30 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Coloured pencil
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 569
Artwork 2 Title: Stuff
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40 x 40 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Coloured pencil
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 569
Artwork 3 Title: Woodland sketch
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40 x 40 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Coloured pencil
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 570
Artist Name: Bibi Sanjarani
Website: bibi.photos
IG:
Artist Statement: I've always been a firm believer that you should express yourself with the earnest intention of
sharing your imperfections, because that's what makes us human. I guess the best way to describe my art, is it's
open, there's no hidden meanings, it's what you think it is and the questions it makes you ask yourself. Or maybe I've
given you 2 sentences of a non-answer, because maybe I have no idea how to describe my art because, describing
your art is like describing yourself, you only ever end up answering with the things you think other people would say
about you.
Notes:

Artist ID: 570
Artwork 1 Title: As above
Artwork 1 Dimensions: N/A digital image - 3:2 aspect ratio
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital image
Artwork 1 Commentary: This photo was taken above Greenwich tunnel, UK (2019).
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 570
Artwork 2 Title: Expat chips
Artwork 2 Dimensions: N/A digital image - 3:2 aspect ratio
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital image
Artwork 2 Commentary: This photo was taken in Brussels city centre, Belgium (2019).
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 570
Artwork 3 Title: Washing Shorditch
Artwork 3 Dimensions: N/A digital image - 3:2 aspect ratio
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital image
Artwork 3 Commentary: This photo was taken in Shorditch, London, UK (2019).
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 571
Artist Name: Frank Wood
Website: www.bezalelstore.com/
IG:
Artist Statement: We think of our artwork as the infusion of life and forms. They are intricately detailed to construct
a whole new quality of the world through capturing a unique perspective of nature and space. The arrangements are
expressive, inviting the viewer to move into a realm of speculation. We rely on our fascination for grace, style and
aesthetic quality.

Our works have always been grounded in desire and avant-garde compositions.

By F.Wood & J.Johnson
Notes:

Artist ID: 571
Artwork 1 Title: Bubble Nebula
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Print
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 571
Artwork 2 Title: Full Bloom
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Print
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 571
Artwork 3 Title: Intense Grain
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50cm x 70cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Print
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 576
Artist Name: Arya Makuala
Website: aryamakuala.com
IG:
Artist Statement: Arya was born in London 1985 and was never too far from a culturally rich atmosphere, that of his
native city London. Having studied fine art at Middlesex University, it wasÂ an interest in architecture atÂ Kingston
University, that moved his artisticÂ energy into another creative paradigm. DrawingÂ a parallel with these two
disciplines through theirÂ theoretical andÂ philosophical outlooks, he was able to merge his two interests together
to springboard his own creative philosophy.

This manifests in oil paintings that depictÂ an organic take on the things thatÂ interest him,Â mostly bearing an
architectural tonality but not exclusively. He ranges from tacklingÂ the real life practicality andÂ necessity of certain
urban design ideas, through a lens of fantasy introspection to the more outwardly ubiquitous experiences of life. Â

Like most artists, nature is at the core of his work, which may be expressed directly or indirectly. It's fair to say that
the things we experience in life are linked in more ways than oneÂ and this reflects asÂ one of his artistic goals and
creative aspirations.

Driven by the desire forÂ understanding through self reflection and objectivity, he uses a range ofÂ techniques in his
chosen media of oil paints. Be it the smooth intricate detailing via a zero sized round brush, to slightly more
textured, palette knife inspired work. Â

Notes:

Artist ID: 576
Artwork 1 Title: Calm Lake
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 30 x 40 CM
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil Paint
Artwork 1 Commentary: Upon visiting a national park in Croatia, I was inspired by the visual impact of the vegetation
which manifested in a serene environment.

I took a lot of photography but felt the need to represent the way the place made me feel, with my hands.

Having worked exclusively with a brush, I now enjoy the addition of a palette knife, which adds another dimension
to how I approach a canvas.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 576
Artwork 2 Title: Cotton Tree
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50 X 40
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Paint
Artwork 2 Commentary: Trees in isolation have become a feature in my work. I'm always trying to find different ways
to paint them and not always constrain myself in doing so.

I found it interesting to invert the colors of the tree and the sky. This resulted in the greens taking up the space of
the sky in abstract form.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 576
Artwork 3 Title: Island Ahead
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 X 40
Artwork 3 Medium:
Artwork 3 Commentary: This is based on the memory of taking a boat ride to a remote island in Asia. To my surprise,
we were greeted by an indigenous people who had opened their world to the wider public.

As hazy as a memory can be, it's fitting that the focus of the color range would be depicted abstractly. The color
being used a marker of form.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 577
Artist Name: Claire Zakiewicz
Website: www.clairezakiewicz.com
IG: clairezakiewicz
Artist Statement: A British inter-disciplinary artist, my practice explores the physical and metaphorical relations
between sound and drawing within the context of contemporary culture. It is a practice-based enquiry - thinking
through making.
Although my work is focused primarily on the process of painting and drawing, I have appeared as an actor and
physical performer in a number of stage and film productions, as well as directing and developing choreography for
my own performance works.

I have been a member of numerous inter-disciplinary ensembles including Fig. with whom I performed on
Resonance FM and at USF, Norway and other platforms in London, New York and Bergen.
In 2018, I formed the ensemble Assembly, which consists of artists from multiple disciplines - including musicians,
visual artists, poets, and dancers - who focus primarily on concepts of improvisation. Communication between
modes of perception is the main focus.

I have exhibited my work at Tate Tanks, Tate Britain, UK and am represented by the curated art platforms ArtFare
(New York) and Singlart (Paris) and I am artistic advisor at NoOSPHERE arts, New York. Always a keen traveller I have
recently been working and exhibiting regularly in Venice (Italy), Bergen (Norway), New York (USA) while keeping a
base and active practice in my Space studio in London (UK). I am currently preparing for an upcoming solo exhibition
at ARTI3160 gallery, Venice in May 2020.
Notes:

Artist ID: 577
Artwork 1 Title: Performing Drawing I
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40 x 59cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Inkjet Photographic Print
Artwork 1 Commentary: Concept: visual artist Claire Zakiewicz performing a pastel drawing onto photographers
paper.
Photographed in collaboration with Mark Edward Smith in his photography studio in Venice, Italy, 2019
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 577
Artwork 2 Title: Performing Drawing II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 39 x 59cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Inkjet Photographic Print
Artwork 2 Commentary: Concept: visual artist Claire Zakiewicz performing a pastel drawing onto photographers
paper.
Photographed in collaboration with Mark Edward Smith in his photography studio in Venice, Italy, 2019
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 577
Artwork 3 Title: Performing Drawing III
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 35 x 59
Artwork 3 Medium: Inkjet Photographic Print
Artwork 3 Commentary: Concept: visual artist Claire Zakiewicz performing a pastel drawing onto photographers
paper.
Photographed in collaboration with Mark Edward Smith in his photography studio in Venice, Italy, 2019
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 578
Artist Name: peter raynor
Website: www.peterraynor.com
IG: praynor12
Artist Statement: In my artist practise I like to portray the relationship of abstraction in figurative painting. I use
images as a base to produce a painting to explore the balance of abstraction and representation. When creating
paintings landscapes, urban photographs and films inspire me. There is a recurring theme of colour, composition and
architecture when choosing images.

In the application of my paintings I have been inspired by the techniques of the old masters, particularly Rembrandt
and their uses of glazing and scumbling repeatedly until the desired effect is gained. I apply these methods in a more
abstract way; heavily textured paint, vibrant colours and distorting sections of the canvas. I then constantly rework
my paintings, creating layers to show a history and a process of how these paintings were made.

I feel painting is filled with conscious and unconscious decisions, in the beginning of the painting process I have
ideas and approaches that I want to conceive but often through the process of painting becomes lost and
reinvented. Chance, luck and perseverance all play a part in creating a painting.
Notes:

Artist ID: 578
Artwork 1 Title: Over the bridge
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x 70 x 5cm
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Over the bridge is based from a found image of industrial China. I am interested in
architecture, composition and urban decay, which has always been a recurring theme in my artist practise. The
found image was used as loose foundation to explore the contrasting relationship of abstraction and representation
in painting. This painting as been constantly reworked and shows many layers of heavily impasto paint marks,
followed by transparent glazes. The thin washes of colour sit in between the grainy textured paint, creating depth,
vibrancy and unity.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 578
Artwork 2 Title: Detroit
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70 x 90 x 5cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This painting is based on a found image depicting the decline of the city Detroit. I am
inspired by the urban landscape and abandoned spaces in landscape painting, Heavily textured paint was used to
depict the rawness of this row of abandoned buildings.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 578
Artwork 3 Title: Rebirth
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70 x 50 x 5cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: When creating "Rebirth" there was no source material for the painting. This gave me
freedom to create a more abstract painting than my previous works. Due to this I was able to work with no
restrictions or feel the need to depict areas of realism. The limitless boundaries meant I could focus on the
application of thick paint and a bold vibrant colour palette.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 579
Artist Name: Zijun Wang
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/zijunwang_art/?hl=en
Artist Statement: I was born in China. I consider myself as a conceptual artist. I have a bachelor's degree in
illustration at the School of Visual Arts. Now I am studying Master of research at the Royal College of Art and based
on London. Because of the influence of contemporary art in New York during my BFA, I began to make contemporary
conceptual art, mostly in photography, performance art, and painting.
Notes:

Artist ID: 579
Artwork 1 Title: What is art
Artwork 1 Dimensions: depends on screen size
Artwork 1 Medium: Video and installation
Artwork 1 Commentary: The context of contemporary art has changed a lot, and the definition of art has gradually
widened and become more blurred. Like John Baldessari, I used the contemporary popular element google to ask
this question and kind of answer it with the work itself.The huge enter key next to the screen is intended to entice
the viewer to press. But nothing happens after pressing it.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 579
Artwork 2 Title: Â£1699.99
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30.48x40.64
Artwork 2 Medium: marker and acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: I think the price of contemporary artworks is also a part of the work, so I directly paint the
price on the painting and make it the content of the work.Â
And I hope there is a pos machine beside this painting. When the audience swipes the card, they will receive a
receipt. This payment behavior and the receipt will complete the work at that moment.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 579
Artwork 3 Title: Â£1799.99
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40.64x50.8
Artwork 3 Medium: marker and acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: I think the price of contemporary artworks is also a part of the work, so I directly paint the
price on the painting and make it the content of the work. And I hope there is a pos machine beside this painting.
When the audience swipes the card, they will receive a receipt. This payment behavior and the receipt will complete
the work at that moment.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 580
Artist Name: Philippe Halaburda
Website: www.halaburda.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/halaburda
Artist Statement: Based on feelings or memories, my art process delves into the complex undercurrents of intimate
and collective interactions.

The blurry boundary between perception and experience always inspired me: I am interested in the randomness of
emotion through art by imaging abstract visuals based on the subconscious.

My work engages with humankind and environments ; it calls upon an emotional framework as a construct to bring
the viewer as participant in this experience.

Exploring forms and lines in my map compositions, I form disaggregated grids and imaginary topographies which
reveal social tensions and relationships, instead of addresses and landmarks.

Through paintings, photos or digital works, I build imaginary coded and abstract algorithms taking up mental,
geographic, and collective data that I discover within each new image. I am seeking to constantly perfect this
technique and renew my process. Artworks address broader mental architecture within myself, in an attempt to
examine contradiction or harmony. The titles are the final result of this tracking by creating a new language.

Abstract keeps me focused on a quest for unlimited and unknown psychological territories as a springboard for the
imagination.

Notes:

Artist ID: 580
Artwork 1 Title: A Perkkasa coral
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 65x65x2
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic painting on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am fascinated by the network of pipes under Manhattan’s streets and avenues.
Recently, I was walking in Chelsea with a friend and saw on one of the streets, this amazing web of conduits, cables
and pipes.
From my point of view, It looks like each existing infrastructure is an extremely difficult engineering
and coordination challenge.
I imagined the anatomy of New York through these abstract paintings inspired by the city’s subterranean
complexity.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 580
Artwork 2 Title: Virtue ethics is one of the major approaches in normative ethics. It includes our attitudes, our
dispositions, or our character traits that enable us to be and to act in ways that develop this potential. The following
virtues enable us to pursue the ideal
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80x80x2
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic painting on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Many of the sounds we know are associated with white noise are actually pink noise,
brown, green or blue.
There is a true whole rainbow of noise colors.
Each one with its own unique properties, that are used for rhythms, music, relaxation, etc...
Pink noise is more like a waterfall and white noise more static.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 580
Artwork 3 Title: I feel like Nanakka
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 80x80x2
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic painting on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Virtue ethics is one of the major approaches in normative ethics.
It includes our attitudes, our dispositions, or our character traits that enable us to be and to act in ways that develop
this potential.
The following virtues enable us to pursue the ideals we have adopted: honesty, courage, compassion, generosity,
fidelity, integrity, fairness, self-control, and prudence.
I dedicated a color for each of them and compose 4 paintings to find the best balance and harmony between all of
them.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 582
Artist Name: Ilona Skladzien
Website: www.ilonaskladzien.com
IG: ilonaskladzien
Artist Statement: I was born in Poland and moved to Dorset in 2013 to live and work. In 2018, I did my MA in Fine
Arts at Arts University Bournemouth.

Through adopting diverse drawing and painting techniques in the making of my work, I disrupt and alter the imagery
taken from secondary sources, drawing attention to subjects of memory, perception, cruelty and free will.

In my recent practice, I use the content found online, specifically on YouTube, to delve more deeply into questions
of objectivity, of our perception and the authenticity of our own memories in regards to moving imagery shown
online.

I am also interested in the role technology plays in shaping our understanding of the world and the choices we
make.
Notes:

Artist ID: 582
Artwork 1 Title: YouTube II
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 24 x 37 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Rollerball pen on canvas textured paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: While my attention is occupied by explicit YouTube videos of the poultry industry my
drawings morph into doodles. Bringing a ï¬‚ow to the paper, the unconscious and the illogical connects myself and
my doodles to the moving image of the horriï¬•c content presented.

https://www.ilonaskladzien.com/an-hour-of-my-time-drawings-2019

https://www.ilonaskladzien.com/drw
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 582
Artwork 2 Title: Haunter
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80.5 x 86 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Charcoal pencil on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: During my visit to Athens in 2019, I came across a street banner with a photograph of a
refugee child with a peculiar head net on; an image that stayed with me for the coming months. As a result of that
experience, I set about exploring her relationship with the image and my memory of it through the means of
drawing.

https://www.ilonaskladzien.com/2019-drawings
https://www.ilonaskladzien.com/the-salon
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 582
Artwork 3 Title: Charred
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 93 x 119 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Inkpen on a napkin
Artwork 3 Commentary: This work is from my recent experimental series titled #t-ISSUE. This particular work is
based on photographs and videos found online on the subject of livestock and the native wildlife killed in the recent
bushfires in Australia.

I work here by unconsciously doodling on the top of tissue napkins while watching YouTube videos on the subject.
The doodles that are created were then watered down, which generated a blueprint on each layer of the tissue.

By tearing the material and creating a feather-like effect, I was interested in showing the vulnerability and of the
subjects and fragility of nature.

Through the process of unconscious doodling, watering it down, as well as repetitive tearing and layering, I am
aiming to explore the subject of our perception of the online material.

https://www.ilonaskladzien.com/in-progress
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 582

Artist ID: 584
Artist Name: sarita Osei-Tutu
Website:
IG: sado.the.strange
Artist Statement: I am a practising contemporary artist whose style can be described as meditative, religious and
spiritual. My paintings reflect on my perception of Catholicism, and the core spiritual ethos of the divine individual.
My interest deeply lies in the psychology of the mind, depicted through a fusion of the spiritual and logical gaze,
therefore creating what I believe is the foundation and soul of human beings.

My Catholic upbringing has heavily influenced the way I paint and create the figures symbolically, using a range of
colours and mediums, I work with the continuous form of layering, first starting with pastel for figures/acrylics for
backgrounds, then into developing a face or body with oils, a piece can take up to a year to complete going back and
forth, reworking due to my continuous growth in technical skills that can deliver a structure I feel is secure. It’s
important for me to have that structure in my work, as it reflects my lifestyle.

I establish a technical form which holds the freedom of expression by developing the contemporary into something
rooted, being the icons i paint based on figures from the bible.

Although my beliefs in Catholicism is fraying the essence of my identity if heavily weighed in this subject, and I have
always held a fascination in the belief system of catholic church.

The nudity in my work is influenced by my experience as a life model, being that i identify nudity with the purity of
human instinct and the sense of being closer to God.
Notes:

Artist ID: 584
Artwork 1 Title: Kita/Etha
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 40x45
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic/Pastel/Oil On canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: An innocence derived from seeing purely through the soul and feeling with the spirit.

With beauty blessed by a mother, Etha shows complete honesty without hiding the many masks we have to protect
ourselves as people.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 584
Artwork 2 Title: Adam&Eve
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 65x190
Artwork 2 Medium: OIL/Pastel/Acrylic ON cotton
Artwork 2 Commentary: The first humans, the first beings, the foundation of humanity perceived through a story
that subjects around their first instincts: “sinâ€•.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 584
Artwork 3 Title: The-Mother-Of-Gods
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x90
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil/Acrylic/Pastel on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: This piece is my perception of mothers and motherhood; the power that it is to hold, carry
and give birth to a child.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 586
Artist Name: Catharine Gellings
Website: www.catharinegellings.com
IG: @crgart
Artist Statement: I think the artist's job is to create a commentary of society, and perhaps to tell our own story, as
we are artists living in society. Importantly in what ever we make, it seems good to make that commentary in such a
way that builds up the worth of our audiences.

We should never try to shame or alienate our viewers with images that are hurtful towards human dignityâ€”images
disrespectful to our needs of love. Rather as artists, because of the influences we are able to exert, in that--instead
we should relate the story of the human experience with a dignified beauty.

It seems to be trending â€” and I agree â€” I wonder that in today’s unloved-feeling society, we should use our
creative skills to be entrancing and imaginative storytellers. Story has solidified every society since the beginning of
time, and it has brought healing to many broken hearts. In today's world, I wonder that a time has come to build up
the hearts of the people.

For me personally, I think this is the calling I am to perform within my images. This skill is to be used to encourage
audiences up to their real worthy potential. At the same time, being gentle and approachable in my image choices.

I hope that I was able to encourage you with these drawings.
Notes:

Artist ID: 586
Artwork 1 Title: Looking Inside
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 54 x 39 cm (unframed), 66 x 51 x 2 (framed)
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite on 30lb Drawing Paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: As An Artist's Statement for the Pleiades Gallery, NY,
I stated:

"This is really the soul?
In the inner room now?
Every single voice of opposition - EVERY SINGLE ONE
Has come back to converse with me in my solitude.

It cannot be covered up by the activities of a life lived outside of this small room.
The voices wished to remind me how stupid and worthless, small and disappointing I am.

My job was to confront them. To put them away from me DEFINITELY.

I'm coming down now.
I'm going in.
I'm going to find you.
I will root you out of my head.
I'm not finished, but I'm different.
I will finish this."
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 586

Artist ID: 586
Artwork 2 Title: Confronting my Demons
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 54 x 39 cm (unframed), 66 x 51 x 2 (framed)
Artwork 2 Medium: Graphite on 30lb Drawing Paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image is one of a series. The series has proved to be a representation of my lived
experiences while living abroad. However emotions from before this time also powerfully manifested during my life
lived outside my country. The emotions impacted the drawing journal; as a result the journal combined my past
memories and their emotional ramifications with my present and the current impacts upon my psyche.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 586
Artwork 3 Title: The Expectant Meeting
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 54 x 39 cm (unframed), 66 x 51 x 2 (framed)
Artwork 3 Medium: Graphite on 30lb Drawing Paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Technically I tried to push myself with this picture. I asked myself, "How far can I abstract
this image so that it is a pleasure to view in its completion?" and "How far can I push that abstraction before it
reaches a point of disconnection with its audience? Will the final abstracted composition still allow a viewer to look
upon the drawing with a sense of recognition?" and finally, "Will the viewer find delight in these things?"
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 587
Artist Name: NANCY TONG
Website:
IG: nancytongck
Artist Statement: My work merges a long artistic tradition of Chinese ink art with the science of folding. The threedimensional-based paintings in this latest body of work - Fold, is full of sensuality and tactility. They are a
spontaneous, harmonic and abstract composition borne out of destructive action and emotional expression of my
subconscious mind to the current social situation in Hong Kong.

Memory has informed the concept behind this body of work. Some of my earliest childhood memories are of my
father working on his revolutionary folded design for carton packaging. The discussion and art of folding became a
daily expression in our lives together. Geometrical shapes are my starting point for an exploration of form and
process. Each of my works involves a constant dialogue with the material through the intimate feeling of my hands,
to bring out the dynamism within via folding.

Fold is a minimalistic representation of how the act of destruction can become the reconstruction of a new shape or
expression. It generates a sense of sweeping movement to capture the nature of space, movement and time.
Notes:

Artist ID: 587
Artwork 1 Title: Absence of Colour S1-6
Artwork 1 Dimensions: approx. 20 cm x 20 cm x 4 cm (set of 6 pieces)
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic, charcoal on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The use of black pigment originates from my training in Chinese calligraphy. The intensity of
black paint in juxtaposition on raw canvas, echoes the black ink on rice paper found in Chinese ink art. I employ the
use of charcoal soft edges as an expression of my desire to push the boundaries of conventional geometrical
abstraction.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 587
Artwork 2 Title: Passion Never Fails
Artwork 2 Dimensions: W52 cm x H57 cm x x D9 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The visual impact of the painting highlights three key aspects: the artist’s physical strength
used to crumble or fold, the audience’s sensory awareness to the dimensions of the material, and the overall
relationship with space, the body and the material, ie. the interaction between the forces of the outside and inside,
the physical forces of the body and the material construct of the material itself. Making is therefore inextricably
linked with the outcome, which is a visual record of cognitive processes.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 587
Artwork 3 Title: Laughing In The Purple Rain
Artwork 3 Dimensions: W32 cm x H37 cm x D7 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The visual impact of the painting highlights three key aspects: the artist’s physical strength
used to crumble or fold, the audience’s sensory awareness to the dimensions of the material, and the overall
relationship with space, the body and the material, ie. the interaction between the forces of the outside and inside,
the physical forces of the body and the material construct of the material itself. Making is therefore inextricably
linked with the outcome, which is a visual record of cognitive processes.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 588
Artist Name: Stewart Taylor
Website: https://stewarttaylorprints.com/
IG: @stewarttaylorprints
Artist Statement: I work predominantly as a Printmaker, combining elements of site specific photography,
contemporary ephemera, subverted motifs/metaphors and allegory, lost & found imagery & Drawing.

I am continually interested in the self-inflicted demise Mankind faces within our Anthropocene era & our behaviour
within it. Although my outlook here is perpetually fearful & pessimistic I try to create a contrary world of destruction,
beauty & fatalistic humour, where journey, travel & time, change, metaphysics erasure, air & light, & relationships
between things & humanity are all of critical importance

I am currently working on an extensive series of Monoprints called The Tree Portraits
Notes:

Artist ID: 588
Artwork 1 Title: Up Shit Creek
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80x110x0.1
Artwork 1 Medium: Silkscreen
Artwork 1 Commentary: Up Shit Creek came about after taking some Photos at Bow Creek looking towards
Limehouse in London.
The Skyline, Sunburst and the atmospheric conditions gave strong sense of drama, & the decaying old warehouses
near the Lock persuaded me to include a variety of motifs & imagery (both Drawn & borrowed) to describe the
uneasy relationship between the Natural World & man-made effluent we create

Up Shit Creek has been on display at the RA Summer Show 2019 & The RE Masters Silkscreen at Bankside
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 588
Artwork 2 Title: Alcala
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30x30x0.1
Artwork 2 Medium: Silkscreen
Artwork 2 Commentary: Alcala was based on two photos taken in Alcala la Real in Spain of a beautiful scrub, Spring
Flower and a rustic & slightly ominous looking Chimney. the other main image is derived from a Scan of dead viper
found on the Road. these were accompanied by silhouettes of plants from my garden in London.
whilst Andalucia is sometimes stunning the monoculture of Olive groves & battered buildings (& Economy) often
give the feeling of a Dying landscape

Alcala won the Great Art Prize at the National Original Print Exhibition in 2018
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 588
Artwork 3 Title: Stump #47
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 59x42x0.1
Artwork 3 Medium: Monoprint
Artwork 3 Commentary: The appearance of London's pollarded trees defines an ongoing relationship with Man;
indeed, many of them have a cartoon human appearance, with distinct heads, arms & bodies; and because of this
back & forth, dynamic process of growth & removal over time the Trees seem to dance in a particular direction, as
they struggle (vainly) to grow bigger, both outwards & upwards. They seem to be like huge Bonsia, without the
freedom to be.

There are wonderful areas where growth & weight make the Trees bulge & the bark appears more like a liquid,
flowing down around the younger pollarded areas with gravity. This can only really be appreciated from the base,
looking straight up.

Stump #47 is part of a series of over 60 Monoprints made already this year, the Subjects of which all reside on my
surrounding streets
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 588

Artist ID: 593
Artist Name: daiki fukumitsu
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/maiko_san_uchu/
Artist Statement: japanese selftaught artist
Notes:

Artist ID: 593
Artwork 1 Title: doqudoqu angel chan
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 73 60 2
Artwork 1 Medium: acrylic
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 593
Artwork 2 Title: bipolar angel chan
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 53 45 2
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 593
Artwork 3 Title: fool in front of mirror
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 53 45 2
Artwork 3 Medium: acrylic
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 594
Artist Name: Sinclair Webster
Website: https://www.stcw.pictures
IG:
Artist Statement: I like to draw. All my ideas have a strong graphic base. My A4 notebook and printed emails are
littered with little sketches usually bound by a frame line. Sometimes I save these sketches, tearing them out of the
sheet, but mostly they are thrown away. They are simple, quick single line graphic notes that emphasised key
shapes. Shapes and the rhythms between them have always fascinated me. I use an A6 notebook, I can’t think on a
bigger piece of paper. Size comes later.

Sometimes the idea sits within the frame line, sometimes it breaks out. By drawing I can recall the essence of
whatever it was that inspired the image: people, animals and landscapes, which, for some reason or the other, strike
me as being visually significant. I call these charismatic moments. Others images just emerge from my imagination.

I use commercially prepared canvases, which do not come in the same formats as the drawings, so when I decide to
make a painting out of a sketch it gets transformed by new boundaries. There is a dialogue in my head as I ask the
image how it wants to be and I watch it change, eliminating the superfluous while retaining serendipitous incidents.

The image suggests grades or colour contrasts and textures. Colours can be varied by the direction and scale of the
brushstrokes. I can use a large area of flat colour but give it life through texture. I disregard perspective, working in
pictorial space.
Notes:

Artist ID: 594
Artwork 1 Title: Frolic
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 102 X 76 X 2
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: I am fascinated by roe deer. There is a field where i frequently watch them during the rut in
summer. They emerge from the woods that surround it on all sides. One side has a deep gulley with a rivulet at the
bottom which serves as a sort of highway connecting different places that they favour. Having watched them
emerge, runs around and renewer this wood I tired to imagine what it would be like for them climbing out the
gulley, with the fields beyond. Light splashed down through the branches as they hesitate on the edge of the trees
with the buck closely pursuing the doe.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 594
Artwork 2 Title: Inshore fishermen
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 91.1 X 70.2 X2
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image has been haunting me for years and I have often sketched the oval boat and the
triangular sail.
It has overtones for me of the Biblical story of the miraculous draft of fishes, which is why the shore looks so arid.
But it is also a response to the red of the sail and the blue of the water.

The underwater fish suggested themselves to me while i was painting the water. I think they may feature by them
selves one of these days.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 594
Artwork 3 Title: Orpheus and Eurydice
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 102 X 76 X 2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The story of Orpheus has always appealed to me because of the way his pride in his art - he
could charm the animals - as I have painted in another picture - led to the hubris of his entering the underworld to
try to recover the lost love of his life.

Because the story is so ancient I imagined him as a sort of Minoan figure, here looking back as Eurydice gets drawn
back down into the cave.
The steps leading down to the cave entrance suggests that this was some sort of shrine. So his entry must have been
a transgression. And he lost.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 596
Artist Name: Sheila Wallis
Website: www.sheilawallis.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/sheilamwallis
Artist Statement: This selection of work is partly inspired by themes of internal and external conflicts and the
vulnerability and exposure which marks the human condition. My attempt is to give form or expression to these
themes by painting the naked body. Essentially alone, all objects and paraphernalia other than the body and the
surface it rests upon are removed to reveal a naked creature, not the classic ‘nude’
Notes:

Artist ID: 596
Artwork 1 Title: A tolerable likeness of an absent dear one. 2010
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 23x 30 x 1
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 596
Artwork 2 Title: Anastrophe 2019
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 152 x 122 x 5
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 596
Artwork 3 Title: Study of Pavel
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 20 x 16 x 05
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on mylar
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 597
Artist Name: Alison Gargett
Website: alisonartshop.com
IG: Alison Gargett Artist
Artist Statement: I am a self-taught artist living in Durham City in the North East of England.

Recently I have concentrated full time on my artwork normally taking my inspiration from vivid and vibrant colours.
My aim is to create a memorable, visual experience. This theme is applied to my abstract work and to my floral and
other subjects. I usually work in acrylics, with added mixed media but I like to use household paints to enhance
texture, although I also use oils at times and various mixes of both.

The creation of my art is very much a physical experience. I work intensely over a prolonged period of time until I
am happy with stage one of my work. I apply splashes, flicks and drips but I rarely use a paintbrush preferring palette
knives, and screwdrivers, scrapers and anything else that may come to hand during painting.

Inspiration comes from my life in general, what I see and how I feel.
Notes:

Artist ID: 597
Artwork 1 Title: War Games
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 90x90x2.5 cms
Artwork 1 Medium: Painting in General Household Paints
Artwork 1 Commentary: Working in black and white is very rare for me. I usually cannot escape painting in bold
colours. This painting, however, has been a revelation to me. I so enjoyed the experience and the result is powerful
to me. I continue to experiment in style and materials. The name portrays what I personally see in the painting.
Others see quite different things. I usually do not tell viewers what the name is so as not to distract what they see.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 597
Artwork 2 Title: Money Tree
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x100x 2.5 cms
Artwork 2 Medium: Painting - Household Paints
Artwork 2 Commentary: Money Tree was an exercise to draw me away from colour. I decided to paint in the grey,
black and gold which I believe would compliment each other with the black bringing the other two colours to life.
The subject of the painting has been taken from the saying 'Money Does Not Grow on Trees'. A saying parents used
to say to children when money was scarce. This tree is laden with gold that drops off the tree so easily to give 'Rich
Pickings'. Dreaming of picking up money that had fallen from the trees was a very enjoyable recurring dream!
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 597
Artwork 3 Title: Gum Tree
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 90x90x2.5cms
Artwork 3 Medium: Painting - Household Paints
Artwork 3 Commentary: Using Household paints is fun. It gives another dimension to my work. Being a self taught
artist I am still experimenting with mediums. Also I find this paint helps paint on paint and creates a thick and lush
texture when dry.

Gum Tree is one of my favourite abstracts. Even people who say they do not understand abstraction are happy to
discuss this painting and often with enthusiasm. The pink bubbly gum colour also is intended to be an attraction
good or bad! Personally I think it works well and I am very happy with the result.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 599
Artist Name: Felicity Taylor
Website:
IG: @fizzil
Artist Statement: Felicity is a London born and based artist. She trained in surface design at LCC specialising in screen
printing and then studied Material Futures at CSM. Her practice includes drawing, painting and printmaking. The
combination of imagery and graphics in her pieces is often confrontational and challenging. This is how she responds
to issues that affect her in contemporary culture or society particularly those involving women, minorities and
mental health issues.
Notes:

Artist ID: 599
Artwork 1 Title: Pussy Bites Back
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 20x22x1
Artwork 1 Medium: Etching on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: This was my response to the recent proliferation of misogynistic and anti-female rhetoric
which has been evident in public life and the media. Women are not accepting this kind of treatment any more and
the outspoken efforts by individuals and collective movements to draw attention and seek redress is what inspired
this piece. I chose a traditional medium to express this and a combination of subtle, low-key tone and line to create a
calm visual which makes the confrontational message more effective when it hits the viewer.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 599
Artwork 2 Title: Head Girl
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42x29x1
Artwork 2 Medium: acrylic on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 599
Artwork 3 Title: Tom For Leader
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42x29x1
Artwork 3 Medium: posca pen on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 600
Artist Name: Catherine Rive
Website: www.cathrive@tiscali.co.uk
IG: catherine_rive
Artist Statement: Perhaps the country only existed in its maps, in which case the traveller created the territroy as he
walked through it'

A Walk through H, Peter Greenaway

Within the process of painting I am interested in the physicality of the paint, building layers of marks, colours and
gestures. My work is physical I work on the wall and floor through a process of pouring, dripping, layering. The
accidents, surprises the unintended marks deviate from the initial starting point taking me on a journey of discovery
never arriving where I intended, to begin again.
Notes:

Artist ID: 600
Artwork 1 Title: Found Map 3 Leaf Series
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41 x 41 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Board
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 600
Artwork 2 Title: Found Map 7 Leaf Series
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 76 x 76 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 600
Artwork 3 Title: Found Map 14 Leaf Series
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 102 x 102 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 601
Artist Name: Mary-Maxence GORNIKOWSKI
Website: http://www.mary-maxencegornikowski.com/
IG: @mmg_artiste
Artist Statement: "So little by little, I felt embarrassed to paint a similar object, because about an object, a single
object, I was embarrassed by the infinite multitude of other coexisting objects. You can’t think of anything at all; you
have so many things at the same time that the possibility of cashing is vanishing.
So I tried to reach a free expression."

- Nicolas de Staël
Notes:

Artist ID: 601
Artwork 1 Title: Anton 121119-4
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42 x 29,7
Artwork 1 Medium: Graphite on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: Abstractfiguration / Figurativeabstraction

or

é–“ (ma) the japanese aesthetic
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 601
Artwork 2 Title: Marion 131118-1
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 42 x 29,7
Artwork 2 Medium: Nib with ink on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Abstractfiguration / Figurativeabstraction

or

é–“ (ma) the japanese aesthetic
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 601
Artwork 3 Title: Margot 060318
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42 x 29,7
Artwork 3 Medium: Charcoal on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Abstractfiguration / Figurativeabstraction

or

é–“ (ma) the japanese aesthetic
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 602
Artist Name: chinwe russell
Website: http://www.chinwerussell.com
IG: @chinwerussellart
Artist Statement: My work is inspired by history and the narrative.
I am fascinated by the past and how it has shaped our present.
I paint my version of history; not the way it happened, but how I imagine it could have happened.
Who am I to judge what happened in the past? I was not there present, so I paint the story as my mind imagines it. I
like to challenge and confront. Life is full of mysteries, who am I to judge but to comment? Painting is my therapy, an
expression of my world view. In times of great emotion, painting frees my soul.

I get excited by a blank canvas, who knows what stories it holds for me. How will this end? How will it begin?
My brush has a mind of its own. I create the images it wills me to. My hand and brush work as one, in conspiracy
against me.

I plan a painting, but the result is a stranger to me. This leads me to discover my own work the way you do and stare
in amazement at the story before me. Painting is my writing and there is a lot to say.
Notes:

Artist ID: 602
Artwork 1 Title: The Fon tribe
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 160x110
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: Tapestry style work
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 602
Artwork 2 Title: The Tuaregs
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 160x110cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Tapestry style work
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 602
Artwork 3 Title: Maasai Tribe
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 160x110cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: Tapestry style work
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 603
Artist Name: Zoe Wanless
Website:
IG:
Artist Statement: I use freehand machine embroidery using complementary threads on recycled materials. I typically
want to represent the beauty of the world around me. I am currently focusing on portraiture with subliminal
messages based around current society, analysing agency and its relationship to cultural construction. My true love
is textile art and I discovered this through addressing environmental issues and trying to prevent waste. I live at
Porthcothan Bay and have been horrified by the plastic and waste products being washed up on the beaches. To
help save my home and the world’s environment, my work uses materials, threads, frames and clothes sourced in
vintage shops to help prevent further damage to the environment. To help develop my artistic skills and exposure I
am in the third year at Loughborough University, which is a leading Fine Art course in the UK. My practice is just
starting, however, I am already having impact due to the publicity my work is getting through awards, such as the
Attenborough award and having my work showcased at The New Walk Museum Leicestershire, which brings
attention to the subject of my work.
Notes:

Artist ID: 603
Artwork 1 Title: Lost in Thought
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41cm x 53cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Freehand machine embroidery on a layer of sustainable cotton fabric on a layer of muslin.
Artwork 1 Commentary: This is a self portrait in stitch. I used freehand machine embroidery on a layer of sustainable
cotton fabric with a layer of muslin and threads found in vintage shops in my local area. This provides a low carbon
footprint by recycling materials that would otherwise go to landfill or be destroyed which releases dangerous
emissions, alongside supporting local charities and local environments.

The portrait is questioning how identity is formed and how much agency it has within a culturally constructed
society suggested through the upper half of the face (brain and eyes) being missing.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 603
Artwork 2 Title: Final Freedom
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100cm x 135cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Textiles. Freehand machine embroidered portrait and butterflies on a velvet jacket.
Artwork 2 Commentary: This is a self portrait in stitch with religious iconography through a halo on a rich red velvet
dinner jacket with embroidered freehand butterflies drifting into free space. The work is the power of realising
agency by becoming your own authority by acting beyond culturally constructed norms towards what is right. I used
freehand machine embroidery for the butterflies and portrait which is on a layer of sustainable bright patterned
cotton fabric with threads. The jacket, material and threads were found in vintage shops in my local area. This
provides a low carbon footprint by recycling materials that would otherwise go to landfill or be destroyed which
releases dangerous emissions, alongside supporting local charities and local environments.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 603
Artwork 3 Title: The Authority of Norms
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 41cm x 53cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Freehand machine embroidery on a layer of sustainable cotton fabric with a layer of muslin.
Artwork 3 Commentary: A portrait of Jesus in stitch. It is a piece that was analysing the historical contexts on social
norms and cultural construction, Jesus is the representation of one authority whose opinions stem down through
centuries that still influence these social structures. I used freehand machine embroidery on a layer of sustainable
cotton fabric with a layer of muslin and rich coloured threads found in vintage shops in my local area. This provides a
low carbon footprint by recycling materials that would otherwise go to landfill or be destroyed which releases
dangerous emissions, alongside supporting local charities and local environments.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 605
Artist Name: Ilenia ( IllyM) Madaro
Website: www.illyseyes.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/illyseyes/
Artist Statement: I paint mainly portraits in watercolour and I find this utterly magical. Its transparency, the rapid
execution without any hesitancy, the consequent spontaneity, the lack of total control, and the fact that you must
accept the mistakes as part of the process make it something unique, and it is in these features that I find great
beauty.
In some way I can say that this reflects myself and my way of being: spontaneous , immediate, with no filters. Most
of the characters I paint are fruit of my own mind, and I always try to bring out their soul and their own story
through their eyes.
they are part of my imaginary world, the only place with no limits, where I feel comfortable losing myself with no
fear or dread.

IllyM
Notes:

Artist ID: 605
Artwork 1 Title: Burning Nature
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59,4 cm x 42,0 cm x 0,1 mm
Artwork 1 Medium: Watercolour on paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting is inspired by climate change issues and the urgency to deal with it.
In this painting I symbolised the Nature through a beautiful, gentle, pure, pale, woman, like a human tree, who
needs protecting. All around, the surrounding environment is burning. Abstract red, brown and yellow tones
represent the fire.
I painted it following the recent huge fire which hardly affected Australia and its animals.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 605
Artwork 2 Title: Lost somewhere in my mind
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59,4 cm x 42,0 cm x 0,1 mm
Artwork 2 Medium: watercolour on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: The only place where you can feel yourself truly free is your mind. Nobody can hear your
thoughts, you are fragile, but can free your self without any fear.

When I get lost inside my mind

No wall to bind myself

No doors to lock me in

Running

Free
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 605

Artist ID: 605
Artwork 3 Title: Standing Alone
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 76,2 cm x 57 cm x 0,1 mm
Artwork 3 Medium: watercolour on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Don't be afraid of standing alone.

It celebrates individuality and embraces the idea that in order to live, we must not follow, but lead ourselves.
Have the courage to walk alone, where your example is yourself.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 606
Artist Name: Scott Kelly
Website: www.scottandbenorbenandscott.com/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/scottconradkelly/
Artist Statement: We start with the idea. You know, the conceptual bit. Then we work with whatever technique or
material works best. This is an enjoyable part of the process but - tends to always involve a vertical learning curve.
Our work is varied as a result. However, there is a common thread: unexpected perspectives on ordinary things.
Often playful, always thought-provoking.
Notes:

Artist ID: 606
Artwork 1 Title: Searching for Meaning... Monet
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 59.4 x 84.1
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital print on Giclee Hahnemuhle Photorag paper
Artwork 1 Commentary: When we want to see something - anything - we turn to Google Images.

How do they cope with the avalanche of searches? With an efficient technique called ‘lazy loading’. Scroll quickly to
see it in action. Blocks of colours, placeholders, represent the dominant colour of each image. Images load when you
want to see them, never before.

We find it endlessly fascinating that interrupting this process allows us to uncover the essence of anything.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 606
Artwork 2 Title: Searching for Meaning... Giraffe
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59.4 x 84.1
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital print on Giclee Hahnemuhle Photorag paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: When we want to see something - anything - we turn to Google Images.

How do they cope with the avalanche of searches? With an efficient technique called ‘lazy loading’. Scroll quickly to
see it in action. Blocks of colours, placeholders, represent the dominant colour of each image. Images load when you
want to see them, never before.

We find it endlessly fascinating that interrupting this process allows us to uncover the essence of anything.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 606
Artwork 3 Title: Searching for Meaning... Cocaine
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 59.4 x 84.1
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital print on Giclee Hahnemuhle Photorag paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: When we want to see something - anything - we turn to Google Images.

How do they cope with the avalanche of searches? With an efficient technique called ‘lazy loading’. Scroll quickly to
see it in action. Blocks of colours, placeholders, represent the dominant colour of each image. Images load when you
want to see them, never before.

We find it endlessly fascinating that interrupting this process allows us to uncover the essence of anything.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 608
Artist Name: Iris Chu
Website: None
IG: @iirischu
Artist Statement: Iris Chu is a self-taught artist, whose works raging from visualising the innate desires, fears and
hope of the humankind, shown in the imagery world and characters in her paintings, to spreading body positivity as
a feminist, and support to the LGBTQ community as well.

Her most frequent use of medium consists of acrylic paint and objects that encapsulates the paradox of the
imagination and reality. She also enjoys being an amateur photographer and jazz pianist.
Notes:

Artist ID: 608
Artwork 1 Title: The chair in a room
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 41 X 31 X 2
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic paint, Marker, Remains of palette knife ( the black objects on the bottom part of the
painting )
Artwork 1 Commentary: This painting conveys the anxiety and anguish of choice in life, during a period of time that
the artist struggled and had serval mental broke-downs, due to the passing of her Aunt, and faced major failures in
her career, by her poor choices, that made her experienced grief, depression and loss of direction in life.

What’s more, the artist was scared to make risky choices in life, even mere choices, in hopes of numbing and
minimising her pain and regrets. However, being inspired by the great philosopher Jean-Paul Satre, who thinks the
act of not making choices in life equals to denying basic human freedom, that dampens the anxiety of being, and
even may destroy the potential self. Upon this epiphany, the artist decided to harness anguish of human freedom in
this chaotic world.

In the painting, the artist invites the audience to look into her struggling state of mind- in a room of flames,
repeating arrows, signs, irrational shapes, and the artist as the distorted chair itself looking around in panic. It
represents her own world-as well as the outer world, in total absurdity and chaos. The repetition of signs and
irregular lines, reflect the infinite options, combinations of choices we made, make, or will be made in our lifetime.

With its overwhelming colour and shape, the upper and lower part of the chair ( artist )‘s expression is paranoid and
anxious in her room of thoughts. While unable to move, is afraid whether the paths she chose, or choose, will lead to
her downfall in life again. In such a distorted time and space, the anxiety and anguish of choice trapped the chair in
the room, that may result in the loss of self identity and reality.

The painting only doesn’t illustrates her personal demons and turbulent mentality, but also invites the audience to
evoke intimate memories, reflect on their way of choices in life, and whether is there an appropriate mentality, as
Sartre called it, to make bold choices and persevere through chaos.

With its overwhelming colour and shape, the upper and lower part of the chair ( artist )‘s expression is paranoid and
anxious in her room of thoughts. While unable to move, is afraid whether the paths she chose, or choose, will lead to
her downfall in life again. In such a distorted time and space, the anxiety and anguish of choice trapped the chair in
the room, that may result in the loss of self identity and reality.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 608

Artist ID: 608
Artwork 2 Title: The Rejoice of Sins
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30 X 40 X 2
Artwork 2 Medium: Acrylic paint
Artwork 2 Commentary: The painting delves deep to the negative complexity of the artist’s mind- the seven deadly
sins represented by the seven imaginary creatures with whimsical and amused complexion, in a world consisting of
irregular shapes and irrationality.

Growing up in a rich Christian household, and got rejected by her parents upon coming out as bisexual, and her
greed betrayed her to confession through this intimate painting. the artist exposes her vulnerability, hurt and guilt in
committing the seven sins, especially lust and greed, through the complex lines, distorted shapes and quick, violent
brush strokes.

Yet, the seven sins (creatures ) are hard to differentiate from one another, even the biggest one at the top left
corner. What’s more, as the title suggests, some of them seemed to be having fun with their playful faces. Thus, this
complicated painting keeps the audience engaged in one simple question: What is, and how do we define a sin in
life? Can we all be sinners? Are moving on from those sins a gateway to spiritual liberation that deserves to be
celebrated?
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 608

Artist ID: 608
Artwork 3 Title: The Rebirth of Logic
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 41 X 51 X 2
Artwork 3 Medium: Acrylic paint, soft pastels, markers, coagulation of tube paint
Artwork 3 Commentary: The painting explores the distorted reality where the human psyche emotion and logic
clashes. As a free-spirit, emotionally driven and highly sensitive person, the artist has been betrayed, emotionally
abused by different people, and suffered a lot mentally trying to cope with the reality, where the society emphasises
on logic and reason, functions in rules, and dismisses emotions as invalid and vulnerable. At a certain point, the artist
was anxious to face her true feelings to avoid being hurt and depressed, desperate to adapt a logical and nonchalant
mentality to life, which she is entirely not.

Nonetheless, the Artist realised her sensitivity and intuition is her greatest gift, and should not be looked down upon
or feel dissatisfied about, even if it means she will be more likely to suffer mentally in the long run. Thus. she is
content with her soul guided by the heart entirely instead of the head, and won’t change the way she is. Confidently,
she ( the duck and whale) killed the fish ( urge to alter oneself to be entirely logical ) while bleeding inside, showing
that one must sacrifice a part of oneself to exchange, or to achieve sanity, allowing the true self to manifest. In fact,
logic ISN’T entirely dead, more like the “Rebirth of Logicâ€•, as the title suggests, the Artist eventually adopted a
new logic, the logic of perceiving and thriving in a world guided by the heart ,and is at ease with it even in disorder
and irrationality.

To reinforce the subject matter, the painting illustrates a very chaotic alternate reality, where the creatures, space
and movement defy the laws of logic. It is particular emphasised through a whale glued to a bleeding green duck, in
a clash of the fish with numerous eyes on a cliff, saying “ Logic is deadâ€•. In addition, objects and various mediums
are deliberately used in the painting, such as coagulation of tube paints as eyes of the creature resting inside of the
duck.

Thus, the juxtaposing painting showcases the importance of constructing a proper “logicâ€• system for everyone,
despite opposition from the outside voices, and even voices in our heads, hearts. Also, it asks audience to reflect on
their own mentality and way of life, while inviting them to re-consider the logic and emotion in the human world.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 608

Artist ID: 609
Artist Name: Lena Kibbler
Website: LKHomeArt.com
IG: Lena Kibbler
Artist Statement: I have retired from full time employment to concentrate on my own style of artwork.I see the
mixture of medium as a challenge and feel the contrast between them enhances my techniques and attention to
detail.I am inspired by nature and natural form and like my work to be colourful and make a strong visual impact.My
specialism at university was printed textiles and I like to incorporate pattern and texture into my work.
I like my work to be observed in close scrutiny as there are elements that can not be seen from a distance and this
can stimulate a conversation and greater interest in this type of art form.
Notes:

Artist ID: 609
Artwork 1 Title: Chameleon
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 69cm x 61cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Mixed medium
Artwork 1 Commentary: Chameleon has a base of water powder paint that has been allowed to create it own mix on
cartridge paper.I chose greens as a colour because it is associated with renewal,nature and the environment.The
start of a new cycle.
The idea is to have the chameleon blend in with the background.It is noted for its camouflage ability and I tried to
depict this in my painting by using white ink for the surface work.
I pushed the contrast of the loose flowing to a certain extent uncontrollable background to the pen and ink drawing
on top which is controlled and precise.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 609
Artwork 2 Title: Koi Pool 3
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 59cm x 43cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Mixed medium
Artwork 2 Commentary: This piece was inspired by Oriental flora and fauna.I like the twisting in the body of this type
of fish and the delicate fins.I also feel my style suits the transparent qualities of the subject.The addition of bubbles
create movement and give life to the painting.
Having the bright colours gives a strong contrast and help the objects have realism .It was a challenge to create the
colours within the fish as the medium has a mind of its own.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 609
Artwork 3 Title: Turtles
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 64cm x64cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Mixed medium
Artwork 3 Commentary: This painting evolved from life under the sea.The pattern and colours of the large turtles
gave me inspiration and knowing the impact of today’s plastic pollution these creatures are in jeopardy and we must
love the beauty that is around us so having it in an art form is one way of ensuring this.
I like to mix animals and plants and the seaweed is a beautiful addition to content of the painting.
I chose to have the deep blue of the ocean and the use of dry paint on the wet paper gave an additional texture to
the piece.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 610
Artist Name: Allan J Robertson
Website: allanjrobertson.com
IG: robertsonallanj
Artist Statement: Currently, my principle artistic interest is in architectural structures in the landscape. Recent works
have reflected notions of journeys undertaken to distant shores. I'm fascinated particularly in the traces of human
activity etched on the wilderness. My work focuses on ‘the ruin', in particular on piers and bridges whose usage has
undergone a transformation over the passage of time. My aim is to create an atmospheric, emotional and engaging
theme. To offer the viewer a space to daydream, muse or evoke a distant memory.

My initial preparation consists of onsite research both of the specific structures and their surrounding areas. I’ll
research historic sources both text and image, as well as utilising my own sketches and photography. I move
between abstract/representational, accidental/intentional and constructive/destructive approaches to image
making. Layering the colours of paint on the surface, then rubbing back, scratching into, layering again, are just some
of the processes that make a piece.
Notes:

Artist ID: 610
Artwork 1 Title: The Red Block
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 74 x 94 x 4
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 610
Artwork 2 Title: Arrival
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80 x 83 x 5
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 610
Artwork 3 Title: Reflection
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 84 x 133 x 4
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 611
Artist Name: Louise Jannetta
Website: lajannetta.com
IG: lajannetta
Artist Statement: Taking the subversive as a starting point I examine the undercurrent of subconscious confusion
that appears to inadvertently hold sway over our perception. It is unexamined emotions that appear to trigger
irrational reactions that vindicate themselves with a rational of their own. Toying with our fears and desires images
can twist the intellect into wonderfully contorted positions and situations, to embellish, embroil and immerse us in
alternative realities. The subjective reality of individuals’ imagination transmutes anxieties, aspirations and desires
into a resource of personal dream like mythological fairy tales. Here the synaptic stimulants provide a potential for
drama, erotica or safe terror that will always be more enticing than any rational scenario.
This fiction has been aided and abetted by the plethora of synesthetic stimulants provided by commercialism, in
advertising, art, photography and cinema, to the extent that we can no longer be content with the normality of the
quotidian. Experiential stimulants are the new tourism and a heightened emotional state is part of the expectation.
Like a drug, the endorphin rush is deeply desired in our new distorted reality.
My painting pays homage to photography, cinema and the theoretical criticism that has developed around these
disciplines. Barthes, Mulvey and Deleuze are just a few of the scholars who have provided the insights to allow me to
present images that can consider and extrapolate extended meaning via these theories. Time becomes wrapped into
an image that refers to still and moving photography and protagonists are offered as humorous stereotypes.
Notes:

Artist ID: 611
Artwork 1 Title: Nocturnal Carnival
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 300 x 400x 30
Artwork 1 Medium: oil painting on loose canvas that is made into a curtain
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inducing vicariously stimulated emotions the painting uses historical reference (The Raft of
the Medusa) and the evoked cinematic still to present an image that appears to cascade past the viewer with the
threat that the black out of a blink would wipe out the event.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 611
Artwork 2 Title: Telamon
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 150x50x5
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil painting on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: Beautiful but mildly threatening the spectre of a telamon is caught in the perpetual loop of
a potentially repeating image. Time is blurred and pulsates along with the line and colour of the image.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 611
Artwork 3 Title: Monkey Toes
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 40x44x3
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: A humorous reference to humans animalistic attributes.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 612
Artist Name: Laura Heinonen
Website: www.lauraheinonen.com
IG: @sixeyedcat
Artist Statement: I am a painter and printmaker from Helsinki, interested in environmental changes and our
relationship with nature. I often use organic materials, such as animal and plant matter to create my works. My
attempt is merge paint and organic material into landscapes, in other words, to depict nature allowing the subject
itself to take part in the formation of the image and letting it speak through my work.

Fur as a material, is loaded with meanings, and reflects on ethical issues of how we treat nature as well as our
consumerist habits. The Furscapes series was begun at the Salmela Art Centre Young Artists' Residency. In these
paintings, fur has camouflaged itself into the landscape, hardly noticeable on first inspection. This camouflage
reflects our lack of ability to understand the complex chain connecting our material usage and the consequent
impact on the environment. The materials are sourced ethically, as recycled scraps from vintage coats.

In my work, organic material also acts as sensory stimulus and are a way for me to release the viewer from the
dullness of the daily stream of digital images we are subjected to. Paint and living materials become palpable and
thus evoke the same sensory experience found in nature.
Notes:

Artist ID: 612
Artwork 1 Title: Furscapes I
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 25x31cm
Artwork 1 Medium: oil and organic matter on board.
Artwork 1 Commentary: Rabbit fur landscape
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 612
Artwork 2 Title: Furscapes II
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 22x30cm
Artwork 2 Medium: oil and organic matter on board.
Artwork 2 Commentary: Rabbit fur landscape
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 612
Artwork 3 Title: Furscapes VI
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 26x33cm
Artwork 3 Medium: oil and organic matter on board.
Artwork 3 Commentary: wolf fur landscape
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 613
Artist Name: Niki Soroli
Website: www.nikisoroli.com (in progress)
IG: @niki.soroli
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 613
Artwork 1 Title: bridging the gaps
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 135x110x0.5
Artwork 1 Medium: Acrylic and gouache on handmade paper and woven wool and acrylic parts
Artwork 1 Commentary: https://www.instagram.com/p/B5-gKeVnDVa/
https://www.instagram.com/p/B7YdJB7nMJe/
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 613
Artwork 2 Title: Bridge I
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x110x0.5
Artwork 2 Medium: Cotton, synthetic fabric, jute, wool and invisible thread on paper
Artwork 2 Commentary: Work in progress
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 613
Artwork 3 Title: Bridge II
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60x110x0.5
Artwork 3 Medium: Cotton, synthetic fabric, jute, wool and invisible thread on paper
Artwork 3 Commentary: Work in progress
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 614
Artist Name: Jana Rinchenbachova
Website: www.rinchenbachova.com
IG: jana.rinchenbachova
Artist Statement: Jana's artworks comprise topics like interactive real-time installations and the relationship
between nature and artificiality. The presence of the viewers and the uniqueness of every moment are very
important to her.
Notes:

Artist ID: 614
Artwork 1 Title: Waving Memories
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 220 x diameter 35 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Digital Art - Installation
Artwork 1 Commentary: Inviting the visitors to take a look inside of the driftwood’s soul, that travelled thousands of
kilometres through the north pole and landed on the beach of Iceland, I am bringing back the log in the vertical
position, as when it used to be a tree growing in the forests of Siberia. This time the vertical experience is different, it
carries the long memory of the ice and the ocean. I depict the tree’s heart by bioluminescent ocean algae - every
beat pictures a glowing three-dimensional wave. Slow descending and ascending in waving movement brings the
magic of the non-repeatable present moment, because the algae create every second a different glowing 3D image.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 614
Artwork 2 Title: Whirling Ephemerality
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 259 x 243,8 x 605,8 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Art Real-Time Installation
Artwork 2 Commentary: Whirling Ephemerality is a real-time installation where I recreate a whirlwind. The
movement of the whirlwind is controlled in real time by the changes of air pressure at the nearest weather station.
With a bit of exaggeration, one can say that the installation is commanded by the air itself, and it remains mysterious
what happens in the next second. Standing in contrast with the industrial container, the feathers represent
transience and freedom, and humankind’s unfulfilled dream of unassisted flight. The whirlwind of feathers
symbolizes the uncontrollability of nature, and the smallness of human beings.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 614
Artwork 3 Title: Quaking Perception
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60 x 80 x 170 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Digital Art Real-Time Installation
Artwork 3 Commentary: A bathtub, an object from daily life represents a human messure, standing as a symbol of
pleasure, quiet moment or escape from the stress of everydayness.. Traditional sculptor's clay is rarely seen in the
exhibition space. It serves for producing artworks, mostly for creating positive forms and afterwards it is recycled.
Therefore clay stands for an invisible material and represents direct link to a remote event. The decision of choosing
a seismic station on the other side of the world, in the place with almost no human touch comes among others from
the idea of bringing on the surface something hidden in the deep ocean and observing the impact of its introduction
to daily life.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 617
Artist Name: HUGO BARRY-CASADEMUNT
Website: @hu.g.ohenr.i
IG: @hu.g.ohenr.i
Artist Statement: In recent works I have chosen to explore the major themes behind gender stereotypes through
portraiture, using a variety of applied medium ranging from charcoal to oil paints, in each looking for new, personal
ways to apply them. I usually prefer to work on a relatively large scale because I feel it gives me more freedom and it
allows me to leave a more powerful and pounding mark on my audience in that the way I paint and the process of
production becomes a more obvious part of the artwork. Despite this, recently I have begun to explore a more
diverse range of media, using pottery, photography and textiles to produce pieces of conceptual art that carry
personal and (what I hope are) meaningful messages that resonate with the audience. Despite making my work with
intention of carrying a philosophy or message, I prefer not to tell the public what the work is about as I feel it only
places boundaries on what it could be and deprives the audience of a more personal experience with it. I recently
completed my GCSE art in the summer of 2019 and am currently in my first year of A level art.
Notes:

Artist ID: 617
Artwork 1 Title: Sit
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 120x150
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: The chair in the centre of this image is deeply significant for my family, it's a piece of
furniture that has been in the family for three generations. My grandma used to sit on it when she would repair our
broken clothes or make us new ones and now my mother sits on it when she works from home. In this way the chair
has been used as an anchor from which the care of a mother has stemmed, and still it seeps through generations,
assuming the same role each time.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 617
Artwork 2 Title: "Untitled_3"
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100x100
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil Paint on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: The third painting in a series of 4 portraits of my brother.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 617
Artwork 3 Title: A projection, reflection and subliminal rejection
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 190cm x 160cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil Paint on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 619
Artist Name: Jason Bernard
Website: www.jasonbbernard.eu
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jasonbbernard/
Artist Statement: My work encompasses various media, including the use of, neon signage, light boxes, books /
booklets, installation, short films and ephemera. The aim is to generate a compelling narrative around work based
on political and humanist issues, to explore and dissect our innate understanding of subjects portrayed, and to
promote dialogue.

The power of language and words are intrinsic to my artworks, in that they can trigger powerful emotional or
metaphysical responses and take the viewer or reader on a trajectory of increasing questioning and to further
analyse often erroneous printed or electronic media. To further understand the intricacies of concepts, shine a light
on a plethora of subjects from a totally new perspective and to question at every opportunity what is visually
presented.

I am committed to producing work that is inclusive + accessible, and explores ‘otherness’, human behaviour, and
our individual or collective ideologies.
Notes:

Artist ID: 619
Artwork 1 Title: 6 x 8 x 10
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 172 cm x 90 cm x 28 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Powder Coated Steel Filing Cabinet with, 48-pull out drawers + 48 embossed plastic plaques
Artwork 1 Commentary: 6 x 8 x 10 aims to discuss the supermax Prison system in the United States, it's concept as a
form of penal punishment, and it's psychological effects on inmates. Each drawer represents one of the 48 US states
(this is of course subject to change) that possess a supermax prison or supermax wings or sections, with other parts
of the facility under lesser security measures.

The 6 x 8 x 10 (in feet) represents the average size of an individual cell - one that is solely furnished with functional
furniture, as opposed to the possibility of comfort.

"A supermax is a stand-alone unit or part of another facility and is designated for violent or disruptive inmates. It
typically involves up to 23-hour-per-day, single-cell confinement for an indefinite period of time. Inmates in
supermax housing have minimal contact with staff and other inmates".

This piece is monolithic and utterly foreboding in its structure (esp. in a gallery setting), and functions as an
admonitory to our understanding of punitive laws intended to rehabilitate or solely to discipline the inmate. Each
drawer represents a kind-of metaphorical filing-away of the individual, left to contemplate their transgression. They
are also represented by a single word (an embossed plastic plaque) that conjures up the physical and mental decline
of the occupant. Each plaque could be considered a memorial, or museum description.

The psychological effects of confinement are profound, apart from constant surveillance, the prisoners can be
subjected to physical and verbal abuse, (supermax administrators and correctional officers have ample authority to
punish and manage inmates, without outside review or prisoner grievance systems.). As well as a segregated
exercise yard, (often for just one hour a day), almost all forms of communication are removed and human contact
eliminated, the resultant mental and physical decline is palpable, often leading to psychosis, or suicide-ideation. The
cells are thus akin to a repeated journey into self-analysis, extreme separation anxiety and self-punishment, a human
mind encased not within the body, but within the walls, floors and ceilings themselves.

“One of the first signs of the beginning of understanding is the wish to die. This life appears unbearable, another
unattainable. One is no longer ashamed of wanting to die; one asks to be moved from the old cell, which one hates,
to a new one, which one will only in time come to hate. In this there is also a residue of belief that during the move
the master will chance to come along the corridor, look at the prisoner and say: "This man is not to be locked up
again, He is to come with me.â€•

- Franz Kafka

We must no longer be spectators to an unseen atrocity, but architects of liberty, education and rehabilitation, with a
full understanding of what is correct, fair and human in deciding punitive measures (with a truer interpretation of,
punishment as retribution or punishment as example): without segregation, fear of violence, declining mental and /
or physical health, and ultimately the assumption of freedom and respect.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 619

Artist ID: 619
Artwork 2 Title: Garden of Eden
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 15 cm x 33.5 cm x 19.3 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Glass Vials / Perspex / LED Lighting
Artwork 2 Commentary: "And out of the ground made the Lord God to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight,
and good for food; the tree of life also in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledge of good and evil.â€•

â€”â€‰Genesis 2:9

Garden of Eden is a comment on the availability of life saving, or life enhancing medications that have been revoked
by health care systems due to their expense. The piece refers to the Biblical, “garden of Godâ€•, where according to
some religious texts is a paradisaical abode of the immortals, where sickness and death were unknown. Although the
hypothesis is one of legend, our physical health is in a constant state of flux due to the inherent rapacity of, Big
Pharma a controlling other, that yields effective medications for terminal or chronic illnesses at a cost. These costs
are often unacceptable or unobtainable and therefore patients are denied treatment.

Each Vial represents a certain medication, and the usage of words is coherent in it’s idealism. Words that almost
conjure up magic potions or elixirs for the mind, body and spirit. Without the inherent greed of Pharmaceutical
companies, innumerable diseases could be treated effectively, and their availability would not come into question.
The morality of business over nurture, is by its own definition cynical and unjust.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 619

Artist ID: 619
Artwork 3 Title: Alienation
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 5 ft. x 41 cm x 10 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Neon sign. Perspex
Artwork 3 Commentary: AlienationÂ was the result of a mail-art project. The project entitled, "how do you create a
terrorist?", consisted of 10 A6 postcards. Each card had a single word printed, with the instruction , "please send
back one card that most conveys your response to the question - The response will be incorporated into one final
artwork." The words utilised were: Alienation, Coercion, Ennui, Heritage, Oppression, Politics, Poverty, Psychology,
Religion, and Vulnerability. The overwhelming response was the card printed with the word Alienation.

The intended purpose of this exercise or project, was to garner personal opinion, rather than factual knowledge.
Terrorism is a highly emotive and enduring subject, one of utter complexity and myriad causes. Each word can be
held as a truth, or emotional response, as there are no right-or-wrong answers. Personal reasons for committing
such acts, whether through polemical, ideological or propagandist beliefs can be as individual as any other facets of
our lives.

The use of a Neon sign as the concluding piece, is suggestive of retail outlets, public signage and advertising, glowing
in a nightly scene of attention grabbing almost autocratic superficiality. A sign of decadence, but also of warning,
hence the use of red neon. Even the font used, states a sense of levity, exposing our growing sense of banality
towards some aspects of terrorist atrocity. A creeping sense of news apathy descends, rendering each incident as
mundane as the next.

The pejorative connotations of the word terrorism can be summed up in theÂ aphorism,;

"One man's terrorist is another man's freedom fighter"
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 619

Artist ID: 620
Artist Name: simon klein
Website: simonklein.co.uk
IG: simonklein3
Artist Statement: I have worked as a part-time drawing lecturer whilst developing my practice as a painter since
leaving the Slade school of Art in 1982. Back then, Lawrence Gowing noted that my final show made sense to both
abstract painters such as John Hoyland and figurative painters such as Euan Uglow. The idea that a painting can be
both a thing in the world and a figurative representation was already important to me.

In recent years, I have been drawn to the female figure which has in turn, developed into images of lovers. I have
been married for 40 years so there is an element of auto-relational-biography informing the works. My hope is that
they represent a positive, experience-based representation of the erotic, that is in opposition to the faceless nature
of pornography.

Although I teach drawing from the life-model, my paintings are made from drawings of imagined figures. These
works on paper are gradually developed from imagination and previous, sometimes discarded, paintings.
Occasionally adding colour with pastels and pencils, I work directly from them to make the paintings.
Â¬Â¬
In this group of paintings, I am working from feelings around notions of the artist, model and male gaze; a positive
interrogation from within a traditional trope. My female figures stem from a celebration of the female form and
perceptions of beauty. I work with oil sticks as well as oil paint bringing out the drawn movements of the figures
within the coloured areas of paint.
Notes:

Artist ID: 620
Artwork 1 Title: Artist with his model
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70 x 100 cms
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil paint and oil sticks on canvas,
Artwork 1 Commentary: A man in shirt and tie holds onto a voluptuous and sensual woman. He is painted with
severe, straight lines whereas the female form is made from soft brushstrokes. They are lovers. The painter looks
forwards, his arm weaving around her naked form, hand clutching his brushes whilst she gazes out to the viewer in a
declaration of seductive independence.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 620
Artwork 2 Title: Pyramid builders
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 96 x 95 cms
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil paint and oil sticks on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: A male figure moves forwards through the enraptured movements of two dancers,
symbolising art and life. The female figures are in a celebration of themselves, letting go in the movement of their
own bodies, a recurring theme in my work. In the distance is a pyramid, a sign of the urge to create.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 620
Artwork 3 Title: The male gaze
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 95 x 125 cms
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil paint and oil sticks on canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: With her hands caught behind her back, she looks out at the viewer, away from the man
towards whom her body is twisting. As he looks on in wonder, he is transformed into his own light touched
silhouette. The Male gaze inadvertently and perhaps embarrassingly questions my own fascination with the female
form whilst exposing the viewer to their own desires.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 621
Artist Name: Felicity Prazak
Website: www.artworksfelicityprazak.com
IG: felicityprazak
Artist Statement: I do everything to learn
Notes:

Artist ID: 621
Artwork 1 Title: Pink Shaving Brush
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 350 x 350
Artwork 1 Medium: oil and coloured inks
Artwork 1 Commentary: This artwork is born of the most vibrant flower I have ever seen. Its colloquial is 'shaving
brush' likened to a mans' shaving brush. I have pursued a vibrant and colourful likeness of the flower which flowers
once at night and falls to the ground. It must be captured on canvas.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 621
Artwork 2 Title: pink shaving brush 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 300 x 180
Artwork 2 Medium: oil and fabric paint
Artwork 2 Commentary: This image is an attempt to capture the flower of the plant known colloquially as 'shaving
brush'. Its vibrant shocking pink colour is captivating and totally mesmerizing. the tree flowers once at night before
falling to the ground. Similarly in life, we peak and can never attain this again but as an artist, we can record this
moment.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 621
Artwork 3 Title: fan of life
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 180 x 150
Artwork 3 Medium: oil and fabric paint
Artwork 3 Commentary: This image is exploring the seafan I found on a beach. Its form is made of cells that are so
intricate that no two are the same. I try to capture the movement it would make in the sea on the bottom of the
ocean bed. No two seafans are the same, reflecting to me, no two people have the same DNA its the same in nature
that is a challenge to the artist to capture.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 622
Artist Name: VASILE SORIN GIURGEA
Website: https://www.sorinarts.com/
IG:
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 622
Artwork 1 Title: SELF-PORTRAIT
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70/50 CM
Artwork 1 Medium: MIX OIL AND ACRYLIC
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 622
Artwork 2 Title: THE BATTLE
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 120/100 CM
Artwork 2 Medium: OIL
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 622
Artwork 3 Title: FLAMES
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 60/40 CM
Artwork 3 Medium: OIL
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 628
Artist Name: Breda Stacey
Website: bredastacey.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/bredastacey/?hl=en
Artist Statement: In my work, the world of abstraction encounters the world we live in. I make use of landscape,
nature, familiar stereotypes as starting points for my paintings. I test the familiar, twisting it into the unexpected, the
unrecognisable or the un-understood. My paintings sometimes have a white space or a dark void which implies
unknown places we might look to for new ideas about how we become. Thinking and re-thinking about alternative
zones of encounter and about crossing over thresholds is my on-going research project.

I use oil paint and the stroke of the brush to look over and under the thresholds of abstract painting to see how
meaning and emotional intensity might be produced by a whole series of structural strokes. Dense versus
transparent, light versus dark, and chopped versus continuous brush strokes. The clash or harmony of colours can
spark feelings and emotions. Perceptions of moving forms, and the tensions which emerge, can sometimes create
breaches where new ways of meeting each other, and of thinking about each other as diverse human beings, may be
considered.
Notes:

Artist ID: 628
Artwork 1 Title: Breach.
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 42 x 30 x 1.9 cm.
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Birch Panel
Artwork 1 Commentary: On the left, dense brush strokes account for the structured, the known. Cracks or breaches
appear to the right. A white space floats in or above the middle.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 628
Artwork 2 Title: Infringe.
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 30 x 21 x 1 cm.
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Cotton Paper.
Artwork 2 Commentary: A structured background, is broken down by floating, organic forms.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 628
Artwork 3 Title: Cleft.
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 42 x 30 x 1.9 cm.
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Birch Panel.
Artwork 3 Commentary: Between the brightness and the looming clouds there is a break, a breach, an infringement.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 633
Artist Name: Richard Burger
Website:
IG: @richard_burger
Artist Statement: I paint because it would be inconceivable for me to be an artist without being a painter. My work is
figurative because people and their interaction with the world fascinate me. By necessity therefore, what I do
revolves around portraiture and anthropomorphic landscapes. Sometimes I find the human form necessary for my
work and sometimes a hint of a human presence is more powerful than the actual. Using models and photographs to
paint portraits, interior scenes and altered landscapes, I’m able to bring my own particular take on people and
places. I paint rapidly and instinctively in order to capture the essence of a scene and to keep the freshness of the
moment.
Notes:

Artist ID: 633
Artwork 1 Title: still life with orange towel
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 185*185
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: this is my most recent painting from my beach series of beaches devoid of people but full of
their presence
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 633
Artwork 2 Title: untitled
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 80*110
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on linen
Artwork 2 Commentary: i love interior scenes as we are brought together to commune over a meal / gossip/ watch
jazz. meanwhile things happen that more often than not we never notice, the kitchen the drama of the ensemble
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 633
Artwork 3 Title: Still life with mobile phone
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 61*92
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on board
Artwork 3 Commentary: an ongoing business meeting or a sudden argument and everyone has left ? left your mobile
behind? is the chair still swinging?
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 634
Artist Name: Fiona Hui
Website: www.fionasihui.com
IG: @fiona_sihui
Artist Statement: The subject of my work is the physical and emotional observations of human figures. Inspired by
one of the Buddhist doctrines, the concept of "impermanence" that life is "transient, evanescent, inconstantâ€•. I
document life in its ever-changing state - often seeing my own paintings to be autobiographical at times. I
transfigure memories such as ones that loiter in and out of the mind and from regular interactions to catalytic
moments. To sew new visuals and narratives that are revived to haunt or to present a new opportunity to cherish
and reflect. A celebration of the fleeting. To explore the complexity of the human experience and to question the
integrity of memories and the emotions that sculpts our perspective of them. That the concept of identity,
perception and memories are in constant flux. How I express with paint is a balance of observation and the desire to
break away from technical refinement with chaotic elements. In other words, visual stimuli of the known and
unknown as one.
Notes:

Artist ID: 634
Artwork 1 Title: Rendevous
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 70x70
Artwork 1 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: This piece is about the societal pressures of being approachable and amicable in a public
space. Often women are subjected to the burden of putting on a display of smiling. of The model is seen smiling but
whether her smile is genuine is uncertain. The colours of this piece highlights the contrast between the environment
and the model.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 634
Artwork 2 Title: Dreams of Malaysia
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 40x40
Artwork 2 Medium: Oil on Panel
Artwork 2 Commentary: My work often draws inspiration from memories and how we interpret them. As people find
time can cause memories to become distorted or biased. n my mind I can recall the scenes of childhood vibrantly,
emotionally I can't help but feel the disconnection. I wanted to express the juxtaposition of the emotion of nostalgia
and the disengagement with the present.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 634
Artwork 3 Title: Warmth in Oblivion
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 30x30
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: The inspiration for this piece draws from a simple emotional point. It simply to depict a
couple sharing a tender moment of comfort and safety. Often the remedy of a hard day is a simple embrace in loving
arms, washing away a day's chaos.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 635
Artist Name: Agata ûychliÄska
Website:
IG: https://www.instagram.com/agatazychlinska/
Artist Statement: Since I adopted my beloved dog Negra, I've changed my entire view on the matter of animals and
environment. I feel that people are responsible for providing both natural and artificial habitats for animals.
Unfortunately it seems that we are doing the opposite thing i.e., we destroy nature, as we are guilty of the climate
change, deforestation and pollution. My paintings are reflecting my anger, fear and helplessness about the damages
which were made by us to our and their (animals') home.
Notes:

Artist ID: 635
Artwork 1 Title: Auto-destruction
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 150 cm x 130 cm x 2 cm
Artwork 1 Medium: mixed media on cotton canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary:
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 635
Artwork 2 Title: I am the one who embodies the strength
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 130 cm x 150 cm x 2 cm
Artwork 2 Medium: mixed media on cotton canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 635
Artwork 3 Title: Three Horseman of the Apocalypse
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 140 cm x 180 cm
Artwork 3 Medium: mixed media on cotton canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 636
Artist Name: Edward Murray
Website:
IG: edwardmurraysculpture
Artist Statement: The work examines notions of play, unity and transience. Plaster forms pressed, molded, scratched
and glued together form these colourful compositions. The works bear evidence of forms and textures evocative of
change, crumbling architectural form-work, packaging materials, plastic and cardboard are bound together in these
totems of our time.
Notes:

Artist ID: 636
Artwork 1 Title: Totem 1
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 80cm x 65cm x45cm
Artwork 1 Medium: Plaster, pigment
Artwork 1 Commentary: Bold architectonic forms balance precariously over a lumpen, grounded base. This piece was
formed with cast fragments of plaster buttered together and stabilized by a base, cast in a rubble sack, bound up
with baler twine. It emerged from the abandoned detritus of a bronze casting workshop.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 636
Artwork 2 Title: Totem 2
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 70cm x 55cm x 40cm
Artwork 2 Medium: Plaster, pigment
Artwork 2 Commentary:
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 636
Artwork 3 Title: Orange Abstract
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 70cm x 45cm x 40cm
Artwork 3 Medium: Plaster, pigment
Artwork 3 Commentary:
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 639
Artist Name: luis ruocco
Website: http://www.luisruocco.com/
IG:
Artist Statement:
Notes:

Artist ID: 639
Artwork 1 Title: An Elephant On My Shoulder
Artwork 1 Dimensions: h: 90 w: 70 d: 2
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 1 Commentary: An Elephant on my Shoulder

An Elephant on my Shoulder is a description of an internal, mystical movement rather than a real one. It is a painting
about Priorities. The elephants in the room are the problems we have to deal with today. Climate change, Violence,
Poverty and Personal Issues are so strong that they become visible. it is hard to decide which one is more important
and which one is which. Magically the elephants start moving in front of a freezed man looking for an answer.
The strong colours are meant to express the hidden feelings that hide behind a very superficial tranquillity. The
choice of complementary colours is in fact due to the urge to narrate the internal fight. The background as well is
mirroring the complexity of the soul of the subject.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 639

Artist ID: 639
Artwork 2 Title: I ain't Got No Telephone
Artwork 2 Dimensions: h: 30 w: 40 d: 2
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on canvas
Artwork 2 Commentary: I ain't got no telephone

I ain't got n telephone is a painting about miscommunication.
The person in this artwork is lonly and although the space is full of colour is still similar to a little box where thisng
and probably thoughts are a bit untiedy.
I didn't plan any image so this is what came out on the canvas and I found it very freash and liberating.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 639

Artist ID: 639
Artwork 3 Title: My London City
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 25 w: 30 d: 2
Artwork 3 Medium: Oil on Canvas
Artwork 3 Commentary: My London City is a summary of all the sensations and images London gives me.
Th colours might be the vibrant energy (Brixton, the markets, the different cultures mixed in every corner, the
noises, the sounds)
The tree is the love for nature and the line is a river, amazing path that I follow everytime I have time to walk in
london, always finding new magica places.
the houses I guess represents HOME, a feeling I have everytie I come back here.
I tried in my own way to picture that yellow unique atmoshere that you can experience around 6 o'clock in a certain
season ...I never saw the same in any other place!
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 640
Artist Name: ANDREW EKINS
Website: andrewekins.com - CLOSED FOR UPDATING
IG: andrewekins
Artist Statement: The core subject of recent work explores the lustre and grime of human presence, the
anthropocentric imprint on habitat, the sediment of experience and memory
Works like “Fat of the Landâ€• have characteristic mass and substance, employing a sculptural language, posing an
allusion between a geo-topographical landscape and a crumpled landscape of the human condition. Paint skins, the
“wrongâ€• part normally discarded as worthless, are stacked and manipulated shaping a puckered fleshy landscape.
An intended fusion of idea and substance, form and image alludes to the grime of human presence, to the
materiality of a body and of a body of land.
I am interested in exploring form and material structure to expand the significance of the physical presence of a
painting, its potency as a vehicle for metaphor and ideas, the relationship between thought and thing.
Process is an important aspect of my practice; formed over time and bearing the marks of time in their appearance,
the work’s form, sagging and misshapen, aims to carry some of the narrative of the work. Repetition, layering,
impregnation regenerates items that have been discarded as used, soiled, until the materials become the work and
the work becomes itself.
Themes of mortality and decay, memory and loss, growth and renewal are asserted via corrupted decorative
structure surfacing through the substance of the paint, a confection of degraded beauty. These paintings are trace
elements of presence and memory; fugitive moments, memories of lived times, embodied in the fabric & form of a
painting.
Notes:

Artist ID: 640
Artwork 1 Title: FAT OF THE LAND
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 86 x 72 x 32 cms
Artwork 1 Medium: oil on paint skins, fabric, panel, paint tin
Artwork 1 Commentary: Works like “Fat of the Landâ€• have characteristic mass and substance, employing a
sculptural language, posing an allusion between a geo-topographical landscape and a crumpled landscape of the
human condition. Paint skins, the “wrongâ€• part normally discarded as worthless, are stacked and manipulated
shaping an a puckered fleshy landscape. An intended fusion of idea and substance, form and image alludes to the
grime of human presence, to the materiality of a body and of a body of land.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 640
Artwork 2 Title: FAR AWAY LAND
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 52 X 58 X 58
Artwork 2 Medium: oil on paint skins, used clothing, cushion
Artwork 2 Commentary: Works like “Far Away Landâ€• have characteristic mass and substance, employing a
sculptural language, posing an allusion between a geo-topographical landscape and a crumpled landscape of the
human condition. Paint skins, the “wrongâ€• part normally discarded as worthless, are stacked and manipulated
shaping an a puckered fleshy landscape. An intended fusion of idea and substance, form and image alludes to the
grime of human presence, to the materiality of a body and of a body of land.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 640
Artwork 3 Title: TWIN PEAKS
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50 X 64 X 24 CMS
Artwork 3 Medium: oil on paint skins, shelf
Artwork 3 Commentary: Process is an important aspect of my practice. Materials are chosen for their identity,
physical presence, and metaphorical potential. Repetition, layering, impregnation regenerates items that have been
discarded as used, soiled, until the materials become the work and the work becomes more than itself. In this
instance a succession of paint skins, the “wrongâ€• part that might normally be discarded as worthless, are piled,
stacked and manipulated to shape an idea of a crumpled fleshy landscape.
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 642
Artist Name: Jess Loseby
Website: https://spark.adobe.com/page/c1re6lAMOJsdQ/
IG: https://www.instagram.com/jessloseby/
Artist Statement: Jess Loseby trained in Fine Art, specialising in the rapidly ubiquitous internet & digital media.

As Jess lives with multiple disabilities & daily chronic pain, she is constantly adjusting to shifting states. This can
mean freedom or constraints of movement & the contradictions of intense feelings or apathy - & her art reflects this.

For Jess, Digitally allows her to create art in physicaL sizes, at places & in spaces that she should not be able to
reach; using mediums that ‘should/would have previously been impossible for her

The last 18 months have been particularly challenging as she has been mostly bed-bound. Yet, her mobile phone &
trusty iPad serve as a canvas, a window, a paintbrush, a doorway, an aeroplane & er...a phone! Although her health
has curtailed her previously prolific gallery & collaborative work, she always finds a way to make art & be inspired by
other artists.

At its heart, her work visually annotates her life . This often honours the day-to-day routines, the trivial & the
mundane. She also sees her imagination as another view to be documented.
For her, the borderless streams of light & life that stream through her iPad & phone are anything but trivial.

Jess is hoping to continue to grow as an artist & gain her PhD (although, in part because she thinks ‘Dr Jess’ sounds
like a sex therapist)

Jess Loseby married her childhood sweetheart Clive at 18. They have 3 children (19,24,26) whom she refuses to
accept are grownup as that would mean she is.
Notes:
https://www.instagram.com/s/aGlnaGxpZ2h0OjE3ODQ3Njc0OTA4ODg2ODMw?igshid=1tg1bfxvghl0y

Artist ID: 642
Artwork 1 Title: Happy Happy Hap!
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 5 of 1280 x 720 x 0 px
Artwork 1 Medium: Instagram ‘story’
Artwork 1 Commentary: Social media is a natural part of my art. If feeling precocious, I like to say the aim of my
practice is to be a ‘cyber fläneur’. More simply, I visually annotate my life. The annotation, an ‘Instagram Story’ i
have submitted can be found at this link
https://www.instagram.com/s/aGlnaGxpZ2h0OjE3ODQ3Njc0OTA4ODg2ODMw?igshid=1tg1bfxvghl0y
Instagram and the software that has grown up around is not only very visual, but it’s use of ‘stories’ fits excitingly
with the way I like to create art. Instagram ‘stories’ offer a very layered canvas where i can , mix video, digital
drawing, photography, animation and other media into individual pages that make up my own ‘moment story‘ that
only can be viewed for 24 hours. (unless ‘highlighted’ as I have done here. )
When writing , in spite of my truly awful dyslexic spelling , I am constantly too wordy which is a problem. I LOVE
being too wordy visually!
The ‘story’ I have submitted is my visual thoughts on being a disabled artist . Usually, I have no problem with this
term ‘disabled artist ‘ .However, today on entering another competition, I found myself in a section called ‘disabled
art’ which turned my thoughts upside down. My disability and chronic pain generate narrative in my stories that I
like to run freely with . However, a section called ‘disabled art’ does not sit comfortably with me . My visual
annotation looks deeper at this but - I like to think I am only creating ‘disabled art’ if my pen runs outâ€¦
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 642

Artist ID: 642
Artwork 2 Title: Lenore
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 50x40x3.9
Artwork 2 Medium: Digital Acrylics
Artwork 2 Commentary: My art is centred around visually annotating my life and interaction between myself and the
people , objects and thoughts , in their many shapes and forms I encounter . I feel strongly that my imagination and
my dreams are just as vital in my annotations as anything physical.
This digital acrylic painting came out of a rather vivid dream after watching a tv program where E A Poe was the
central protagonist . To be frank , I tend to prefer the fabric softener of the similar name (without the final ‘E’) to this
particular long , long ,lamented maiden and generally the idea of Poe and “nevermore’ suggests a rather more more
intolerant thought in my mind than perhaps it should.
Yet, visual annotation isn’t about ‘cherry picking’ or if I only undertook visual interpretations of only what I like ,
there would be , in my view, not much point in it.
In the dream a figure I identified as Lenore was was looking down at me in an a semi- classic, angelic pose .
However, in spite of the pose I noticed she was without wings and her short hair that covered her face was in a style
that was mine at the time. This helped me to engage with the ideas in a way I would have struggled with had these
details been absent .
I used a controlled, opposing pallets to try and avoid the ‘pseudo gothic’ style that is often used with imagery
connected with Poe’s writing.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 642

Artist ID: 642
Artwork 3 Title: Checkmate
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 50x40x3.9
Artwork 3 Medium: Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: I visually annotate my life as I wander - well, wheel through it . I not sure if any photography
gets past the fun of a slow shutter speed or here, waving a digital camera around create\img laters it light, or in this
case, paint .

However when looking at this afterwards made my smile disappear rather quickly.
I had, I realised put myself in checkmateâ€¦
Artwork 3 Image:

Artist ID: 644
Artist Name: xuan zheng
Website:
IG: sine_xuanzheng
Artist Statement: Xuan is a photographer based in London. After completing a BFA degree at Parsons, the New
School of Arts in New York, she is continuing a Photography MA degree in Royal College of Arts now. Her work
focuses on the relationship between nature and human, questioning the modernization impact to our planet and has
been exhibited in London and China.
Notes:

Artist ID: 644
Artwork 1 Title: Mirror
Artwork 1 Dimensions: 100*128
Artwork 1 Medium: C-type Print Photography
Artwork 1 Commentary: With the development of urbanization, people gradually get lost in reality and illusion of our
environment. In this series of work, I combine natural moment and transit to staged scene to create a circumstance
between reality and imagination, blurring the boundary between nature and man-made stuff. The relationship
between people and nature is intricate which is the purpose that I am expressing my concern to the issue of
sustainability.
Artwork 1 Image:

Artist ID: 644
Artwork 2 Title: Breath
Artwork 2 Dimensions: 100*128
Artwork 2 Medium: C-type Print Photography
Artwork 2 Commentary: With the development of urbanization, people gradually get lost in reality and illusion of our
environment. In this series of work, I combine natural moment and transit to staged scene to create a circumstance
between reality and imagination, blurring the boundary between nature and man-made stuff. The relationship
between people and nature is intricate which is the purpose that I am expressing my concern to the issue of
sustainability.
Artwork 2 Image:

Artist ID: 644
Artwork 3 Title: Tree
Artwork 3 Dimensions: 100*128
Artwork 3 Medium: C-type Print Photography
Artwork 3 Commentary: With the development of urbanization, people gradually get lost in reality and illusion of our
environment. In this series of work, I combine natural moment and transit to staged scene to create a circumstance
between reality and imagination, blurring the boundary between nature and man-made stuff. The relationship
between people and nature is intricate which is the purpose that I am expressing my concern to the issue of
sustainability.
Artwork 3 Image:

